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ABSTRACT

We introduce the Quotient Group Graded Lie algebras, which involve graded struc

ture constants. This structure is then used to obtain a graded extension of supersymme

try where diverse features of the Standard Model of elementary particles arise naturally.

For the Minimal Vector Clover Extension of the symmetries of special relativity, we

develop the extended superspace formalism in differential geometric language. We con

struct connections, curvature, and prove Bianchi identities both in coordinate and in

symmetry covariant bases. We study also a connection making the Lorentz symmetry

point dependent, its torsion and curvature. Moreove, we examine a transformation that

removes noncommutativity from the Minimal Vector Clover Extension.
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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

The concept of symmetry is one of the most elusive and yet prolific concepts in math

ematics and applied mathematics. The algebraic approach to the concept of symmetry

brought an explosion of uses of algebra and established links between hitherto unrelated

areas of mathematics. Now, even if some approaches to symmetry have been determined

and studied, it is difficult to exclude that further unexpected symmetries and symmetry

extensions are still unexploited.

The development of differential geometry, differential manifolds, bundles, principal

bundles provide powerful tools addressing the interplay between geometrical objects and

groups. This has led to a deeper understanding of the foundation of theoretical physics.

Many ad hoc elements of their formalism acquired naturality, elegance and powerful

structures to pursue their tasks. On the other hand, many such developments motivated

by the needs of emerging branches of theoretical physics (relativity, general relativity,

and quantum physics) have acquired citizenship as natural and powerful structures in

mathematics leading to remarkable accomplishments.

The entangled interplay of diverse areas of mathematics has as a consequence that

each single modification, relaxation or generalization leads to an unusual chain of devel

opments in manifold areas. In some cases this offers clues to unsolved inquiries. The

introduction of ~2-graded groups (supersymmetries) in physics and mathematics offers

and example of constructive collaboration between mathematicians and applied mathe-

maticians.

In Quantum Field Theory (QFT), supersymmetry has resolved multiple technical
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difficulties (such as quadratic divergences and hierarchy problems) but has not been

successful in providing a consistent model for quantum gravity. Some physicist have

dismissed altogether the possibility that QFT can ever achieve this task, and novel

theories such as superstrings and M-theories are seen by many as carriers of some of

these answers. Since it is virtually impossible to exclude that novel symmetries might

cope with anomalies arising in quantum gravity, the exploration of novel symmetries in

QFT is still a promising task.

In the year 1995 the author determined a way of introducing group gradings compati

ble with extensions of the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (1995)]. A trivial ~2 x ~2-groUP

grading was identified underlying this algebra and generic ~2 x (~4A x ~4A)-gradings

where identified as compatible for its extensions. The group inclusion ~2 x ~2 C

~4A X ~4A laying at the heart of the extension. Simultaneously, a family of noncom

mutative behaviors were identified to be able to accompany such extensions, and helped

considerably to shape precisely features of the (~2 x (~4A X ~4A), q~2 q)-gradings. The

noncommutative features were understood as the lone carriers of the novelties that might

lead to new extensions. The ~2 group factor and the q-commutation function q~2 are

the ones responsible for the standard supersymmetric extensions. The ~4A x ~4A group

factor and the associated q-commutativity function q are responsible for the novel grading

and noncommutativity.

In the year 1997 some exploration was devoted to the study graded structures com

patible with continuous groups of transformations [Wills-Toro (1997)]. Particular fami

lies of noncommutative and nonassociative group-graded behavior in the transformation

parameters lead to novel continuous groups of transformations.
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We now talk about work competed while being graduate student at the Univer

sity of Hawai'i. In the year 2000 concrete graded extensions of the of the symme

tries of special relativity were found. There, (LZ4 x LZ4 , q)-graded Lie algebraic exten

sions of Poincare algebra were constructed [Wills-Toro (2001)], [Wills-Toro et al. (2001)],

[Wills-Toro (2001a)]. Such (LZ4 x LZ4 ,q)-graded extensions do not make use of the LZ2

grading factor of super groups and where called Clover Extensions. In this sense the

clover extensions constitute a genuine extensions beyond the Coleman & Mandula no go

theorem [Coleman and Mandula (1967)].

The generic (LZ2 x (LZ4 x LZ4 ), q~2 q)-graded extensions where labelled Trefoil exten

sions since there three generators are composed to produce generators in the standard

Poincare or Superpoincare algebra. Also, the new generators carry dimension multiples

of ~ of those of the Poincare or Superpoincare algebra.

Three brands of clover extensions were found. The Minimal Vector Clover (MVC)

Extension [Wills-Toro (2001)] is remarkable in the fact that it extends the Poincare

algebra while not including scalar generators and maintaining commutativity between

space-time translation generators. These features distinguishes it from both conformal

like extensions and from de Sitter Lie algebras or anti-de Sitter Lie algebras. The

MVC-extension has 40 generators and in a way inserts 3 nonstandard replicas of the 10

generators of the Poincare algebra.

The second brand of Clover extension is the Enhanced Scalar Clover Extension

[Wills-Toro et al. (2001)], [Wills-Toro (2001a)]. This extension produces a space-time

translation through the composition of a novel symmetric vector and scalar generator.

This extension fails to produce space-time translation through the composition of three
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novel symmetric vectors as the MVC-extension does. The enhanced scalar Clover exten

sion has 30 generators. It adds 3 novel symmetric vector multiplets (replicas of space-time

momentum) and 8 scalars. This algebra might be related to the sl(4,(]}) algebra, and

could afford some understanding of the extension through the inclusion of sl (2,(]}) in

sl(4,(]}).

The third brand of Clover extension [Wills-Toro (200la)] is called the Full Clover

Extension. It includes both the MVC-extension and the Enhanced Scalar Clover exten

sion as subalgebras. It has 48 generators, so it might be related to any of the groups

associated with the Lie algebra A6 , in particular to the Lie algebra sl(5,(]}). This latter

possibility might provide some insight into the nature of the extension through the inclu

sion of sl(2,(]}) in sl(5,(]}). The full clover extension has a class (0) part of 12 generators

which contain the 10 generators of the Poincare algebra and the two scalar dimension

less generators. There are three replicas of these 12 generators in classes (1),(2), and (3)

which complete the 48 generators.

The interest of QFT in extensions of the space-time (i.e. external) symmetries is

based on the expectation that some understanding can be gained into the origin of

internal symmetries as well as its possible contribution in removing obstructions found for

quantum gravity models. The fact that such extensions differ in nature from conformal,

de Sitter and anti-de Sitter extensions gives some hope to this endeavor. The way to

such verifications is complex and lengthy. On one hand realizations, hopefully linear, in

superfields need to be accomplished. This first step is done for global symmetries, i.e.

for extension of the special relativity where the nature of the extension does not differ

from point to point. A subsequent step will address the so called local symmetries in
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which the parameters governing the symmetry transformation might vary from point to

point. The latter are the ones leading to the extension of general relativity known as

supergravity in the case of local supersymmetry.

The study of global realizations of the novel symmetries in extended superfields for

the MVC-extension was started in [Wills-Toro et at. (2003)], [Wills-Toro et at. (2003a)].

Since we are dealing with intrinsically noncommutative parameters, we used a suitable

extension to define differential operators over noncommutative variables. The little group

defined for the MVC-extension includes up to triple nontrivial generator compositions.

Therefore the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-formula used for exploring the composition of

operators involves such non trivial cubic contributions.

The global superspace realization of the MVC-extension in terms of differential op

erators obtained in [Wills-Toro et at. (2003)] was called the basic representation, and

the corresponding covariant derivatives were also obtained. Further realizations called

class (1), (2), (3) and (0) representations were obtained in [Wills-Toro et at. (2003a)].

The corresponding representations of covariant derivatives as well as their relation to the

basic representation were also determined.

We now describe some research results which have not been published yet and are part

of this thesis. Some further inquiries are under preparation in regards to noncommutative

and nonassociative algebras. They will not be included since some important steps are

still being completed.

One of the most urgent challenges of the explored extensions is to address their

connection to the internal groups of symmetry of the standard model of elementary

particle physics. There are manifold hints of strong ties between internal and external
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symmetries. Some internal groups, as the isospin distinguishes between left- or right

handed fermions which is an external symmetry feature.

The introduction of Spin ~ fermion multiplets poses important challenges to the

novel gradings. In fact, it will be proven that one can not have bi-spinors (weyl-spinors)

without violating the (~2 x (~4 X ~4), qZl2 q)-grading. Some sort of graded symmetry

breaking has to take place to reduce the extent of the grading if such spinors are to be

included.

The observables and their transformation properties in QFT are related to the struc

ture constants ofthe relevant group symmetries. The (~2 x (~4 X~4), qZl2 q)-graded Lie

groups have structure constants that are just numbers. We measure in nature space and

time and through them we infer many observables. Now, space and time parameters are

not just numbers immersed in a (~2 x (~4 X~4), qZl2 q)-graded extension. For instance,

a length in the x-direction might anticommute with some transformation parameters.

We might thus consider having structure constants with the trivial grading associated

to the Poincare algebra.

These considerations led to the study of quotient group graded Lie algebras, in which

the structure constants, although mutually commutative and associative can have non

trivial grading assignments. Chapter 2 studies the quotient group graded Lie algebras

in which such partial relaxation of the grading structure takes place.

Chapter 3 uses the quotient group graded Lie algebras to find a novel (~2 x (~4 X

~4), qZl2 q)/(~2 X ~2, qtriVial)_graded extensions of the Poincare algebra. It is proven

there that Spin ~ bi-spinors can be defined in such algebras allowing for supersymmetry~

like extensions. The grading group is partitioned into 4 classes when considering the
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quotient with the subgroup grading naturally underlying in Poincare algebra. These 4

classes build a lZ2 x lZ2 group structure: (lZ4 x lZ4)/(lZ2 x lZ2) ~ lZ2 x lZ2. We then name

the four classes class (0), class (1), class (2) and class (3). Each family of fermions in the

standard model follow a similar pattern. There are four leptons and 12 quarks (4 quarks

each in 3 colors). In chapter 3 we study a supersymmetry-like extension in which the

internal symmetries arise naturally under grading considerations. The supersymmetry

charges follow the same pattern of the fermions in the families of the Standard Model

and suggest a way for merging and understanding internal and external symmetries. The

obtained extension includes supersymmetry, therefore We can consider it an extension

beyond the Haag~ Lopuszariski-Sohnius no go theorem [Haag et al. (1975)].

In chapter 4 we initiated the study of differential geometry on extended superspace

with MVC-extension symmetry. The formalism for differential forms for such graded

noncommutative superspace is addressed. The coordinate and covariant bases for differ

ential forms are determined for the basic representation. The formalism for group valued

forms and connections is developed to build Yang-Mills formalisms under rigid (global)

MVC-extension. The local or point dependent Lorentz symmetry is addressed with the

corresponding vielbein connection, torsion and curvature forms, initiating the study of

Clover-extensions of the symmetries of general relativity.

In chapter 5 we determine an interesting property of the studied symmetries: there

exist realizations of the group and algebraic structure of the Clover-extensions where all

the nontrivial q-commutative behavior of the (lZ4 x lZ4' q)-grading can be compensated.

This might constitute a very important achievement since it will ease the construction of

models with the novel symmetries and will help in the study of the Lie group extensions
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associated with the symmetry extensions. It might also simplify the examination of

the solutions to the Bianchi identities for Yang-Mills and local symmetry connections. It

should, nevertheless, be emphasized that a generalization of the Spin~Statisticstheorem,

with the corresponding algebra of creation and annihilation operators associated to the

novel irreps will ultimately determine the proper choice between trivial or nontrivial

q-commutations. Recall for instance, that even if fermionic parameters might convert

anticommutation relations into commutator-like relations, the Spin-Statistics theorem

indicates that fermions are truly governed by anticommutative creation and annihilation

operators.

In chapter 6 we address the future stages of this research program, and give concluding

remarks.
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CHAPTER II:

GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS WITH GRADED STRUCTURE

CONSTANTS

Chapter Abstract: The standard graded Lie algebras introduce nontrivial grading as

signment for both parameters and symmetry generators, while maintaining nongraded

structure constants. In nature, we measure truly graded observables corresponding to

graded structure constants. Here, we present the relevant grading structures with con

crete parameter algebras. We introduce the quotient group graded Lie algebras, which

involve graded structure constants, and study their relation to Lie algebras. We also

explore their adjoint representations, Cartan-Killing tensor, and coproduct.

KEY WORDS: supersymmetry; graded symmetry; group theory; graded Lie algebras;

noncommutative field theory.

ILl Motivations for Graded Structure Constants

This chapter develops the basic mathematical structures needed to obtain a novel alge

braic extension of the symmetries of special relativity. Such extension is given in a subse

quent chapter using a minimal extension of the natural gradings underlying the Poincare

algebra and supersymmetry. There, diverse basic features of the standard model of

Particle Physics [Glashow (1961)] [Weinberg (1967)] [Salam (1968)] [Greenberg (1964)]

[Han and Nambu (1965)] [Bardeen et at. (1973)] will be reproduced in a natural and in

dependent way. Our mathematical exploration is strictly constrained to the minimal

developments required to make the structure a useful tool for such particular endeavor.
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After discussing the general motivations, we provide an exposition of the concepts of

group gradings and graded parameter algebras, emphasizing examples and features of the

targeted extension. We introduce then the novel graded Lie algebras and establish their

connection to plain Lie algebras. Such relations will be exploited in the forthcoming pa

per to determine extensions through its links to Lie algebras. Using concrete graded Lie

algebra bases, we introduce the structure constants, graded Jacobi identities, adjoint rep

resentations and Cartan-Killing form in a language widely used in physical applications

[Barut and Raczka (1986)] [Scheunert (1979)]. Finally, the coproduct is determined in

order to cope with elements suited for studying multiparticle systems.

There are many open problems concerning the classification of the extensions of

groups. This has motivated the use of novel approaches for finding extensions of the

Poincare algebra beyond Supersymmetry [Ramond (1971)] [Neveu and Schwarz (1971)]

[Gervais and Sakita (1971)] [Gol'fand and Likhtman (1971)] [Volkov and Akulov (1973)]

[Wess and Zumino (1974)] based on the identification of its underlying group gradings

and their extensions [Wills-Toro (1995)]. The usage of these extended group grad

ings will take into account the constraints arising from the available no-go theorems

[Coleman and Mandula (1967)] [Haag et ai. (1975)].

The determination of the group gradings underlying the Poincare algebra and their

extending group gradings provides very valuable information in two senses. It provides

very efficient constraints in the texture of the structure constants arrays. On the other

hand, it affords a whole spectrum of novel representation classes with which we can

explore novel extensions.

The introduction of spin-1/2 multiplets of generators in the ~2-graded (or super)
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Lie algebras gave rise to supersymmetry. The group grading constraints and the novel

whole spin irreducible representations in (LZ4 x LZ4 ; q)-graded Lie algebras were success

fully used to obtain an integer spin analogue to supersymmetry: the Clover extensions.

There, the triple graded Lie product of novel classes of vector transformations produces a

space-time translation [Wills-Toro (2001)] [Wills-Toro et al. (2001)] [Wills-Toro (2001a)]

[Wills-Toro et al. (2003)] [Wills-Toro et al. (2003a)].

The smallest finite grading group LZ2 x (LZ4 x LZ4 ) beyond the supergrading group

LZ2 obtained in [Wills-Toro (1995)] was claimed to allow for the construction of any

spin irreps. Nevertheless, the construction of spin-1/2 irreps poses certain puzzles that

are surmountable with a novel structure, a graded Lie algebra with graded structure

constants: the quotient group graded Lie algebras.

The passage from (plain) Lie algebras to (IT; q)-graded Lie algebras introduced a

nontrivial grading both for parameters (angles, lengths, etc. measuring the transfor

mation) and symmetry generators [Wills-Taro (1997)]. The passage from (IT; q)-graded

Lie algebras to a novel quotient group graded Lie algebra encompasses a sort of graded

symmetry breaking. In the former, the Lie product of a generator of index a E IT by a

generator of index bElT produces a generator of index a + bElT. In the latter such

a Lie product produces a linear combination of generators with indices in the quotient

class (coset) containing a + b.

The transition from the Poincare algebra to (LZ4 x LZ4 ; q)-graded Lie algebras is

accomplished by the so called Clover extensions. The further enhancement to (LZ2 X

(LZ4 x LZ4 ); q/Z2 q)/(LZ2 x LZ2 ; q/Z2)-graded Lie algebras (or quotient group graded Lie

algebras for short) endows what has been called the trefoil extensions which include the
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clover extensions and supersymmetries as a subset.

The observables in a quantum field theory model are expressed as a combination of

structure constants of its underlying symmetries. They determine as well the transfor

mation properties of these observables. We certainly measure observables in terms of real

numbers. The experimental devices that mediate these measurement procedures allow

us to relate readings in space-time with the actual objects of measure. For instance, even

if our aim is to measure a magnetic field, from the experimental set up we might infer

it from the deflection or translation of certain components in space-time. The grading

indices associated to Minkowski space thus playa remarkable role. It seems natural to

allow for structure constants which involve such indices, since we actually measure time

and lengths in the diverse spatial directions (as well as velocities and angles that belong

to the same set of graded parameters).

This is our motivation for introducing graded structure constants. The Minkowski

space parameters are mutually commutative and associative. We will confine then our

attention to associative group gradings and mutually commutative and associative struc

ture constants. Nevertheless, such structure constants can have nontrivial commutative

behavior with respect to further graded Lie algebra generators and further graded pa-

rameters.

In the Physics literature, we usually reserve certain letters or alphabet to the fermionic

(grade 1) variables, and some others for bosonic (grade 0) variables. Since we are going

to deal with richer families of indices, we see that it is simpler to write their assigned

grade explicitly as a subindex of the corresponding variable. Otherwise we would need to

use multiple alphabets and divide them into 16 subsets, which would be clearly awkward.
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11.2 Group gradings and parameter algebras

We consider here a generalization of the graded Lie algebras to a case in which the

structure constants have trivial commutative behavior among themselves but not nec-

essarily trivial commutative behavior with respect to parameters and generators. We

confine our attention to associative group gradings. More general cases are considered

elsewhere.

As for the graded Lie algebras, to each parameter (angle, length etc.) and to each

symmetry generator we associate a grading index which is an element of a fixed abelian

group. This group is called the grading group. The grading indices (or indices for

short) characterize the behavior of the corresponding parameter (or generator) under

addition, permutation of factors (q-commutator entries) and alteration of parenthesis

(q-commutators) .

Definition: A couple (II; q) is called a faithful associative group grading over (J}

[Wills-Toro (1997)] if it satisfies that II is an abelian group and

q: II x II ~(J}\{O}; (a,b) 1---+ q(a,b) =: qa,b

qa,D = 1, 0 the neutral element of II Ya E II

a i- b ==? 3c E II : qa,c i- qb,c Va, bE II.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

If additionally (II; q) satisfies that there exists an involution (.)* in II such that

( * )-1qa* ,b* = qa,b , Ya,b E II (2.5)
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where (.)* is the complex conjugation in (C, then (II; q) is called a faithful associative

group grading with invol·ution.

Remark: Even if the expression qa,b carries grading indices it will be always just a

complex number, which does not contribute to the index of the expression they are in.

Example 1: The faithful associative group grading (::Z2; q~2) is called the sv.per-

grading or Grassmann grading over JR or (C. It underlies most ::Z2-graded algebras. The

even or bosonic elements have the index °E ::Z2, whereas the odd or fermionic elements

have the index 1 E ::Z2 assigned.

::Z2 = {O, I}, (2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The group ::Z2 and its function q~2 are presented in tables 1 and 2. Adopting the trivial

involution (.)* == Id in ::Z2, we observe that (::Z2; q~2) has involution.

Table 1: {::Z2' +}-Group

~
~
1 111 °

Table 2: q~2-factors

~
~
1 111 -1
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Example 2: The faithful associative group grading (2Z4 x 2Z4 ; q) is the simplest

extension of the group grading underlying the Poincare algebra [Wills-Taro (2001)] which

maintain the symmetry between the spatial dimensions:

(n, rn) + (n', rn')

q(n,m),(n' ,m')

2Z4 X 2Z4 := {(n,rn): n,rn= 0,1,2,3},

((n + n') mod 4 , (rn + rn') mod 4),

e "2
i (nm'-mn').

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

Table 3: Addition table of the group 2Z4 x 2Z4 .

+ (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(0,0) '" (0)0 (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(2.0) '" (0)1 (0)1 (0)0 (0)3 (0)2 (1)1 (1)0 (1)3 (1)2 (2)3 (2)2 (2)1 (2)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)0 (3)1

(0,2) '" (0)2 (0)2 (0)3 (0)0 (0)1 (1)2 (1)3 (1)0 (1)1 (2)1 (2)0 (2)3 (2)2 (3)3 (3)2 (3)1 (3)0

(2,2) '" (0)3 (0)3 (0)2 (0)1 (0)0 (1)3 (1)2 (1)1 (1)0 (2)2 (2)3 (2)0 (2)1 (3)1 (3)0 (3)3 (3)2

(1,0) '" (1)0 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (0)1 (0)0 (0)3 (0)2 (3)1 (3)2 (3)0 (3)3 (2)1 (2)3 (2)2 (2)0

(3,0) '" (1)1 (1)1 (1)0 (1)3 (1)2 (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (3)3 (3)0 (3)2 (3)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)1 (2)3

(1,2) '" (1)2 (1)2 (1)3 (1)0 (1)1 (0)3 (0)2 (0)1 (0)0 (3)2 (3)1 (3)3 (3)0 (2)0 (2)2 (2)3 (2)1

(3.2) '" (1)3 (1):3 (1)2 (1)1 (1)0 (0)2 (0)3 (0)0 (0)1 (3)0 (3)3 (3)1 (:3)2 (2)3 (2)1 (2)0 (2)2

(0,1) '" (2)0 (2)0 (2):3 (2)1 (2)2 (3)1 (3)3 (3)2 (3)0 (0)2 (0)0 (0)1 (0)3 (1)1 (1)2 (1)0 (1)3

(0,3) '" (2)1 (2)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)3 (3)2 (3)0 (3)1 (3)3 (0)0 (0)2 (0)3 (0)1 (1)3 (1)0 (1)2 (1)1

(2,3) '" (2)2 (2)2 (2)1 (2)3 (2)0 (3)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)1 (0)1 (0)3 (0)2 (0)0 (1)2 (1)1 (1)3 (1)0

(2,1) '" (2)3 (2)3 (2)0 (2)2 (2)1 (3)3 (3)1 (3)0 (3)2 (0)3 (0)1 (0)0 (0)2 (1)0 (1)3 (1)1 (1)2

(3,3) '" (3)0 (3)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)1 (2)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)3 (1)1 (1)3 (1)2 (1)0 (0)3 (0)0 (0)2 (0)1

(1,1) '" (3)1 (3)1 (3)3 (3)2 (3)0 (2)3 (2)0 (2)2 (2)1 (1)2 (1)0 (1)1 (1)3 (0)0 (0)3 (0)1 (0)2

(1,3) '" (3)2 (3)2 (3)0 (3)1 (:3)3 (2)2 (2)1 (2):3 (2)0 (1)0 (1)2 (1)3 (1)1 (0)2 (0)1 (0)3 (0)0

(3,1) '" (3)3 (3)3 (:3)1 (3)0 (3)2 (2)0 (2)3 (2)1 (2)2 (1)3 (1)1 (1)0 (1)2 (0)1 (0)2 (0)0 (0)3

This group grading has been called by the author a Weil grading due to its relation to

the Weil pairings in the arithmetic of elliptic curves [Silverman 1994]. Its connection to

the Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger condition [Schwinger (1966, 68)] [Zwanziger (1968)] will

start to become clear when we use the results of this paper to introduce novel graded

extensions beyond supersymmetry.
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Table 4: q-function for LZ4 x LZ4

(0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(0,0) '" (0)0

(2,0) '" (0)1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(0,2) '" (0)2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(2,2) '" (0)3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(1,0) '" (1)0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -i -i -i - i

(3,0) '" (1)1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i

(1,2) '" (1)2 -1 -1 -1 -1 - i -i -i -i

(3,2) '" (1)3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i

(0,1) '" (2)0 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(0,3) '" (2)1 -1 -1 -i - i -1 -1 -i -i

(2,3) '" (2)2 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(2,1) '" (2)3 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i - i

(:3,:3) '" (:3)0 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i -1 -1

(1,1) '" (3)1 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i -1 -1

(1, :3) '" (3)2 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i -1 -1

(3,1) '" (3)3 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i -1 -1

The group LZ4 x LZ4 and its function q are presented in tables 3 and 4. Observe that

a new notation for the group elements is introduced. The group elements are denoted

as (fL)P where (fL) will be called the class index and P the class-component index. The

relevance of this notation will become clear below.

Again, adopting the trivial involution (.)* == Id in LZ4 x LZ4 , we observe that (LZ4 x

LZ4 ; q) has an involution.

Definition: We call (II; q) an associative group grading extension of (IJD; qD) iff

{o} =I- lID C II subgroup, (lID; qD) is a trivial group grading, Le.

(2.12)

and (II; q) is a faithful associative group grading with

(2.13)
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We assume from now on that (II; q) is an associative group grading extension of (lID; qD).

Example 3: The class (0) := {(O)O, (0)1, (0)2, (0)3} is a subgroup of zt4 x zt4 in

example 2 above. Furthermore (0) ~ zt2 X zt2 , and the function q is trivial when

constrained to (0) (see top right block of table 4). So, (zt4 x zt4 ; q) is an associative

group grading extension of ((0), ql(o)). Actually, ((0), q!(O)) is a trivial group grading

naturally underlying the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (1995)].

We have explored so far the group gradings which will provide the numeric coefficients

resulting from exchanging the positions of noncommutative parameters. The parameters

build an algebra which will be described now. The standard commutative algebras

and the Grassmann algebras are particular cases of parameter algebras, although we

do not define addition between parameters of unlike grading assignment. This direct

summation structure turns out to be not necessary for our construction here. In fact,

there is no sense in adding an scalar with an spinor or a vector, unless the coefficients

used make the diverse summands transform homogeneously, say under rotations. All

these "precautions" will be automatically taken into account into our formalism.

Definition: We call JP an (II; q)-graded parameter algebra iff its elements are II-

graded, it has a binary product. which is q-commutative and associative, it has a unit

10 E JP and a zero 0 E JP, and parameters of like index together with the zero build

complex vector spaces which make the product of parameters bilinear:

JPa = {elements in JP with index a} U {O}, complex vector space Va E II (2.14)

JP = U JPa ; JPa n JPb = {O} if a i= b
aEJ[

(2.15)

(2.16)
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(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

Observe that addition is not defined between elements with different grade.

We choose JPo as follows

JPO = U JPa
o c U JPa .

aEJID aEJID

(2.23)

where JPo builds an associative and commutative parameter subalgebra of JP. Observe

that it is not necessarily a group ring (even if each JPa has rank one) since in JPo the

addition has been defined only between elements of like index.

The (lID; qO)-graded parameter subalgebra JPo has a trivial group grading (lID; qO)

but can have nontrivial behavior with respect to the further elements of JP. The structure

constants of the novel graded Lie algebra will take their values in JPo.

The (II; q)-graded parameter algebra JP is said to have involution iff (II; q) has invo-

lution and there is an involution Din JP such that

(Y(a) = (Y*(a*) E JP, (2.24)

(2.25)
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We assume now that each <I'-vector space JPa is finite dimensional and has a (Hamel)

basis

(2.26)

such that each element in JPa is uniquely written as a linear combination of elements in

this basis. This basis can for instance account for dimensional analysis considerations

along with the overall grading.

The product in the parameter algebra JP can be expressed in terms of the product

of bases elements due to bilinearity

(2.27)

where the complex valued constants X are called the multiplication constants of JP with

respect to the chosen bases. A particularly interesting case is given by the parameter

algebras for which the dimension (rank) of each JPa is one:

(2.28)

(2.29)

This choice might lose track of certain dimensional analysis considerations that can be

tackled separately, as is common usage for real numbers carrying diverse units. The

q-commutativity and associativity in JP for this particular case implies (in the absence

of torsion in the bases elements):

a+b _ a+b
Xa,b - qa,bXb,a (2.30)

(2.31)
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Table 5: Multiplication constants va+b
Xa,b

~(/.+IJ

(0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3X n . 1J

(0,0) =0 (0)0

(2,0) =0 (0)1

(0,2) =0 (0)2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(2,2) =0 (0)3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(1,0) =0 (1)0

(3,0) =0 (1)1

(1,2) =0 (1)2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(3,2) =0 (1)3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(0,1) =0 (2)0 -1 -1 -i - i -1 -1 -i -i

(0,3) =0 (2)1 -1 -1 - i - i -1 -1 -i -i

(2,3) =0 (2)2 -1 1 -1 -i - i -1 -1 -i -i

(2,1) =0 (2)3 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 - i -i

(3,3) =0 (3)0 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i

(1,1) =0 (3)1 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(1,3) =0 (3)2 -1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(3,1) =0 (3)3 -1 -1 -i - i -1 -1 -i -i

Definition: We call (II; q) a perfect faithful associative group grading over(C iff there

exists an (II; q)-graded parameter algebra JP such that every component JPa is one di-

mensional and the multiplication constants fulfill Xb,~b =I- 0 Va, b E II. The corresponding

algebra JP is called a parameter algebra for (II; q).

Example 4: Let x~tb be given by:

u((n+n') mod 4,(m+m') mod 4) := e-;i mn'
X(n,m),(n',m') (2.32)

It is easily verified that this provides the multiplication constants of a parameter algebra

for the group grading (~4 x ~4; q) introduced in example 2. Accordingly, (~4 x ~4; q)

is a perfect faithful associative group grading over (C. The multiplication constants are

shown in Table 5.

Definition: A parameter algebra JP with involution is called real if there is a choice
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of bases such that

In this case

((3i,,) = (3i" V basis elements (3i" of JPa Va E II. (2.33)

(2.34)

Hence, the multiplication constants array i:,;,~ is hermitean with respect to its subindices:

(in+/> )* = Xko.+i> _ ko..+1> (2.35)Za,)b Jb,Zn - qb,aXio.,j/,·

Definition: (II; q) is called a real representable perfect faithful associative group

grading iff there is a real graded parameter algebra for (II; q).

Table 6: Multiplication constants X a+b
a,b

(1,+')
(0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3Xn,lJ

(0)0

(0)1 -i -i -i -i

(0)2 -i -i -i -i

(0)3 -i -i - i -i

(1)0 -1 -1 l+i l-i l-i l+i l-i _l±J. l-i l+i
-y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(1)1 -1 -1 l-i .!±..!.. l+i l-i 1±l. l-i l+i l-i
-y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(1)2 -i -i -i -i -1 -1 l+i l-i l-i l+i - .!±.!. l-i l+i l-i
-y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2

(1)3 -i -i -i -i -1 -1 l-i 1:7f _I:7*- l-i l-i Ijf l-i Ijf:72 72 -72 :72
(2)0 l-i l+i l-i l+i -1 -1 _l±i l-i l-i l+i

-y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2

(2)1 l+i l-i l+i l-i -1 -1 l-i l+i l+i l-i
y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2

(2)2 -i -i l+i l-i _ .!±..L l-i -i -i -1 -1 _ .!±.L l-i l-i l+i
-y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2

(2)3 -i -i l-i 1* l-i Ijf -i -i -1 -1 l-i Ijf _Ijf 15+-:72 J2 Jii

(3)0 1 l+i l-i l-i l+i l-i _1.±.l l-i l+i -1 -1-y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(3)1 1 l-i l+i l+i l-i l+i l-i l+i l-i -1 -1-y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(3)2 -i -i l+i l-i 1- i l+i l+i l-i l+i l-i -i -i -1 -1-y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2

(3)3 -i -i l-i l+i _l±.l. l-i l-i 1.±J.. l-i l+i -i -i -1 -1
y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2

Example 5: The bases chosen in the (LZ4 x LZ4 ; q)-graded parameter algebra of

example 4 leads to multiplication constants that does not fulfill the reality condition
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(2.35). This can be seen from Table 5: the table array is not hermitian. There is

another basis choice that does the job for the trivial involution in II (a* = a, Va ElI).

Consider the graded parameter algebra for (~4 x ~4; q) with multiplication constants

X~~b given in table 6. It is clear that X~~b fulfills condition (2.35). This result has very

large consequences on the existence of several extensions of the Poincare algebra as it

affords the parameters for real generators:

Theorem 0: The group grading (~4 x ~4; q) is a real representable perfect faithful

associative group grading 0

II.3 Quotient group graded Lie algebras

We consider graded continuous symmetry transformations

(2.36)

where the elements ~~lL,... ,~~nL E JP, an (II; q)-graded parameter algebra, and G~~) , ... ,

G~~) belong to a graded Lie algebra to be described below. The group elements gE, of the

form (2.36) above are thus represented via the exponential map in terms of the graded Lie

algebra generated by G~~), ... , Gt). For a discussion of continuous groups of transforma-

tions involving noncommutative and nonassociative parameters see [Wills-Toro (1997)].

We will consider the case in which the structure constants governing the graded Lie

algebra are in the (lID; qD)-graded parameter algebra JPo c JP. More general cases are

done elsewhere. Recall that even if the structure constants belong to a commutative

and associative parameter algebra, they can have nontrivial commutative behavior with

respect to other elements in JP or in the graded Lie algebra itself. This structure will
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provide new light for understanding certain superselection rules and cocycle induced

factors.

We present first the concept of (ff; q)-graded Lie algebra over (J} since it will simplify

the presentation of the (ff; q)j(ffD
; qD)-graded Lie algebras over (J} or quotient group

graded Lie algebras. The latter are the ones which involve graded structure constants.

Definition: We call {IL; +, L·]} an (ff; q)-graded Lie algebra over (J} iff 0 E IL i- {a},

(ff; q) is a faithful associative group grading and IL and its binary operation [".] fulfill

the following five axioms:

Axiom 1: IL i- {O} is the union of ff-labelled component vector spaces and the inter-

section of different component vector spaces is {O} and ff is generated by the indices of

the nontrivial (i- {O}) component vector spaces:

IL = UILa ; ILa nILb = {O} if ai- b
aEll

{ILa ; +} (J}-vector space Va E ff

ff is generated by {a E ff : ILa i- {O}}.

Axiom 2: L·] is closed binary ff-graded operation:

[".] : IL x IL ---+ IL; (Qa, Q~) f-7 [Qa, Q~] E IL

Axiom 3: [".] is q-antisymmetric

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

Axiom 4: [".] is bilinear with respect to the vector space addition in each component
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vector space ILa ; a E ][:

[Qa + yQ~, Q~] = [Qa, Q~] + y[Q~, Q~] V Qa, Q~, Q~ E II, Vy E (C. (2.43)

Axiom 5: [".] is q-Jacobi associative (q-leibnitz rule):

IL is called an (][; q)-graded Lie algebra with involution iff it fulfills the following extra

axiom:

Axiom 6: There exist involutions (')*,0* and nin(C, ][ and IL respectively, such that

(][; q) is an associative group grading with involution and

(yQa) = y*Qa* E IL VQa E IL, y E (C (2.45)

(2.46)

We will adopt in our applications mainly the trivial involution (.)* in][, i.e. a* = a Va E

][, and (.)* is the complex conjugation.

Theorem 1: Let (JP Q9 IL)o be given by

(JP Q9 IL)o = ffi JP-a Q9 ILa
aEJI

where

(2.47)

~~l E JP- a ; Q~) E ILa Vj = 1, ... , m; m E ~} (2.48)

with the following binary product [', .J:

[L ~~~i Q9 Q~:) ,L ~'~ij Q9 Q'WJ '-
i j

L(e'~ij~~U Q9 [Q~i:, Q'i~)],
i,j
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then (JP Q9 IL)o together with the product [".J is a (plain) Lie algebra over (fJ.

Proof: (For a more general proof involving noncommutative nonassociative parameters

see [Wills-Toro (1997)]). The bilinearity of [".J follows immediately from its defini

tion. The antisymmetry follows from the q-commutativity of the parameters and the

q-antisymmetry of [',1 Let us verify it:

(2.50)

Now

since

q-a,b-b = q-a,bq-a,-b = 1 ~ q-a,-b = (q_a,b)-l,

qa-a,b = qa,bq-a,b = 1~ q-a,b = (qa,b)-l.

(2.51)

(2.52)

On the other hand,

Hence

(2.53)

qa,b(e~be-a) Q9 (-qb,a)[Qa, Q~] =

-(e~be-a) Q9 [Qa, Q~] = -[e-a Q9 Qa, e~b Q9 Q'bJ, (2.54)

thus, [".J is antisymmetric.

In analogous fashion, the reader can obtain
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If both !p and lL are algebras with involution, then adopting

(2.56)

we have (!P ® lL)o is a Lie algebra with involution.

Notice that for (II, q) perfect faithful associative, we have

1 == qa*,o == qa*,a*-a* == qa*,a*qa*,-a*

Now, X~:~~* f 0 and qa*,a* f O. Then qa*,a* = 1 and qa*,-a* = 1.

(2.57)

(2.58)

Remark: As it is frequently a convention in physics, we might skip the tensor product

symbol to simplify notation.

We present in figure 1 a diagram for the relation between group gradings, group

graded parameter algebras, group graded Lie algebras and (plain) Lie algebras. This

picture will be extended now, so that the structure constants gain a more active role.

The relaxation from graded to quotient graded structures will correspond to a grading

symmetry breaking:

Definition: We call {L,!po,fL;+,[·,·]} an (II; q)j(IIO;qO)-graded Lie algebra over(J)

(or quotient group graded Lie algebra for short) iff

i) {fL; +, [".]} is an (II; q)-graded Lie algebra over (J)

lL = UfLa
aElI

(2.59)

ii) !po is an (lID; qO)-graded parameter algebra over (J), (lID; qO) is a trivial group

grading, (II; q) is an extending faithful associative group grading of (lID; qO).

!Po = U!Po 1 !poc' 0 E 0

cElIO

(2.60)
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/

(II; q) faithful associative

group grading

\
(II; q)-graded parameter algebra

JP (Geometrical picture)

(II; q)-graded Lie algebra

IL (Differential picture)

\,..---------,/
Lie algebra (JP (>9 lL)o

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the relations between group gradings, group graded

parameter algebras, group graded Lie algebras and Lie algebras
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iii) it is an X-graded set fulfilling

it = U itc' ita n itb= {O} if a :;£ b
cElI

and whose components it are iE-vector spaces

{ita; +} iE-vector spaces Va E X

iv) IL is related to it and lPo via

Q-.,." ffi ° "IL := (lp \(S! IL), i.e. ILa := Q7 lPc @ ILa- c
cElIO

where

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

Observe that the direct sums in (2.64) constrain the mixture between lPo and it:

v) The operator L·] acting on elements of IL x IL can be obtained (using its bilin-

earity) in terms of its action on (10@ it) x (10 @ it) and the product in lPo:

(2.67)

where 10@Qa and 10@Q~ belong to IL, and the "e" product multiplies the parameter

factor qc+a,d(~~~c) by the first tensor factor of the summands resulting from [(10 @
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We recall that 10 0 ita C fLa and notice that the operations [".] constrained to

(2.68)

The last equation shows that in terms of the generators of (the components of) it

the result of the q-commutators between elements of (100 ita) and (100 itb) is a linear

combination of elements in ita+b- c" c E JID with coefficients in JPc
D. The right-hand

side of (2.68) involves terms in it with indices in {a + b - c: c E JID} = (a +

b) modJID. Thereby, a sort of relaxation of the grading structure is achieved via the

(graded) structure constants in JPD.

We consider now the involution in the novel graded structure.

Definition: We say that the (JI; q) / (JID;qD)-graded Lie algebra has involution iff fL

is an (JI; q)-graded Lie algebra with involution, JPD is an (JID; qD)-graded parameters

algebra with involution and

(2.69)

Before we go to the main theorem relating quotient group graded Lie algebras and

Lie algebras, we introduce an important function:

Definition: Let

(JP0fL)0 - E9(JP-a0 fLa)
cEJI

fLa '- E9 (JPc0 ita-c)
cEJIO

(JP0it)0 - E9(JP-a0 ita),
aEJI

(2.70)
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for lP an (ff;q)-graded parameter algebra, for {JL,lPo,IL;+,h']} an (ff;q)j(ffO;qO)-

graded Lie algebra over (/), with lPo c lP. We define the Parameter- Welding junction

W: (lP(6JIL)o --t (lP(6JJL)o

W(~-d (6J (~f (6J Qd-f)) .- (~-d~f) (6J Qd-f'

(2.71)

and W linear,

(2.73)

The Parameter-Welding Function "welds" the parameters coming from lPo c lP

with those from lP. A natural question arises on a possible Lie algebraic structure on

Theorem 2: Let lP, {JL, lPo, IL; +, h·]}, (lP (6J JL)o and W be given as in the previous

definition. We define the following binary product [".J in (lP (6J JL)o:

['" c(i) 10, QA (i) '" Cl(j) 10, QA1(j)J :=
L.J <"-Ui \61 Ui' L.J <" -bj \61 bj

i j

= W([L~~~i (6J (10 (6J Q~:»), Le~bj (6J (10 (6J Q/~»)J) =
i j

= '" W((CI(j) c(i) ) (6J [1 (6J QA (i) 1 (6J QA/j)])L.i Co:, -bj~-ai 0 ai' 0 bj '

i,j

(2.74)

where the binary product [".J in the first line is defined on (lP0JL)0, whereas the one in

the second line is the product [.,.J defined on the Lie algebra (lP0IL)0 = (lP0(lPLfiJJL))0

in theorem 1. Then (lP (6J JL)o with its product [".J is a (plain) Lie algebra over(/).
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Proof: By definitions (2.70)-(2.74),

[W(L~~~i 0 (10 0 Q~i:)), W(L(~ij 0 (100 Q'i:)))J := (2.75)
i j

= W([L ~~~i 0 (10 0 Q~?), L (~ij 0 (10 0 Q'i~))]).
i j

Now, due to the bilinearity of [".J on (JP0(JP9:?JfL))ox (JP0(JP9:?JfL))0 and the universal

property of the tensor product, we can define a unique [. 0 .] on (JP 0 (JPo0 fL))00

(JP 0 (JPo0 fL))o such that the following diagram commutes:

[.,.] "" ['0'11

(JP 0 (JP9:?J fL))o

(2.76)

In the very same way we define [. 0 .] on (JP 0 fL)00 (JP 0 fL)o' From equation (2.75)

we can build the commutative diagram:

[,0'] 1
W
-t

(2.77)

From the linearity of Wand the antisymmetry of [', .] on (JP0(JP9:?JfL))0 x (JP0(JP'®fL))0

and the commutative diagram (2.77) we obtain the antisymmetry of [".] on (JP 0 fL)ox

(JP 0 fL)o:

[" t(i) 0 QA(i) "t'U) 0 QA,(j)] = _ [" t'U) 0 QA,(j) "t(i). 0 QA (i)] (2.78)
LJ <"-Ui Ui ' LJ <" -bj b; LJ <" -bj bj 'LJ <,,-a. ai'

i j j i

The iteration of the diagram (2.77) allows to obtain further commutative diagrams:

(IP159 (IPD159 iL))o 159 ((lP 159 (JPD159 iL))o 159 (JP 159 (IPD159 iL))o)wO(~OW) (JP 159 iL)o 159 ((IP159 iL)o 159 (JP 159 iL)o)
IdO([·O·]) 1 IdO([·O·]) 1

(JP 159 (IPD159 iL))o 159 (JP 159 (IPD159 iL))o w~w (JP 159 iL)o 159 (JP 159 iL)o
[,0,] 1 [,0,] 1

(IP159(IPD159iL))o ~ (IP159iL)o
(2.79)
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((lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o Q?) (lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o) Q?) (lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o (W@'!!)@w((lP Q?) iL)o Q?) (lP Q?) iL)o) Q?) (lP Q?) iL)o
([.@·])@1d 1 ([·@.])@1d 1

(lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o Q?) (lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o w~w (lP Q?) iL)o Q?) (lP Q?) iL)o
[.@.] 1 [.@.J 1

(lP Q?) (lPDQ?) iL))o ~ (lP Q?) iL)o
(2.80)

From the linearity of Wand the diagrams above we obtain:

["" C(i) ® QA(i) ["" c,(j) ® QA,(j) "" c,,(k) ® QA,,(k)]] =
L..t c,,-Ui Ui' L..t c" -bj bj , L..t c" -Ck Ck

i j k

= W([2: ~~~i ® (10 ® Q~~)), [2: e'~£j ® (10 ® Q'i~\ 2: e"i!.~k ® (10 ® Q"~:))]]) =
i j k

= W([[2: ~~~i ® (10 ® Q~:)), 2: e'~£j ® (10 ® Q'~))], 2: ~"i!.L ® (10 ® Q"~:))]) +
i j k

+W([2: e'~£j ® (10 ® Q'i~\ [2: ~~~i ® (10 ® Q~i:), 2:ci!.L ® (10 ® Q"~:))]]) =
j i k

= [[2: ~~~i ® Q~i:, 2: e'~£i ® Q'i~)], 2:ci!.L ® Q"~:)] +
i j k

+[2: e'~£j ® Q'i~), [2: ~~~i ® Q~?, 2:ci!.L ® Q"~:)]]' (2.81)
j . k

Hence, the bilinear operation in (lP ® it)o is both Jacobi associative and antisymmetric.

So, {(lP ® it )0; +, [".J} is a Lie algebra 0

We present in Figure 2 a diagram for the relation between extending group gradings,

graded parameter algebras, quotient group graded Lie algebras and (plain) Lie algebras.

11.4 Graded Structure Constants

Assume now for simplicity that lPo is composed of dimension (rank) one vector space

components. Since this parameter algebra is commutative and associative, we can adopt

bases such that:

lP2 =(C{3c; c E II (2.82)
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(II; g) faithful associative group

grading extension of (lID; gO)

\
(II; g)-graded parameter algebra

JP (Geometrical picture)

(lID; gO)-graded parameter algebra

JPo c JP (Structure Constants)

(II; g)j(IIO
; gO)-graded Lie algebra

{fL, JPo , (JP9:9 fL)}

(II; g)-graded Lie algebra

(JP9:9 fL) (Differential picture)

\ /,..--------------,

Lie algebra (JP 0 fL)o

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of the relations between extended group gradings,

group graded parameter algebras, quotient group graded Lie algebras and Lie algebras
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From (2.68) we can write then

[10 ('>9 fLa, 10 ('>9 fLb] S;;; E9 f3c ('>9 fLa+b- c.
cElIO

Consider now Hamel bases for each (J}-vector space components fLa :

(2.83)

basis for fLa ; a E ][. (2.84)

In terms of the bases elements, (2.83) becomes

[1 tV. QA (i) 1 tV. QA (j)] = '" cla+b-C/3 tV. QA(k)
o 'tY a' 0 'tY b L...- 'a ,Jb C 'tY a+b-c·

cEllO

(2.85)

A k A

The complex numbers ciaa;;:H are called the structure constant components of JL and the

Ak
JPo-valued elements Cia~;:H f3c (no summation over c) are called the structure constants

of the (][; q) j(][O; qO)-graded Lie algebra with respect to the chosen bases in JPo and

fL.

The grading constraints in (2.85) imply

(2.86)

This shows again that the group grading undergoes a weakening through the graded

structure constants.

The q-antisymmetry provides

(2.87)

The q-Jacobi associativity identity

(2.88)
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provides the following equivalent identities

2)(Gfad,eJqa,b+c-'Y (GJZ,kJ] - qa,b 2:](GJb~1)Jq b,a+c-" (G~~kJ] =
'Y,R ",1)

= L Gt~jb (G~~,kJ, (2.89)
O,J1-

Assume now that 1£ and JPD build an (II; q) / (lID; qD)-graded Lie algebra with

involution, and that To = 10 • From (2.46) and (2.69) we obtain

11.5 Adjoint Representations

From the identities (2.89) and (2.90) there arise two different representations for the

quotient group graded algebras:

Definition: We introduce the type 1 and type 2 adjoint representations:

n--for-wIiiCli~we-definerespeCtivetype 1 and type 2 graded matrix products

[R (QA (i)) 0 R (QA (j))]9d .= "\"'[R (QA(i))9d q R (QA (j))R"( ]
1 alb kc · ~ 1 a R"( a,b+c-'Y 1 b kc

1 'Y,e

[R2(Q~i)) 0 R2(Qbj))]kcgd := L[R2(Q~i)k1)0 qb,c-"R2(Qbj))1),,9d]
2 ,,~

(2.92)

(2.93)

(2.94)

(2.95)
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In terms of the adjoint representations (2.92) and (2.93) and their graded matrix products

(2.94) and (2.95), the identities (2.89) and (2.90) become

[R1(Q~i)), R1(Qij))] '- R1(Q~i)) 0 R1(Q~)) - qa,bRl(Qij)) 0 Rl(Q~i)) =
1 1

[R2(Q~i)), R2(Qij))] '- R2(Q~i))0 R2(Ql) - qa,bR2(Qij)) 0 R2(Q~i)) =
2 2

Amo A(m)L Cia,jb R2(Q8 ).
8,m

(2.96)

(2.97)

To ease notation, from now on the factors" 10 0" might be skipped. We will write Qa

II.6 Cartan-Killing form

We want to define now an analogue to the Cartan-Killing form by tracing back the

relation between the (][; q)-graded Lie algebra and the (plain) Lie algebra described in

Theorem 1.

In order to simplify the matter, we adopt an (][; q)-graded parameter algebra JP whose

(J}-vector spaces JPa ; a E ][ are all one dimensional. As described in (2.28) - (2.29) the

multiplication constants with respect to the bases

(2.98)

fulfill (2.30)-(2.31). The Cartan-Killing form of a (plain) Lie algebra is defined using the

homomorphism

adX(Y) = [X, Y] (2.99)
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via the scalar product:

(X, Y) := Tr(adX adY), (2.100)

where X, Yare Lie algebra elements and Tr stands for the trace to be applied to the

product of the matricial operators ad X and adY associated to X and Y respectively.

In terms of a choice of the Lie algebra generators Gi , the Lie algebra elements become

X = LXlGI, Y = LykGk.
1 e

From (2.100) we have

(adX(y))i = [XIGI,ykGk]i = 2)L CfkXI)yk.
k I

Consequently

(adX)i k = L CfkXI ,
I

(2.101)

(2.102)

(2.103)

where

r
L CfrXICriyk = LPlkXlyk, (2.104)

l,k,r,i l,k

Plk := L CfrCri
T,i

(2.105)

is called the Cartan-Killing tensor of the algebra.

The elements ({LaQ~) in a quotient group graded Lie algebra are Lie algebra elements

according to Theorem 2, and thus

(2.106)

Hence
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- [(3 Q'(i) '" "'((3 (3 ) Q clb+"I-dQ'(k) ]-- -a a' L..., L..., -'Y -b fJd j/"I"I b+y-d-
k dEJIo

'" '" c;kb+"I- d (((3 (3 )Q)(3 [Q'(i) Q'(k) ]= L..., L..., j/"I"I -'Y -b fJd -a a' b+'Y-d =
k dEJIo

(2.107)

In order to obtain the trace in (2.107) we require

(2.108)

i.e. a + b - d = e, m = t.

There is room for simplification in (2.107) using (2.108), since using the associativity

of the parameter algebra we have

(2.109)

(3 ( -b+d -a-b+d 0 )

-'Y X-b,d X-b+d,-a X-a-b+d,a+b-d

We find the Cartan-Killing tensor related to the one of the (plain) Lie algebra:

Definition: Under the assumptions above for the quotient group graded Lie algebra

and its parameter algebra, we define the associated Killing tensor.

'(i) '(j)._. . . _
((3-aQa ,(3-bQb ).- g'a,Jb -

(2.110)

The structure constant components C~"I k vanish for a + b+ I - d i- I mod lID, i.e.
u, b+,-d

for a + b i- 0 mod lID. So

(2.111)

We use now this opportunity to define the Cartan-Killing tensor for the (II; q)-graded

Lie algebra case. Let

{Q(i) . . - 1 d' lL}a , Z - , ... , 1m a
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basis for fL a Va E If. In this case we can take If° = {o} and equation (2.110) becomes

((3 Q(i)(3 Q(j)).- g. . '-
. -a a -b b .- 1,(1.,JIJ·-

(2.112)

where, from C;'Y k = 0 for a +b+ 'Y f 'Y we conclude that only terms with a = ~b shall
a, b+"y

contribute:

(2.113)

Accordingly, in the (II; q)-graded Lie algebra case, only elements with opposite index b =

-a can have nontrivial Cartan-Killing tensor component, whereas in the (If; q)j(IfO
; qO)_

graded Lie algebra case the situation is weakened to b = -a mod If°. In the former case

the Cartan-Killing tensor is diagonal in blocks of opposite index, whereas in the latter

case it is diagonal in blocks with opposite (coset) index classes mod If°.

By construction, the Cartan-Killing tensor (2.110) (resp. (2.112) for the (If; q)-

graded Lie algebra case) fulfill all the properties of the Cartan-Killing tensor for the

corresponding associated Lie algebra. In particular, a non-degenerate Cartan-Killing

tensor implies that the algebra generated by the elements ((3-aQ~) (resp. by ((3-aQ~)) is

semisimple, which corresponds in turn to the semisimplicity of the graded Lie algebra.

The converse does not hold as it is readily realized in the study of super Lie algebras

[Scheunert (1979)]. Nevertheless, the case with perfect parameter algebras allows one to

conjecture a converse of the statement.

The entanglement between graded parameter algebra multiplication constants and

the graded Lie algebra structure constant components seems to suggest certain inter-
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esting relations between geometrical features (of the graded parameter algebra) and

differential geometrical features (of the graded Lie algebra). We could also conjecture

that certain relationship holds between the corresponding Hilbert-Poincare polynomials.

This might offer alternative approaches for their determination.

II.7 Coproduct

The existence of a coproduct associated with the graded Lie algebra is an important

issue. It allows us to relate the product of irreducible representations of the algebra in

terms of irreducible representations. In order to define the coproduct for (II; q) graded

Lie algebras we define first the product of tensor products of algebra elements. The

product of (Va ® 0D by ( O"e ® Ollld) is defined by

(Oa ® O~) . (O"e ® Ollld) := qb,e(VaO"e) ® (O'bOllld)

The novel q-factor accounts for the exchange in position of the operators O~ and Vile'

Since they act in different spaces, they simply q-commute.

Consider a representation of the (II; q)-graded Lie algebra in which the q-commutator

between two algebra element is given by

and we enhance the algebra with a universally commuting unit 10, i.e.

We define the coproduct by the following function:
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The q-commutation of two coproduct images is given by

[~(Oa), ~(O~)] = ~(Oa) . ~(O~) - qa,b~(Oa) . ~(O~) =

(Oa (8)10 + 10 (8) Oa) . (O~ (8)10 + 10 (8) O~)

-qa,b(O~ (8)10 + 10 (8) O~) . (Oa (8)10 + 10 (8) Oa) =

(OaO~ - qa,bO~Oa) (8)10 + 10 (8) (OaO~ - qa,bO~Oa) = ~([Oa, Om·

The coproduct for the (II; q)/(IIO
; qO)-graded Lie algebra is defined analogously and it

is straightforward to verify its properties:

[~(Oa), ~(Om

[~(Oa), [~(O~), ~(O~)]]

11.8 Chapter Discussion

-qa,b[~(O~),~(Oa)],

[[~(Oa),~(O~)], ~(O~)] +

+qa,b[~(O~), [~(Oa)[, ~(O~)]].

(2.114)

(2.115)

We have obtained new sorts of graded Lie algebras that allow for graded structure

constants. The observables are related to structure constants which determine their

transformation properties. The space-time observables entail a nontrivial index assign

ment in the grading structure underlying the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (1995)]. This

has been the motivation for our inquiry into graded structure constants. The novel

structure will solve certain obstructions on the definition of spin-1/2 irreps and provides

what could be understood as the intermediate stages after graded symmetry breaking.

The novel structure involves a weakening of the group grading towards a quotient group
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grading. Nevertheless, the q-commutativity and q-Jacobi associativity are still governed

by the original group grading. Symmetries and their quantization might obtain novel

perspectives through the identification of their underlying gradings.

The quotient group graded Lie algebras allow for the definition of novel continuous

groups of transformations. A "welding" mapping combines the graded parameter algebra

and the quotient group graded Lie algebra into a (plain) Lie algebra. This in turn relates

to a group of continuous transformations via the exponential mapping.

The novel quotient group graded Lie algebra allows for the definition of adjoint repre

sentations, Cartan-Killing tensor and coproduct. The consideration of the multiparticle

systems governed by the novel graded structure and the decomposition of products of

irreps into irreps turn out to be a straightforward extension of the Lie algebra case.

Our mathematical inquiries have limited their scope to the structure required to

support a novel attempt to unify external and internal symmetries. Diverse features

of the Standard Model of elementary particles arise naturally in this context. With a

global or rigid symmetry, we might obtain the first step towards a graded unification of all

interactions. It is known that local supersymmetry leads to general relativity. The local

version of the novel symmetries might embrace both general relativity and the standard

model interactions in a natural fashion. There could be unexpected contributions toward

a consistent quantum field theory model of all interactions.
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CHAPTER III:

GRADED SUPERSYMMETRY UNIFYING INTERNAL AND

EXTERNAL SYMMETRIES

Chapter Abstract:We present a grading beyond supersymmetry. Using a graded Lie al

gebra with graded structure constants, 16 supersymmetry-like generators are introduced

following the available grading assignments. The scalar transformations lead naturally

to the symmetries of the standard model, and the spin-1/2 charges match the matter

particles of each standard model family. Spin-1/2 charges are acted upon nontrivially

under scalar transformations, but their composed space-time translations remain invari

ant. Internal and external symmetries are entangled providing unexpected insight into

the nature and origin of the internal symmetries.

KEY WORDS: supersymmetry; graded symmetry; grandunification; beyond standard

model; noncommutative field theory.

III.1 Grading Beyond Supersymmetry

Supersymmetry has opened a wide spectrum of possibilities for models of elementary

particles. It provided answers and insight into several critical issues, such as quadratic

divergence renormalization, fine-tuning and hierarchy problems. Nevertheless, the ab

sence of a consistent model in supergravity motivates us to extend the search for further

structures, hopefully carrying the nice features already provided by supersymmetry. The

extensions to be considered go in diverse manners beyond the extensions contemplated

by the no-go theorems of Coleman-Mandula [Coleman and Mandula (1967)] and Haag-
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Lopuszariski-Sohnius [Haag et ai. (1975)].

We are going to use here the quotient group graded or (II; q)/(IIO
; qO)-graded Lie

algebra structures (see chapter II) to introduce a LZ2 x (LZ4 x LZ4)-graded extension of

supersymmetry. It turns out that the novel structure allows for spin-1/2 generators.

The key relation of supersymmetry is reproduced for 16 different brands of graded

spinor charges. These 16 grading assignments might appear initially innocuous, and

not beyond the well explored possibilities for extended supersymmetry. Nevertheless,

these assignments stemmed strictly from the underlying gradings of the Poincare al

gebra and pinpoint an unexpected and natural matching with the symmetries of the

standard model. The graded supersymmetric extension is thus compatible with certain

well identifiable scalar extensions, which reproduce in diverse manners the structure of

the internal symmetries for each family in the standard model. A completely novel in

terpretation of the nature and origin of the internal interactions will be afforded, as well

as novel ways to approach unifying symmetry extensions. While there are several scalar

symmetry choices, the present survey just exemplifies the simplest and naively natural

choices. It will be the task of further developments to select the avenues closest to the

compelling phenomenological evidence, to the most successful versions of the standard

model of elementary particles and to the mathematical structures giving new insight and

understanding to many up to now ad hoc aspects of the standard model. Further studies

on the extensions will involve what could be interpreted as the family structure, as well

as the concrete model building to explore truly spontaneous grading symmetry breaking

(from graded to quotient group graded Lie algebras and so on). Anomaly cancellation

will provide further pieces of the puzzle. The grading structure will provide a brand
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new frame for the interpretation of several particle interactions. The nicest feature is

clearly, that the whole project stems directly from the extension of the symmetries of

special relativity. Further stages of this paper series will raise such relations to local

symmetry transformations, corresponding to general relativity and the gauge theory of

internal interactions in certain limits.

111.2 Group gradings beyond supergradings

The group 7£2 x (7£4 X 7£4) was identified in [Wills-Toro (1995)] as the smallest fi-

nite grading group beyond the supersymmetry grading group 7£2 suited for a graded

extension of the Poincare algebra.

Table 7: {7£2, +}-Group

~
~
1 111 0

Table 8: q~2-factors

~
~

1 111 -1

The group grading, called supergrading, used in supersymmetry is a group grading

(7£2;q~2) [Wills-Toro (1995)] [Wills-Toro (1997)] (see chapter II), where

7£2 = {a, I} (3.1)



(a, a') f--t (a + a') mod 2

(a a') f--t q./Z2 = e i '!raa'
, a,a' .
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(3.2)

(3.3)

The tables 7 and 8 give a quick lookup table for the supergrading.

Table 9: Addition table of the group ~4 x ~4'

+ (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(0,0) == (0)0 (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(2,0) == (0)1 (0)1 (0)0 (0)3 (0)2 (1)1 (1)0 (1)3 (1)2 (2)3 (2)2 (2)1 (2)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)0 (3)1

(0,2) == (0)2 (0)2 (0)3 (0)0 (0)1 (1)2 (1)3 (1)0 (1)1 (2)1 (2)0 (2)3 (2)2 (3)3 (3)2 (3)1 (3)0

(2,2) == (0)3 (0)3 (0)2 (0)1 (0)0 (1)3 (1)2 (1)1 (1)0 (2)2 (2)3 (2)0 (2)1 (3) 1 (3)0 (3)3 (3)2

(1,0) == (1)0 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (0)1 (0)0 (0)3 (0)2 (3)1 (3)2 (3)0 (3)3 (2)1 (2)3 (2)2 (2)0

(3,0) == (1)1 (1)1 (1)0 (1)3 (1)2 (0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (3)3 (3)0 (3)2 (3)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)1 (2)3

(1,2) == (1)2 (1)2 (1)3 (1)0 (1)1 (0)3 (0)2 (0)1 (0)0 (3)2 (3)1 (3)3 (3)0 (2)0 (2)2 (2)3 (2)1

(3,2) == (1)3 (1)3 (1)2 (1)1 (1)0 (0)2 (0)3 (0)0 (0)1 (3)0 (3)3 (3)1 (3)2 (2)3 (2)1 (2)0 (2)2

(0,1) == (2)0 (2)0 (2)3 (2)1 (2)2 (3)1 (3)3 (3)2 (3)0 (0)2 (0)0 (0)1 (0)3 (1)1 (1)2 (1)0 (1)3

(0,3) == (2)1 (2)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)3 (3)2 (3)0 (3)1 (3)3 (0)0 (0)2 (0)3 (0)1 (1)3 (1)0 (1)2 (1)1

(2,3) == (2)2 (2)2 (2)1 (2)3 (2)0 (3)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)1 (0)1 (0)3 (0)2 (0)0 (1)2 (1)1 (1)3 (1)0

(2,1) == (2)3 (2)3 (2)0 (2)2 (2)1 (3)3 (3)1 (3)0 (3)2 (0)3 (0)1 (0)0 (0)2 (1)0 (1)3 (1)1 (1)2

(3,3) == (3)0 (3)0 (3)2 (3)3 (3)1 (2)1 (2)2 (2)0 (2)3 (1)1 (1)3 (1)2 (1)0 (0)3 (0)0 (0)2 (0)1

(1,1) == (3)1 (3)1 (3)3 (3)2 (3)0 (2)3 (2)0 (2)2 (2)1 (1)2 (1)0 (1)1 (1)3 (0)0 (0)3 (0)1 (0)2

(1,3) == (3)2 (3)2 (3)0 (3)1 (3)3 (2)2 (2)1 (2)3 (2)0 (1)0 (1)2 (1)3 (1)1 (0)2 (0)1 (0)3 (0)0

(3,1) == (3)3 (3)3 (3)1 (3)0 (3)2 (2)0 (2)3 (2)1 (2)2 (1)3 (1)1 (1)0 (1)2 (0)1 (0)2 (0)0 (0)3

The novelty of the smallest finite group grading beyond supergradings is given by

the (~4 x ~4; q) group grading ( particular case of Weil gradings [Wills-Taro (1995)]

[Wills-Taro (2001)] (see chapter II)):

~4 X ~4

(n, m) + (n', m')

q(n,m),(n',m')

{(n, m); n, m = 0,1,2, 3}

((n + m')) mod 4, (m + m') mod 4)

e i2"(nm'-n'm).

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

The elements of the group ~4 x ~4 will not always be denoted in the standard way
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as couples (n,m) with n,m E {0,1,2,3}. We will use instead a notation, which makes

explicit the equivalence classes arising from the quotient of zt4 x zt4 by the subgroup zt2 x

zt2 that grades naturally the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (1995)] [Wills-Toro (2001)].

The elements of zt4 x zt4 will be denoted (c)s, where (c) E {(O), (1), (2), (3)} is called

the Class and s E {O, 1,2, 3} is called the Class component. Tables 9 and 10 give the

transformation between both notations for zt4 x zt4 elements as well as the look up table

for the group addition and function q for any couple of group elements. The q-values

have to be read q(row, column). Since the group elements will be used to label the

diverse graded sets, and the grade assignment is written as a subindex, we frequently

refer the grading group elements as grading indices or simply indices, not to be confused

with the index terminology in group theory.

Table 10: q-function for zt4 x zt4

(0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3

(0,0) = (0)0

(2,0) = (0)1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(0,2) = (0)2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(2,2) = (0)3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

(1,0) = (1)0 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 - i -i -i -i

(3,0) = (1)1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i

(1,2) = (1)2 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 - i - i -i .... i

(3,2) = (1)3 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -i - i - i -i

(0,1) = (2)0 1 -1 1 -1 -i ~ i 1 -1 -1 -i -i

(0,3) = (2)1 1 -1 1 -1 -i -i 1 -1 -1 -i -i

(2,3) = (2)2 1 -1 1 -1 -i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(2,1) = (2)3 1 -1 1 -1 - i -i -1 -1 -i -i

(3,3) = (3)0 1 -1 -1 -i - i - i - i 1 -1 -1

(1,1) = (3)1 1 -1 -1 -i -i - i -i 1 -1 -1

(1,3) = (3)2 1 -1 -1 -i -i - i -i -1 -1

(3,1) = (3)3 1 -1 -1 -i -i -i -i -1 -1

The indices of ~4 x zt4 used for grading the parameters (and generators) of the
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Poincare algebra build the class (0) := {(O)O, (0)1, (0)2, (0)3}. According to table 9,

the class (0) constitutes a ~2 x ~2 (normal since abelian) subgroup of ~4 x ~4' The

addition "t" induced on the quotient (~4 x ~4)/(0) makes it isomorphic to the Klein

group ~2 X ~2:

(3.7)

The addition at the level of classes is given in table V, we will write (i t j) instead of

(i) t (j). Familiarity with the new notation for ~4 x ~4 elements and the particular

properties of class indices and class-component indices in the (~4 x ~4; q) group grading

is greatly emphasized since it will be fundamental for providing unexpected insight into

the origin of internal symmetries.

Table 11: Addition of class indices ~2 x ~2

t (0) (1) (2) (3)

(0) (0) (1) (2) (3)

(1) (1) (0) (3) (2)

(2) (2) (3) (0) (1)

(3) (3) (2) (1) (0)

The smallest group grading beyond supergrading devised in [Wills-Toro (1995)] is

( iZ2 ) . E2
q q (a,(c)s),(al,(c/)sl) .= qa,al q(c)s,(C/)SI. (3.8)

The (~2 x (~4 X ~4); qiZ2 q)-graded parameters build an (II; q)-graded parameter
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algebra [Wills-Taro (1997)J (see chapter II) whose elements fulfil (qZl'2q)-commutativity:

In particular

(3 (3' '- Zl'2 (3' (3(a,(c)s) (a',(c')S')'- qa,a' q(c)s,(c')s' (a',(c')s') (a,(c)s)·

(3(a,(c)s) (3(a,(c)s) = q~~ (3(a,(c)s) (3(a,(c)s) ,

(3.9)

(3.10)

since from (3.6) we infer q(c)s,(c)s = 1. For this reason the parameters (3(a,(c)s) , with a = 0

will be called self-commutative or self-bosonic, whereas those with a = 1 will be called

self-anticommutative or self-fermionic, i.e. nilpotent parameters.

In order to simplify notation, and following the custom in QFT, we will reserve

certain letters to denote self-anticommutative (self-fermionic) parameters or generators,

avoiding the explicit notation of the 5Zz grading component. Hence, only the 5Z4 x 5Z4

grading component will be explicitly written as a subindex.

The self-bosonic class (0) indices are the ones assigned to the Poincare algebra gen-

erators and their parameters. Using standard notation for translations Pi-'; I-" = 0,1,2,3,

for Lorentz generators Mi-'v; 1-", v = 0,1,2,3, for space-time parameters xi-'; I-" = 0,1,2,3

and for Lorentz transformations parameters Ei-'v; I-"V = 0,1,2,3, the grading assignment

of the Poincar'e algebra generators is given in table 12.

Table 12: Index assignment for Lorentz algebra

Index Generators Parameters

(0,0) == (0)0 Po Xo = t

(2,0) == (0)1 PI, MOl, MZ3 Xl, EOI, EZ3

(0,2) == (0)2 Pz, Moz , M31 Xz, EOZ, E31

(2,2) == (0)3 P3 , M03 ' MIZ X3, E03, EIZ
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III.3 Novel graded irreps of the Lorentz algebra

Novel integer spin irreps of the Lorentz algebra respecting a (~4 x ~4; q)-grading were in-

troduced in [Wills-Toro (2001)] to provide (~4 x ~4; q)-graded Lie algebraic extensions of

the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (2001)] [Wills-Toro et at. (2001)] [Wills-Toro (2001a)].

These extensions involve only self-commutative parameters and generators. They do

not use the ~2-grading factor that leads to supersymmetry. They were considered ex-

tensions beyond the Coleman-Mandula no-go theorem [Coleman and Mandula (1967)].

The novelty of this work is the introduction of the ~2 supergrading factor to complete

a (~2 X (~4 X ~4); qLZ2q)-grading. For this reason, we consider here an extension be-

yond the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius no-go theorem. In order to do so, we will make use

of the (JI; q)j(JI'; q')-graded Lie algebra structure or quotient group graded Lie algebra

structure introduced in Chapter II.

We already defined the addition "t" of class indices, from which we observe that (0)

is the neutral class element. This shows that the addition of the indices assigned to

the Poincare algebra does not change the class. Accordingly, the sets (0) = {(O)O, (0)1,

(0)2, (0)3}, ... , (3) = {(3)0, (3)1, (3)2, (3)3} provide natural sets of indices for candidates

of irreducible Lorentz multiplets.

In a (~2 X (~4 X ~4); qLZ2q)-graded Lie algebra JL we have for all O(c)s, O(C/)SI ElL:

0"C (c")s", 0"1/ /I

0(e)8,o(e/ )81 (c)s

oif (c)s + (c')s' i- (C")S".

(3.11)

(3.12)

0"
The structure constants Co(ell)S;, are then nongraded complex numbers. Accordingly,

(e)s, (e/)8'
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the application of a Lorentz transformation O(c)s = O(O)s modifies the ~4 x ~4 index

(c')s' f-t (c")s" = (c')s" within the same class (c').

We consider now the trivial group grading (~2 x ~2; qO) underlying the Poincare

algebra:

~2 X ~2 (0) = {(O)O, (0)1, (0)2, (0)3}

Clearly, (~4 x ~4; q) is an extending group grading (see chapter II) of (~2 x ~2; qO).

We consider now a (~2 x ~2; qO)-graded parameter algebra jpo, whose components

simplicity we denote the later {fJo}, {fJl}, {fJ2}, {fJ3}. The multiplication table for the

bases elements of jp0 is given in table 13.

Table 13: Multiplication of bases elements of jp0

130 131 f32 133

130 130 131 132 133

131 131 130 133 132

132 132 133 130 131

133 133 132 131 130

(see chapter II), for all O(c)s, O(c')s' E iL:

Index of fJ/-'

0"(c")s" A /I

fJ/-,Co 0' O(c")s"
(e)8> (e')s'

oif {c)s + (c')s' =1= (c")s" mod (0)

(0)J.l = (c)s - (c')s' - (c")s".

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)
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The condition (3.14) implies structure constant C = 0 if (c) t (c') -# (e") which is far less

restrictive than (3.12). If 0(C)8 = 0(0)8 is a Lorentz transformation, then its application

modify the indices (c')s' f---t (C")S" = (C')S" within the same class.

In order to simplify the considerations of the constraints arising for spin irreps prod-

ucts, we will study the Lorentz transformations in terms of:

T(o)j ~ (~E' M
kl + iMOj) . j = 1,2,3 (3.16)2 2 ]kl ,

1'(O)j 1 (1 kl. °') j=1,2,3. (3.17)"2 "2EjklM - 1M] ;

T(o) is a spin (1,0) triplet and 1'(0) is a spin (0,1) triplet. The space-time translations

will be written

(3.18)

and constitute a spin (~, ~) multiplet.

We adopt that multiplets carrying self-commutative indices have integer spin and mul-

tiplets carrying self-anticommutative indices have half-odd integer spin. This constitutes

an extrapolation of the spin-statistics theorem [Streater and Wightman (1964)] whose

universal validity will be addressed elsewhere. The very existence of the irreps in an

extension of the Poincare algebra gives some arguments in its favor. In the case of the

spin-1!2 irreps considered here, (q~2q)-commutation relations between components of

the same multiplet are given by genuine anticommutators (see (3.10)). In this case, the

statistical considerations for an aggregate of spin-1!2 particles of the same type coincide

strictly with those of the standard spin-1!2 in the literature. So, the validity of the

extrapolation of the spin-statistics theorem for spin-1!2 particles is readily available.

The statistical behavior of aggregates involving different classes of spin-1!2 irreps will
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be presented elsewhere, and will reveal an analogue to bosonization: triples of quarks

of different brands behave equivalently to a single standard fermion. Such phenomena

might be very relevant in quark aggregates such those leading to nucleon synthesis,

nucleosynthesis and to some novel types of stars.

The multiplets of integer spin < 2 have been introduced in [Wills-Toro (2001)]. We

will introduce the chiral spin-1/2 multiplets and afterwards give a short review of integer

spin representations.

Spin-1/2 doublets

Graded observables and their relation to structure constants provided a motivation for

the introduction of quotient group graded Lie algebras (see chapter II). But the very

existence of spin-1/2 doublets afford the strongest motivation leading to the introduction

of the quotient group graded Lie algebras. We start with a proposition:

Proposition: It is impossible to have spin-1/2 doublets in a (Zlz x (Zl4 x Zl4); q~2q)_

graded Lie algebra.

Proof: Assume that Q(C)Sl and Q(C)S2 are Linearly independent generators for an invariant

spin-1/2 irrep. From (3.11) and (3.12) we have that in order to have [T(O)i' Q(C)Sl] i- 0

we require (O)i + (C)Sl = (c)sz. Hence (c)sz - (C)Sl = (O)i = -(O)i = (C)Sl - (c)sz,

Accordingly [T(o)j, Q(c)sJ = [T(o)j, Q(C)S2] = 0 for j i- i. From the q-Jacobi identities it

follows [T(O)i' Q(c)sJ = [T(O)i, Q(C)S2] = O. So, Q is a scalar (---+ +--) 0

We now start the construction of spin-1/2 irreps in a quotient group graded Lie

algebra. From now on we reserve the letter Q to denote self-anticommutative generators
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of spin-1/2:

Grading index of Qa(c),

Grading index of Qa(c),

[

Ql(c), : ,
spin-(~, 0)

Q2(c),

(Qa(c),) = [Qi(c), Q2(C)'] ' spin-(O,~)

(1, (c)s) E 202 X (204 X 204 )

(1, (c)s) E 202 X (204 X 204 ),

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21 )

(3.22)

Accordingly, for spin-1/2 multiplets the spinor component indices (0:, a, ...) are inde-

pendent of the 204 x 2Z4 -grading indices. (The proposition above showed the impossibility

of having them naively tied together).

The behavior of these doublets under Lorentz transformations is given by

[T(O)i' Qa(c),] . Q(" )(3Q (3.23)-1 a Z,C a (3(c),

[1'(O)i' Qa(c),] 0 (3.24)

[T(O)i, Qa(c),] 0 (3.25)

[1'(O)i, Qa(c),] - i Qr3(c), q(O)i,(f) i/~(i, cla. (3.26)

According to (3.15), the grading of aQ(i, c)! and of aQ(i, c)r3a is (O)i. The values of the

entries of these arrays are in JPo. The properties of these arrays follow from (q7L2 q)-Jacobi

identity:

From now on and to simplify notation, when we talk about q-Jacobi identity or q-

commutativity we mean (q7L2 q)-Jacobi identity or (q7L2 q)-commutativity respectively.
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From (3.27) it follows

(3.28)

and equivalently

(3,29)

where the commutators have the standard meaning. Hence, the arrays i (J'Q(i, c) (and

- i (J'Q(i, c)tr) provide a standard irrep of spin (~,O),

In analogous way we obtain

and equivalently

[ ' -Q(')tr' -Q(')tr]_' (. -Q(')tr)1 q(O)i,(c)(J' Z, C ,1 q(O)j,(c)(J' ), C - 1 Eijk 1 q(O)k,(c)(J' Z, C , (3,31)

Accordingly, the arrays - i q(O)i,(c)O'Q (i, C) (and i q(O)i,(c)O'Q (i, C)tr) provide a standard spin

(O,~) irrep. The relation between the obtained irreps follows from the (anti-) involution:

(3.32)

Using the (anti-) involution properties we obtain

(3.33)

where the position of the (J'-array is relevant (since it carries index (O)i). From (3.26)

and (3.33) we obtain

(J'Q(i c)* f3, Q , (3.34)

(3,35)
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In equation (3.35) t denotes transposition followed by conjugation.

In order to define invariant (scalar) products, we introduce spinors with upper spinor

indices:

with transformation properties:

[ Ql Q2 ], spin (~,O)
(c)s (c)s

[
~:('). ], spin (O,~)
Q (c)s

(3.36)

(3.37)

. Q(3 Q(' ) a
1 (c)s q(O)i,(c) a z, C (3

0,

0,

. -Q(' )Ii Q-/3
1 a z, C /3 (c)s'

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41 )

It is easy to verify the invariance of the products (Qa(c)s Qa(c)s), with summation

only over the spinor index Q, and (QIi(c)s QIi(c)s) , with summation only over spinor index

0:. Unless otherwise specified, summation over repeated up and down multiplet indices is

assumed. In particular,

(3.42)

We inquire now about the existence of a (pseudo) metric array relating upper and bottom

spinor indices. Assume:

£Q(C)"'(3 Q(3(c)s Qa(c)s

£Q(c)a(3 Q(3(c)s Qa(c)s

-Q 1i/3-
QIi(c)s£ (c) Q/3(c)s

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)
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(3.46)

Clearly, such pseudometric arrays have trivial index. Now,

(3.47)

Using the fact that the index of (J"Q(i, c)(3'Y is (O)i and (3.38) we obtain

(3.48)

Analogously, we obtain

Table 14: spin-1/2 irrep

(c)s erQ(l,c) erQ (2, c) erQ (3,c) uQ(l, c) uQ (2,c) uQ (3, c)

all -~(31erl - ~ (32 er2 - ~(33er3 ~(31CTl ~(32(72 ~(33er3

(3.49)

We provide now a very simple spin-1/2 irrep in table 14. They satisfy all the proper-

ties obtained so far, where (3i = ((3i) are the bases elements of jpo fulfilling multiplication

table 13 and (J"o, (J"l, (J"2, (J"3 are the Pauli matrices

(J"o = (1 0), (J"l = (0 1), (J"2 = (~ -i), (J"3 = (1 0 ) . (3.50)
o 1 1 0 zOO -1

The pseudo-metric arrays turn out to be

)

0(3

-1
,

o
(3.51)
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(3.52)

Accordingly, for the spin-l/2 irreps the arrays (TQ(i, c), (j"Q(i, c), [Q(c) and [Q(c) do not

depend on the index (c)s carried by the spinors Qa(c)s and Qa(c)s. The index (c)s will

playa very important role in providing q-factors which differentiate among the different

grading choices for spinors.

We introduce in tables 15 and 16 further arrays. Some of them embody triality by

relating symmetric vector with chiral and antichiral Weyl irreps:

Table 15: Chiral irrep arrays

0"& (c) "'13 0"6 (c) "'13 O"b(C)",i3 0"3 (c) . 0"01 0"02 0"03 0"23 0"31 0"12
Q ",[3 Q Q Q Q Q Q

fJO(O"O)ai3 fJ1(0"1)",i3 fJ2(0"2)ai3 fJ3 (0"3) "'13 _~10"1 -~0"2 _~30"3 -~fJ10"1 -~fJ20"2 -~fJ30"3

Table 16: Anti-chiral irrep arrays

u~(c)<i!3 uh (c)<i!3 ub(c)<i!3 uQ (c)<i!3 -01 -02 -03 -23 -31 -12O"Q O"Q O"Q O"Q O"Q O"Q

fJO(o-O)<i!3 -fJ1 (0"1)<i[3 -fJ2(0"2)<i[3 -fJ3(0"3)<i[3 ~10"1 ~0"2 ~30"3 -~fJ10"1 -~fJ20"2 -~fJ30"3

Integer spin multiplets

We use the following conventions for generic irreps a(s)s' a(c)s, o'(c)s, o'(cr of integer spin

[T(O)i' a(c)s] . ac ) t (3.53)- 1 (T Z, C s a(c)t

[T(O)i' a(c) S] i q(O)i,(c)s a(f)t (Ta(i, C)t s (3.54)

[T(O)i' o'(c)s] - i q(O)i,(c)s o'(c)i (j"ii(i,c)i s (3.55)

[T(O)i,o'(cr] i (j"Q(i,c)Si 0'(c5 (3.56)
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where

(a(c)s) =

-a(. )i
(J" z, C S =

The pseudo-metric arrays fulfil

a ( . )* i(J" z, C S .

-(s) - S
a(c) = a(c) (3.57)

(3.58)

Ca( )US U
Co C a(c)s = a(c) ,

Ca( )US - - U
Co c a(c)s = a(c) ,

(3.59)

(3.60)

where the arrays (J"a, (ja, [,a and t a are all trivially graded (index (0)0). The multiplet

a(c)s is said to be in the spin-(sl,sr) irrep iff

3

[2: T (O)i T (O)i, a(c)s]
i=1

3

[2: 1'(O)i1'(O)i' a(c)s]
1=1

SI(SI + 1)a(c)s (3.61)

(3.62)

Table 17: (J"T Matrices

(J) Spin(l,O) (JT(l,f) (JT(2, f) (JT(3, f)

[ 0 0 -n [-~
0

~ ] [ 0 -1 n(0) T(o) 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

[ 0 0 -n [-~
0 n[ ~

-1 n(1) T(l) 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

[ 0 -1 n [ 0 0 -n [-~
0 n(2) T(2) 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0

(3) T(3) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

In particular, the triplet T(O)i constitutes a spin-(1,0) irrep of class (0) and p(O)!-,

constitutes a spin-(~,~) irrep of class (0). The arrays (J"T associated with antisymmetric
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Table 18: (jP- Matrices

(f) Spin(~, ~) (TP (1, f) (TP(2, f) (TP (3, f)

;[-1 -i 0

-11 ; [-~
0 -i n1 [ :

0 0

-1 ](0) PrO)
0 0 0 0 0 -1
() 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
() 1 -1 0 -i 0 0

1 [ -~
-i 0

-11 ;[-1
0 -i n1 [ :

0 0

-~ ](1) P(1)
0 0 0 0 -1

2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
0 0 1 -1 -i 0 0

1 [ :
0 0 -l ] l~ -i 0

-1] ; [-~
0 -i n(2) P(2)

0 -1 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

-i 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0

; [-~
0 -i n1 [ :

0 0

-~ ] ;[-1 -i 0

-11(3) P(3)
0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 2 0 1 0 0

-1 0 -i 0 0 1

vector spin-(I,O) triplets T(c)s and spin-(O,I) triplets T(c)s -via equation (3.58)- are given

in Table 17. The arrays (jP associated with the symmetric vector spin-G,~) quadruplets

p(c)!" are given in Table 18.

The pseudo-metrics associated with such vector irreps are given by

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

Recall that for the antisymmetric vectors

(3.66)

and that the symmetric vectors are self-involutive

(3.67)
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IlIA Graded Supersymmetric-like Extensions

Assume that the spinors Q and Qhave naive dimension 1/2, and consider the composi

tion of a translation p(O)p, via the q-anticommutator of Q and Q (which will be denoted

[Q, Q]). The representation product (~ ,0) ® (O,~) = G,~) enables such a relation.

[Qa(c)s, QP(c)t] = Qa(c)s QP(c)t - (-l)q(c)s,(c)t QP(c)t Qa(c)s =

2 Cst (c) (3(c)s+(c)t a~(c)aP p(O)w (3.68)

The denomination "q-anticommutator" results from the contribution of the ~2-index

factor qf,l = -1. Observe that (c)s + (c)t E (0). The index contribution of (3(c)s+(c)t E

{(3o, (31, (32, (33} and of a~(c) (table 14) afford the required index balance. The involution

of the relation (3.68) leads to

(3.69)

Accordingly

(3.70)

Both, the a~(c) and the C(c) arrays are thus hermitian. Our choice for the a~(c) arrays

is in fact hermitian. The hermiticity of the array C (c) allows to provide a diagonalization

for it. We can thus adopt, without loss of generality,

(3.71)

We write thus in general:

(3.72)
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We consider now the q-Jacobi identity for the triple T(O)i, Qa(c)s and Q(3(d)t:

From this we obtain

J.t ( ) • P(. 0) II _ p(. ) 'Y II ( ) .
(JQ C a(3 (J Z, J.t - (J Z, C a (JQ C 'Y(3"

Analogously, for the triple T(O)i' Qa(c)s and Q(3(d)t we obtain

I'() . -P(. 0)11 _ II() . -Q(.)"t
(JQ C a(3 (J Z, J.t - (JQ C a'Y (J Z, C (3'

(3.74)

(3.75)

Both equations are strictly identical to those obtained in the (plain) supersymmetric

case, and are clearly satisfied.

We do not make here any assumption on the q-commutation relations for the Qa(c)s

charges among them. They can either be vanishing or they can lead to central charges, in

analogous way as in the supersymmetric case. So far, the introduction of supersymmetric-

like graded charges does not seem to provide further insight into unification issues, but

this is about to change. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the plurality of

supersymmetric-like graded charges Qa(c)8l we will study dimensionless scalar genera~

tors compatible with the spinor charges. Several features of the standard model will be

apparent.

There are different ways in which dimensionless scalars can be introduced. We will

study them systematically by first considering class-component preserving dimensionless

scalars, then class preserving dimensionless scalars, and finally both class and class-

component preserving dimensionless scalars. A simultaneous combination of such ap-

proaches will thus give a reasonable first account for dimensionless scalars.
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I1L5 Class-component index preserving scalars

We consider now the introduction of scalar singlets Ga(p)s of index (p)s that let the

class-component index fixed, whereas the class can be changed:

(3.76)

Observe that {3(p)s+(c)t-(ctp)t E {{3o, {31, {32, {33} has class index (0). The index of Q change

as (c)t f-+ (c t P)t. Hence, the class index might change but the class-component index

t does not. Observe also, that the Lorentz index a in the spinor Q is also preserved

(which is expected from G being scalar). Using the table 9, we obtain the textures for

the A-arrays

r0
00' 000' .:0 0:']'Aa (l, s, t) =

A.(3, 8, t) ~ r~ ~ ~ ~],

(3.77)

(3.78)

where only the undetermined *-entries can be nonvanishing. The texture constraints

obtained correspond to the ~2 x ~2-grading of the classes, see table 11.

We will assume that there exist real (self-involutive) bases for such scalar generators

Ga(p)s, and that there are corresponding real (self-involutive) parameters {3':(p)s such that:

The Lie group elements

Ga(p)s

{3':..(p)s·

(3.79)

(3.80)

. (f3" G )g({3) = e1
-(p)s ,,(p)s
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are thus unitary

(3.81 )

Now, applying anti-involution

we obtain

(3.82)

[Ga(p)s, Qa(d)u] = -} qp)s,(d)u Qa(tp)u >"a(P, S, U)*ddtp (3(p)s+(d)u-(dtp)u' (3.83)

We study first the compatibility of the scalar and Lorentz transformations. We use the

q-Jacobi identity associated to the triple T(O)i' Ga(p)s and Qa(c)t to obtain

(3.84)

which is satisfied regarding our choice of Lorentz representations a Q , which do not depend

on the grading indices of the spinors.

We study now the q-Jacobi identity involving both the graded supersymmetry relation

(3.72) and the scalar transformations (3.76) and (3.83). Using the triple Ga(p)s, Qa(t)t,

Q/3(d)u we obtain:

6ctp,d 6tu >"a(P,s, t)c dad"(d)a/3 - 6c,dtp6tuq(p)s,(c)t+(d)uad"(e)a/3>"a(p,s,u)*/tp = 0, (3.85)

where we have assumed

in an extrapolation of the results of the Coleman-Mandula theorem to scalars Ga(p)s of

arbitrary index. Recalling that ad"(d) = ad"(e) \:fe, d, and table 11, the equation (3.85)

becomes:

>..(p, s, t)c ctp = q(p)s,(c)t+(ptc)t >"a(P, 5, t)* ctp c. (3.86)
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This equation certainly resembles a hermiticity condition, modified to the graded case.

We explore now the algebra of the scalar dimensionless generators among themselves.

We assume they build a quotient group graded Lie subalgebra of scalars:

(3.87)

where, again, we assume that the action of Ga(p)s on Gb(d)t preserves its class component

index t, so there is only components Ga(ptd)t in the right hand side of the (3.87). From

the q-antisymmetry we have

(3.88)

So, if the preservation of the class-component index is valid, we need to require that

s = t for a nontrivial right-hand side of (3.87). It seems to be immaterial which class

component index we select for this subalgebra of scalar generators. There is although

a choice which might be convenient, namely the adoption of the class component zero.

The reason is just the observation that the behavior of this class component is somehow

singled out by the pseudo-metrics of integer spin irreps. Thus we adopt the class com-

ponent zero for the class component preserving scalars Ga(p)O, whose relations to spinors

and themselves are given by:

[ ] 1 ( ) ctp
Ga(p)O, Qa(c)t 2" (3(p)o+(c)t-(ctp)t Aa p, t c Qa(ctp)t

[G Q-] 1 Q- A ( )*dtp (3a(p)O, a(d)u -2" q(p)O,(d)u a(dtp)u a P, U d (p)O+(d)u-(dtp)u

[Ga(p)O, Gb(<T)O] = ~ (3(p)O+(<T)O-(pt<T)O i (a (P)b c Gc(pt<T)O,

where we have introduced the notational simplifications

(3.89)

(3.90)

(3.91)

(3.92)

(3.93)
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There are at this point two approaches to solve the problem. The most natural and

simple one is presented first, the second is described afterwards.

In order to find the possible algebras of class-component index preserving scalars we

use a (~4 x ~4; q)-graded parameter algebra with real representable bases elements (see

chapter II)

h 1t· 1·· t (p)8+(p')8' . dw ose mu Ip lcatlOn constan s array X(p)8,(p')8' governmg its pro ucts

C' £ (p )8+(p')8' £ C' C'
'-'(p)8 (p')8' = X(p)8,(p')8' (p)8+(p')8' = q(p)8,(p')8' '-'(p')8' '-'(p)8

(3.94)

(3.95)

is given in table 19.

Table 19: Multiplication constants Xa+b
a,b

a+b
(0)0 (0)1 (0)2 (0)3 (1)0 (1)1 (1)2 (1)3 (2)0 (2)1 (2)2 (2)3 (3)0 (3)1 (3)2 (3)3Xu,b

(0)0

(0)1 -i - i -i -i

(0)2 -i -i - i

(0)3 -i -i -i -i

(1)0 -1 -1 _1±.i l-i l-i _l±.!. l-i _l±J.. l-i l+i
y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(1)1 -1 -1 l-i l+i l+i l-i l+i l-i _l±.!. l-i
-y'2 y'2 72 72 y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2

(1)2 -i -i -i -i -1 -1 -7f l-i l-i 7f _1.±l. l-i l+i l-i
-y'2 -72 y'2 y'2 -72 -y'2

(1)3 -i -i -i -i -1 -1 71- ':!if _':!if 71- l-i ':!if 71- 1jf-;:;'2

(2)0 l-i -7f l-i l+i -1 -1 -7f l-i 1- i l+i
-y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2

(2)1 l+i l-i -7f l-i -1 -1 l-i l+i 7f l-i
y'2 72 y'2 -y'2 y'2 y'2

(2)2 -i -i l+i l-i -* l-i -i -i -1 -1 -7f l-i l-i .!±..L-y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2

(2)3 -i -i l-i '* ~ ~ -i -i -1 -1 ~ ~ _':!if ~-Ji5

(3)0 1 _l±.i l-i l-i _.!±i l-i _l±.i l-i l±.!. -1 -1y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 y'2

(3)1 1-1 7f l+i l-i l±..L l-i -7f l-i -1 -1-y'2 y'2 72 y'2 y'2 y'2

(3)2 -i -i l+i l-i l-i 7f l+i 1-1 l+i l-i -i -i -1 -1-72 -y'2 -y'2 -y'2 y'2 -y'2 -y'2

(3)3 -i -i l-i l±..L _l±.!. l-i 1-1 7f l-i 7f -i -i -1 -1
y'2 y'2 y'2 y'2 -72 y'2

We adopt also

(3.96)
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That such a real representation exists had been already assumed for the parameters

corresponding to self-adjoint symmetry generators of the Clover Extensions. Now, we

are exhibiting explicitly a possible choice. The product of a real parameter L(p)o by

self-adjoint generator Ga(p)O gives a self-adjoint element of a real Lie algebra:

(3.97)

The generated group elements (via exponential mapping) are unitary:

(3.98)

for r a real parameters. The mixture between parameters and graded Lie algebra gener-

ators leading to (plain) Lie algebra generators is governed by (see chapter II)

(3.99)

The Lie algebra generated by the products (L(p)o Ga(p)o) has thus the form

(3.100)

From the relations (3.87), (3.99) and (3.100) we obtain

(3.102)

Now, the Aa(p, t)-arrays provide a representation of the graded Lie subalgebra generated

by the Ga(p)o, From the q-Jacobi identity associated to the triple Ga(p)O, Gb(r)O, Qa(c)t

we obtain



-q(p)O,(cr)O (-~Ab('Y' t)/h) q(p)O,(c)t-(ch)t (-~Aa(P' t)ct~'YtP) =

. 1
= ~ (a(P)b c (-"2AC(p t 'Y, t)/htp).
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(3.103)

This equation corresponds to the assertion that the arrays Aa(p, t) provide a representa-

tion (see chapter II) of the algebra generated by Ga :

(3.104)

we call this the Qrrepresentation of Ga(p)o, Equation (3.103) can be rewritten as

= R2,t(Ga(p)O) 82 R2,t(Gb(cr)o) - q(p)O,(cr)O R2,t(Gb(cr)O) 82 R2,t(Ga(p)O) =

= ~(a(PhC R2,t (Gc(p tcr)O)

where (see chapter II)

(3.105)

(3.106)

The arrays (3.104) provide thus a (graded matricial) representation of the Ga-algebra.

In analogous way we can obtain the adjoint representation (see chapter II):

(3.107)

We consider now the algebra generators (£_(p)O Ga(p)o) acting on the spinor (L(c)t Qa:(c)t):

(3.108)

from which we obtain the relations (analogous to (3.101)-(3.102)):
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We can easily obtain the analogue to the equation (3.104) for the Lie algebra generated

by (L(p)o Ga(p)O) , namely

(3.111)

These arrays provide a (matricial) representation of such Lie algebra. Now, using the

constraints (3.77)-(3.78) and the relation (3.109) we obtain candidates for the represen-

tations -)..a/2 of the Lie algebra generated by (L(p)o Ga(p)o) according to the list:

[~
0 0 n* 0 with real entries (3.112)*0

~p
0 0 n, ~ [ g

0 0

~i ],
0 0 0 0 (3.113)0 0 2 g 0 02 0 0 1 0 i

~p
0 n, ~ [ g

0 0
_oi ]0 0 0 (3.114)0 2 g 0 0 o ,

2 0 1 i 0 0

~ [ g
0 0 n, ~ [ g

0 0

~l
0 1 0 -i (3.115)2 g 1 0 2 g i 0
0 0 0 0

1 [ ~1
1 0 n, ~ [ -;i

-i 0

~l
0 0 0 0 (3.116)- 0 0 0 0 02 0 0 0 0 0

1 [ 0
0 1 n, ~ [ ~i

-i

~l:2 ~1
0 0 0 (3.117)0 0 0
0 0 0

1 [ 0
0 n, ~ [Ji

0
-oi ]0 0 0 (3.118)- 0 0 0 o .

2 -1 0 0 0

The matrices (3.113)-(3.118) are traceless, and there are versions of (3.112) which are

traceless. The matrices (3.112)-(3.115) are hermitian, the matrices (3.116)-(3.118) are

antihermitian.

Clearly, the matrices (3.112)-(3.115) allow for the generation of a 8u(3) Lie algebra

and the corresponding compact group of transformations. The matrices (3.116)-(3.118)

would lead to noncompact groups, associated to algebras 8u(1,3) or 80*(6). Since the
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obtained symmetries are so far of global type, we cannot exclude the relevance of the an

tihermitian generators (providing in some sense mirrors of Lorentzian symmetry). Never

theless, the appearance of an su(3) Lie algebra from some of the generators (£_(p)O Ga(p)o)

strongly suggest the interpretation of the class features as the color of chromodynamics

[Marciano and Pagels (1978)]. Actually, the method followed introduced naturally six

teen Q fermion charges, 12 of them will turn out to be arranged in four 3 irreps of su(3)

and four of them are singlets. The sixteen Q fermion charges are arranged analogously

into four :3 irreps of su(3) and four singlets. This represents a compelling analogy with

the structure in each family of the standard model.

Following this trail, we adopt as scalar class-component preserving charges the gen

erators of su(3). We have seen [Wills-Toro (2001a)] that charges G(O)O and 0(0)0 can be

introduced for the clover extensions. Such scalars are class as well as class-component

preserving charges and will be discussed bellow.

The reader should be aware that further group structure can be involved along with

the choices (3.112) and (3.116)-(3.118), leading to 8U(1, 3) or 80*(6), as will be discussed

elsewhere. For now, we try to identify the most attractive naive choices which lead

already to possible novel interpretations of the standard model internal symmetries.

Before we obtain the concrete representation for the spinors under the adopted graded

su(3) charges, we discuss a second method for deriving the above results. We can use the

constrains (3.86) to build candidates for generators for the Ga(p)O generators. Finally,

using the fact that the products (L(p)o Ga(p)o) generate a Lie algebra we study this

algebra to arrive to the same results.
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We adopt as generators (L(p)o Ga(p)o) of the 8u(3) Lie algebra:

(L(o)o G3(0)0) = C3 , (L(o)o GS(O)o) = Cs, (3.119)

(L(l)O G6(1)0) = C6 , (L(1)o G7(1)0) = C7 , (3.120)

(£-(2)0 G4(2)0) = C4 , (L(2)0 G5(2)0) = C5 , (3.121 )

(L(3)0 G1(3)0) = C1, (L(3)0 G2(3)0) = C2 , (3.122)

where the Ca ; a = 1, ... ,8 are the generators of an 8u(3) algebra

(3.123)

The charges (L(c)t Q<>(c)t); C = 1,2,3 transform as 3 irreps of 8u(3), and the charges

(£_(O)t Q<>(O)t) transform as singlets:

(3.124)

where each Xa has two diagonal blocks: one 1 x 1 which is vanishing and another 3 x 3

which is a Gell-Mann matrix:

[ 0
o 0 0j

v 0
(3.125)Aa = - ~ Ao,

[1 0 ~], 1 [1 00]A3 = 0 -1 As = J3 ~ 1 0 , (3.126)
o 0 o -2

[0 0n, [0 0 ~i lA6 = 0 0 A7 = ~ 0 (3.127)
o 1

AF [! 0 :], A5 ~ [ ! 0

~i l0 0 (3.128)
0 0

Al = [ :
1 n, A2 = [1 -i n0 0 (3.129)
0 0

This information allows us to obtain the Aa(C, t) arrays as follows:
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[~
0 0 n, u0 0 I]),3(0,0) = 1 0 ),8(0,0) = ~ 1 0
0 -1 0 1
0 0 0 0

u0 0 0

] [~
0 0 0 ],),6(1,0) = ~ 0 0 0 ),7(1,0) = ~ 0 0 0

0 0 1 + i 0 0 l-i
0 l-i 0 0 l+i 0

[~
0 0 0 ], [~

0 0 0

]),4(2,0) = ~ 0 0 1- i ),5(2,0) = ~ 0 0 -1- i
0 0 0 0 0 0

1+i 0 0 -1 + i 0 0

u0 0 q, [~
0 0 n),1(3,0)=~

0 1 + i ),2(3,0) = ~ 0 l-i (3.130)1 - i 0 1+i 0
0 0 0 0

- [~
0 0 n, u0 0

g ] ,),3(0,1) = 1 () ),8(0,1) = ~ 1 0
0 -1 0 1
0 0 0 0 -2

[~
0 0 0 ], [~

0 0 0

]),6(1,1) = ~ 0 0 0 ),7(1,1) = ~ 0 0 0
0 0 -1- i 0 0 -1 + i
0 -1 + i 0 0 -1 - i 0

),4(2,1) = ~ [~
0 0 0 ], ),5(2,1) = ~ [ ~

0 0 0 ],0 0 -1 + i 0 0 l+i
0 0 0 0 0 0

-1- i 0 0 1 - i 0 0

[~
0 0 n, ),2(3,1) = ~ [~

0 0 n·),1(3,1) = ~ 0 -1 - i 0 -1 + i (3.131)-1 + i 0 -1- i 0
0 0 0 0

[~
0 0 n, ),8(0,2) = ~ [ ~

0 0 I]),3(0,2) = 1 0 1 0
0 -1 0 1
0 0 0 0

U
0 0 0 ], ),7(1,2) = ~ [~

0 0 0 ],),6(1,2) = ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1- i 0 0 -1 + i
0 l-i 0 0 1 + i 0

[~
0 0 0 ], ),5(2,2) = ~ [~

0 0 0

]),4(2,2) = ~ 0 0 1- i 0 0 -1- i
0 0 0 0 0 0

-1 - i 0 0 1 - i 0 0

[~
0 0 n [~

0 0 n),1(3,2) = ~ 0 -1 - i ),2(3,2) == ~ 0 -1 + i (3.132)l-i 0 1+i 0
0 0 0 0

- [~
0 0 n, ),8(0,3) = ~ [ ~

0 0

g ] ,),3(0,3) = 1 0 1 0
0 -1 0 1
0 0 0 0 -2

[~
0 0 0 ], [~

0 0 0 ],),6(1,3) = ~ 0 0 0 ),7(1,3) = ~ 0 0 0
0 0 1 + i 0 0 1- i
0 -1 + i 0 0 -1- i 0

[~
0 0 0 ], ),5(2,3) = ~ [ ~

0 0 0 ],),4(2,3) = ~
0 0 -1 + i 0 0 1 + i
0 0 0 0 0 0

1 + i 0 0 -1+ i 0 0

),1(3,3) = ~ [~
0 0 n, ),2(3,3) = ~ [ ~

0 0 n·0 1 + i 0 1- i (3.133)-1 + i 0 -1- i 0
0 0 0 0
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The (a(phC are 8 x 8 arrays governing the graded algebra generated by the Ga(c)o, Their

row and column assignment is given by the values of b, C = 3,8,6,7,4,5,1,2 as indicated:

3 o 0 0 0

000

o o

o

o 0

o 0 0

o

o

o

o

o 0

o

o 0 -1

o

o 0 0 0

o 0

o 0 0

o 0
(8(0) =

o 0 0 .,/3

o 0 .,/3 0

o 0 0 0

o

o

o

o

o 0

.,/3 0 0

o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 o 0 0 o -.,/3 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

000

o 0 -1 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

o

o

o

o

o 0

o 0

(5(2) =

(3.134)

One comment is in order at this point. In the extension obtained so far, the class

component indices are not used democratically. Each index (0)0, (1)0, (2)0, (3)0 is used

twice by the scalar generators, while the remaining indices (O)i, (1)i, (2)i, (3)i; i = 1,2,3

have not been employed. The introduction of Lorentz triplets ~i)j, 7(i)j appears as a
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possibility for providing a democratic usage of indices. There is a further argument that

motivates the consideration of colored Lorentz vectors. The algebra obtained hints a

direct translation into the particle spectrum of the standard model. This suggests an

algebra whose adjoint representation is realized in nature (and perhaps the adjoint is its

smallest irrep). In this case, we might expect some generators playing the role of the

gluon tensor field which is a set of colored antisymmetric vectors. We will address the

introduction of antisymmetric vectors below.

III.6 Class index preserving scalars

We introduce now scalars that preserve the class index, and thus have class (0). They

do not necessarily preserve the class component index.

We introduced above scalars Ga(c)O whose action on spin-1/2 spinors might change

the class (color) index but let all other indices unchanged:

[Ga(p)O' Qa(c)t] = ~j.J(P)o+(C)t-(ctP)tAa(P' t)cCtpQa(ctp)t.

The transformation Qa(c)t ---+ Qa(c+p)t maintains both the Lorentz spinor index 0: and

the class-component index t. The Lorentz indices are clearly changed by Lorentz trans

formations and nonscalar transformations. The questions now is the determination of

dimensionless scalars Ha(o)!" which are class (color) preserving but not necessarily class

component preserving:

(3.135)
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We assume that the group has real parameters and generators, so

(3.136)

There is a naive expectation that the group decomposes in two factors: one acting on

Qa(c)t for t = 0,1 and one acting on Qa(c)t for t = 2,3. Nevertheless, we will advance in

general fashion and will address this question later.

(3.137)

so

(3.138)

We study now the relevant q-Jacobi identities:

[Ha(O)/l' [Qa(c)t, cdp(c)s]] = [[Ha(o)/l' [Qa(c)d, cdp(c)s] + q(O)/l,(c)t[Qa(c)t, [Ha(o)/l' cdp(c)sU

(3.139)

From the graded supersymmetry relation (3.72) and the Coleman-Mandula theorem we

know that Ha(o)/l commutes with p(O)v, and thus from (3.139) we obtain

(3.140)

i.e. the matrix arrays ha (/1, c) are hermitian.

Let us examine the relation with the fermionic charges through the q-Jacobi identity:

which is clearly satisfied. Assume now, that the class index preserving scalars form an

algebra of the form

(3.142)
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We assume also that the interplay between class-component preserving scalars Gd(p)O and

the class (color) preserving scalars Ha(o)/l is given by

(3.143)

From the q-Jacobi identity

(3.144)

we obtain

In order to guarantee the fulfillment of (3.145) we will use again the real parameter

build a Lie algebra. The charges (L(c)sQQ(c)s) will thus transform as

(3.146)

From (3.135) and (3.146) we obtain

(3.147)

(3.148)

The fulfillment of (3.145) can thus be verified at the level of Lie algebra generators

(3.149)
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which in turn implies

(3.150)

From this we obtain

(3.151)

Hence, the matrices ha do not depend on the class index. Hence, using (3.148) and class

independent arrays ha the condition (3.145) will be satisfied.

Now, from relations (3.135) and (3.142) and the q-Jacobi identity for the triple Ha(o)",

Hb(o)II' Qa(c)s we obtain

(-~ha(fL'c)/)(-~hb(V,c)/) - (-~hb(V, c)/)(-~ha(fL'c)/) = ~e(fL' V)~,b( -~hc((j, c)/).

(3.152)

Accordingly, the matrices -ha(fL, c) afford a representation of a Lie algebra

(3.153)

The question about how do the matrices ha(fL, c) depend on the class index c is answered

by relation (3.148). Although ha does not depend on the class index c, the further

terms do. The interesting thing is that (3.153) is a representation of a Lie algebra,

which according to (3.140) is hermitian. This suggests some possible choices for the

class preserving group. Since there are 4 fermions Qa(c)t for fixed a and c, then we

could use U(4) for the group generated by the Ha(o)w If we constrain our attention to

traceless -special~ generators, then SU(4) is suggested. Now, the diagonal blocks of

table 9 indicate natural pairings within the classes. This suggests that we contemplate

the group SUL (2)xSUR (2), where the first group factor acts nontrivially on Qa(c)t for
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t = 0,1 and trivially on Qa(e)t for t = 2,3. We would give the interpretation of "left-

movers" to the fermions Qa(e)t; t = 0,1. In analogous way SUR (2) acts trivially on

the left-movers but nontrivially on "right-movers" Qa(e)t; t = 2,3. Due to the special

role of the indices (c)O with zero class components in regards to the metric for integer

spins irreps, some asymmetry between left and right might be expected. If we restrict

our attention to symmetries of the standard model, we would consider only the isospin

group SUL (2). The contributions leading to Uy (l) will be consider separately through

the class and class-component preserving generators.

We emphasize again that the adopted group might obtain a very concrete inter-

pretation within the standard model and its extensions. Since this exploration is just

to exemplify possible connections between the arising graded symmetries and those of

the standard model, we exhibit a choice of the group generated by the Ha(e)" given by

the isospin SUL (2). We give additional information for the case in which the group is

SUL (2) xSUR (2), which might be understood in the realm of some elementary left-right

extensions of the standard model.

The arrival to the standard model through (perhaps successive) steps of graded sym-

metry breaking in a natural and truly spontaneous way will provide solid arguments in

favor of particular Standard Model extensions.

We can thus adopt H L (o)l, H L(o)2, H L (o)3 generating a SUL(2) symmetry group. Ob-

serve that here the h-arrays include the (3,,- factors:

r
Qa(e)O ] 1 - [ Qa(e)O j

[HL(o)i' ] = -2 (hL(i, c))

Qa(e)l Qa(e)l

(3.154)

(3.155)



where

[

Q",(c)2 ]
[HL(O)i, ] = 0,

Q",(c)3
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(3.156)

(3.157)

for s, t E {a, 1} and O"i the Pauli matrices. Explicitly, the structure constant arrays

become:

hL(I, 0) ~ ( : JI'L(2, 0) ~ ( 0 -:P3 ). - (~ -:}hL (3,0) = 0
i 133

ltr,(l, 1) ~ ( 0 1 ), ltL(2, 1) ~ ( 0 -:p) - ( P, -:JhL (3, 1) = 0
1 0 i 133

_ (OP3) _ (0 -oi ), _ (P3 -:JhL (1,2) = , hL (2, 2) = . hL(3, 2) = 0
133 0 1

I'L(I, 3) ~ ( 0 :} h0(2,3) ~ ( 0 -:p) _ ( P3 -:)hL (3, 3) = 0

132 i 131
(3.158)

If we include H R(o)l, H R(o)2, H R(o)3 generating the SUR (2) symmetry, we would have

(3.159)

(3.160)

(3.161)

(3.162)
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(3.163)

for 8, t E {2,3} and (ji the Pauli matrices. Explicitly, the structure constant arrays

become:

(3.164)

It is easy to verify that the choices (3.157) and (3.163) satisfy the condition (3.145).

Remarks: The matrices for the transformations of the Q-charges are obtained using

(3.138). Note also that we have deliberately chosen to tie in HL(o)i and in HR(o)i the

algebra generator index i with the class-component grade i. In fact, we might have as

well selected HL j(O)O and HR j(O)O with grading (0)0 for all these generators, and an in-

dependent algebra generator index j. The reason is that the quotient graded Lie algebra

can provide the necessary compensating (3/-,- factors through the structure constants.

111.7 Class and class-component preserving scalars
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Another alternative to those presented so far is given by scalars that do not change

any grading indices. To this family belongs the complex scalar G(O)O introduced by the

full clover extension. We have already considered two scalars with such characteris-

tics G 3(0)0 and GS(O)O, but they are intimately entangled with class (color) changing and

class-component (flavor) preserving charges. The study of the class and class-component

preserving scalars which q-commute with the scalars previously introduced poses an in-

teresting possibility in itself. We consider the introduction of a real scalar change 1(0)0

in the scenario of further scalar symmetry SU(3) x SUL(2):

1 1
[1(0)0' Q<>(O)t] = 2" YLI Q<>(O)t, [1(0)0' Q<>(i)t] = 2" YLq Q<>(i)t; t = 0,1; i = 1,2,3 (3.165)

1 1
[1(0)0' Q<>(O)t] = 2" YRlt Q<>(O)t, [1(0)0, Q<>(i)t] = 2" YRqt Q<>(i)t; t = 2,3; i = 1,2,3. (3.166)

Since 1(0)0 q-commute with the generators of both the class preserving SUL (2) and

class-component preserving SU(3), the eigenvalue is identical within each SUL (2) and

SU(3) multiplet.

Now, by the basic graded supersymmetry relation (3.72), the Coleman-Mandula

theorem and the q-Jacobi identity involving 1(0)0' Q<>(c)t, Q(3(c)t we obtain

- 1-
[1(0)0' Q(3(O)t] = -2" YLI Q(3(O)O

- 1-
[1(0)0' Q(3(O)t] = -2" YRlt Q(3(O)t,

- 1-
[1(0)0, Q(3(i)t] = -2" YLq Q(3(i)t' t = 0,1

- 1-
[1(0)0, Q (3(i)t] = -2" YRqt Q (3(i)t' t = 2,3. (3.167)

The analogy of such a charge with the generator of the hypercharge group Uy (1) is

evident.

We could consider now a complex scalar charge 1(0)0 in the scenario of further scalar

symmetry SU(3) x SUL (2) x SUR (2), to obtain

t = 0,1 (3.168)



1
[Re(Y(o)O) , Qa(i)t] = "2 Re(YLq) Qa(i)t t = 0, 1; i = 1,2,3

1
[Im(Y(o)o) , Qa(O)t] = "2 Im(YRl) Qa(O)t t = 2,3

1
[Im(y(o)o), Qa(i)t] = "2 Im(YRq) Qa(i)t t = 2,3; i = 1,2,3.
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(3.169)

(3.170)

(3.171)

The main difference introduced by considering Y(O)O a complex scalar, is that it suggests

a group U(l) x U(l)' rather than just Uy (l).

IlLS Graded Supersymmetric Extension Summary

The extensions constructed reveal relations to the Standard Model and to multiple well

known attempts to unification and grandunification. We recover in a natural fashion the

symmetry groups of the electroweak [Glashow (1961)] [Weinberg (1967)] [Salam (1968)]

as well as the SU(3) of strong interactions [Greenberg (1964)] [Han and Nambu (1965)]

[Bardeen et aI. (1973)] [Marciano and Pagels (1978)]. Furthermore, the extensions de-

rived here provide in a natural way the quark-lepton symmetry. Such virtue is as-

signed to the Pati-Salam type or left-right symmetry models [Pati and Salam (1974)]

[Mohapatra and Pati] [Senjanovic and Mohapatra (1975)]. The extensions obtained here

point also to E6 Grandunified models [Giirsey et aI. (1976)J and in particular to its su-

persymmetric and string inspired extensions [Green and Schwarz (1984)] [Witten (1985)]

[Candelas et aI. (1985)] [Gross et aI. (1985)] [Hewett and Rizzo (1989)]. The two low

energy groups SU(3) x SUL(2) x SUR (2) x U(l) x U(l)' and SU(3) x SUL(2) x SUR (2)' x

U(l)YL+YR
'

have been recognized as the only viable at low energies according to leptoge-

nesis, when E6 comes from superstrings [Hambye et aI. (2001)].

We summarize now our findings. We have obtained graded supersymmetric exten-
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sions of the Poincare algebra. These extensions invited us naturally to consider one brand

of fermion charge for each element in ~4 x ~4, a total of 16 charges in consonance with

the fermion content per family in the standard model. We consider then a quotient group

graded Lie algebra which allows for ~2 x ~2-graded structure constants. The quotient

structure relax the ~4 x ~4-grading factor into a (~4 X ~4)/(~2 X ~2) ~ ~2 X ~2

grading factor and these rather elementary groups pervade in our analysis in giving a

new understanding of internal symmetries of particle physics.

The coincidences with the Standard Model did not end there. We approached the

extension to involve scalars preserving class index, class-component index, and both

class and class-component indices. This led in a natural way to groups ranging from

the Standard Model SU(3) x SUL (2) x Uy (l) to a SU(3) x SUL (2) x SUR (2) x U(l) x

U (1)' group and even suggest bigger unification groups. This exposition offers just

an illustration of the manifold possibilities that might appear in the context of such

graded extensions. They provide an unforeseen connection between external and internal

symmetries via group gradings, which might reveal for the first time insights into the

intricate origin of internal symmetries.

The diverse internal symmetries are related to transformations with particular effects

on the underlying group grading: The class-component preserving transformations lead

to a SU(3) interaction, which reproduces strong interaction issues and hints at possible

extending structures. The class preserving scalars can cast isospin or even left-right

models, and also hints at possible extending structures. Class and class-component pre

serving interactions can cast hypercharge and also hints at concrete extending structures.

The Figure 3 illustrates the spinor charges and some rigid symmetries that have been
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introduced in consonance with the novel quotient group graded Lie algebraic structure.

The abelian U(I) factors are not included, their transformation produce phase contribu-

tions identical in each symmetry irrep. The grading frame provides thus a novel twist

into prospective unification and grandunification issues.

Let us describe briefly the extensions obtained. The Poincare algebra, in our notation

(3.172)

We introduce first 16 spin-l/2 charges Qa(c)s; (c)s E ~4 X ~4 and their involutions Qa(c)s'

They transform according to

(3.173)

o·,

and whose graded structure constants are given in Table 14 above. Each of these charges

combine to produce a translation:

(3.174)

The corresponding structure constant arrays were given in Table 15. The q-commutation

relations among the Q-charges, and among the Q-charges can either be vanishing or lead

to central charges as in the supersymmetric case.



Figure 3: Relation between spinors gradings and some nonabelian symmetries

8U(4)(?)
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8U(3)

or 80*(6)(?)

1 1

Q<:>(O)O Q<:>(O)l Q<:>(0)2 Q<:>(0)3

Q<:>(l)O Q<:>(l)l Q<:>(1)2 Q<:>(1)3

Q<:>(2)0 Q<:>(2)1 Q<:>(2)2 Q<:>(2)3

Q<:>(3)0 Q<:>(3)1 Q<:>(3)2 Q<:>(3)3
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We are interested, nevertheless, in considering scalar transformations with particular

effects on the grading assignments. We are lead to a novel way of introducing scalar

symmetries, revealing naturally most of the family and internal symmetry structure of

the standard model.

We considered first real scalar transformations Ga(p)O which maintain the class- com-

ponent index assignment of the Q-charges, and build a subalgebra among themselves:

~ (3(p)o+(c)t-(ctp)t Aa(p, t)c ctp Qa(ctp)t

1 Q- A ( )*dtp (3
~2 q(p)O,(d)u a(dtp)u a p, U d (p)O+(d)u-(dtp)u

~ (3(p)O+(cr)O-(ptcr)O i (a (P)b c Gc(ptcr)O,

(3.175)

(3.176)

(3.177)

Through a procedure, that might be called "q-commutativity removal", we compen-

sate the non trivial q-factors associated with the ~4 x ~4-grading. In this way we

related the quotient group graded Lie algebra with a plain Lie algebra. This reveals an

algebra structure which resembles in some sense the Lorentz algebra, and leads to Lie

groups SU(l, 3) or SO*(6). When constrained to build a compact special unitary group,

it relates to the SU(3) group. In diverse manners, the analogy between class issues and

"color" issues have been previously suggested, but here it is a precise assertion. The

spin-1/2 charges Qa(c)8; c = 1,2,3 build graded 3 irreps of SU(3), the Qa(c)8; c = 1,2,3

build graded :3 irreps, whereas the charges Qa(O)81 Qa(0)8 are singlets. The corresponding

structure constants arrays are given in (3.130)-(3.134). The coincidence with the quark

and lepton structure in the standard model families is evident.

We considered then real scalar transformations that preserve the class index:

(3.178)
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In this case, the grading assigned to the scalar charges allows to have an straightforward

relation to Lie algebraic structures. When constrained to special unitary groups, SU(4)

is naively suggested, although manifold unification Lie algebraic structures are available

as well. Natural pairings within the classes lead to consider transformations with close

resemblance to the standard model isospin group SUL (2),

[

Qa(c)O ] 1 - lQa(c)O j
[HL(o)i, ] = -2" (hL(i, c))

Qa(c)l Qa(c)l

[

Qa(c)2 ]
[HL(o)i, ] = 0,

Qa(c)3

or even an SUL (2) x SUR (2) structure is suggested by adding

[HR(O)i, HR(o)j] = i Eijk HR(o)k, [HL(o)i' HR(o)j] = 0

lQa(c)2 j 1 - lQa(c)2 j
[HR(o)i' ] = -2" (hR(i, c))

Qa(c)3 Qa(c)3

lQa(c)O j
[HR(o)i, ] = O.

Qa(c)l

The corresponding structure constants arrays are given in (3.158) and (3.164).

(3.179)

(3.180)

(3.181 )

(3.182)

(3.183)

(3.184)

We considered finally scalar transformations preserving both class and class-component

indices, whose generators commute with the further scalar symmetry generators. We are

lead in the scenario of further scalar symmetry SU(3) x SUL (2) to a group Uy (l) with

real scalar generator 1(0)0:

1
[1(0)0' Qa(O)t] = 2" YLI Qa(O)t, [1(0)0' Qa(i)t] = ~ YLq Qa(i)t; t = 0,1; i = 1,2,3 (3.185)

1
[1(0)0' Qa(O)t] = 2" YRlt Qa(O)t, [1(0)0, Qa(i)t] = ~ YRqt Qa(i)t; t = 2,3; i = 1,2,3. (3.186)
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The latter structure can be enhanced in the scenario offurther scalar symmetry SU(3) x

SUL(2) x SUR (2) to an U(l) x U(l)' by considering a complex scalar charge x(o)o:

1
(3.187)[Re(Y(o)o), Qa(O)t] = "2 Re(YL1) Qa(O)t t = 0,1

1
(3.188)[Re(Y(o)o), Qa(i)t] = "2 Re(YLq) Qa(i)t t = 0, 1; i = 1,2,3

1
(3.189)[Im(Y(o)o), Qa(O)t] = "2 Im(YRl) Qa(O)t t = 2,3

1
(3.190)[Im(Y(o)o), Qa(i)t] = "2 Im(YRq) Qa(i)t t = 2,3; i = 1,2,3.

Further extensions involving antisymmetric vector charges are considered in the next

subsection. Its possible ties to clover extensions are also discussed there.

The study of differential representations for the Minimal Vector Clover Extension has

already started [Wills-Toro et al. (2003)] [Wills-Toro et al. (2003a)], and concrete model

building and differential representations for the graded supersymmetric extensions is in

preparation. The graded supersymmetric charges complete Majorana spinors. The rea-

sons for arriving at Dirac spinor matter representations (mixing left and right isospinors)

for matter fields will be addressed there. The embodiment of gauge interaction through

intermediate vector bosons in the particle spectrum will be also addressed there.

We have so far no arguments in favor to any selection of the would-be internal symme-

try groups. We have selected the sample extensions just willing to maintain a balanced

usage of grading indices as leitmotif. Whether such a symmetries can arise naturally in

a sequence of truly spontaneous graded symmetry breakings, or only as stages related

to more standard approaches as superstring Es x E~ inspired models or just E6 GUT

remains to be determined. Actually, we will provide a natural extension for family repli-

cation with incorporation of the clover symmetries. This will bring new and independent
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light into the matter of unification.

The appearance of standard model configurations through graded symmetry break

ings, and the study of local realizations of the obtained symmetries towards a combi

nation of gravity and would-be internal gauge groups, will complete the ground of the

exploratory survey in the forthcoming issues of this paper series. There, we explore if

some reducible spin-1/2 representations on a (1; q)-graded Lie algebra might decompose

into Weyl irreps through graded symmetry breaking towards quotient graded Lie alge

bras. The study of anomalies will then provide a detailed test of the consistency of the

predictions associated with such a novel grandunification scheme.

There is many open questions as to whether the gradings used here can be motivated

by compactification approaches and their alternatives [Randall and Sundrum (1999)]

[Kim et at. (2001)], or by certain basic geometrical aspects of the space-time manifold

and its fibers. One curious comment is in order here. The only 3D compact orientable

flat manifold with vanishing first Betti number is the Hantzsche-Wendt or Didicosm

[Wolf (1967)] [Charlap (1986)]. This manifold has ZZ2 x ZZ2 as holonomy group, and

ZZ4 x ZZ4 as its first integer homology. It has thus the same real homology as the 3-sphere,

but it is globally anisotropic: the shape of its Dirichlet domains depends on the choice

of base point. There have been inquiries on the relevance of compact flat manifolds in

astrophysics [Comero and Reboucas (2003)] [Levin (2002)]. Astrophysical observations

seem to favor a flat or very close to flat universe, and some preliminary analysis seems

to hint traces of global anisotropy in quadrupole and octupole contributions to Cos

mic Microwave Background [Tengmark et at. (2003)]. The generalized Hantzsche-Wendt

manifolds in diverse guises [Tirao (2001)] [Rossetti and Szczerpanski (2003)] might offer
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new insight into these matters. Furthermore, all compact flat manifolds can appear

as sections of cusps of hyperbolic manifolds or orbifolds [Long and Reid (2002)]. The

study of concrete cusped hyperbolic 4-manifolds [Ratcliffe and Tschantz (2000)] might

offer models where the cusp singularity is associated to the big-bang and its compact

flat sections accounts for the geometry of our obsevable universe.

It has been claimed that local supersymmetry would have led to general relativity if it

had not been discovered by Einstein and Hilbert before. We could add that the Poincare

algebra could have led to the Standard Model. Further studies could substantiate this

claim. Clearly, it is easy to catch a prey once its footprints are known.

IIL9 Introduction of anti-symmetric vectors

The uneven usage of grading indices in the extension found thus far invites us to consider

the inclusion of further multiplets. We would like to advance also in the study of the

compatibility of this extension with the clover extensions. The minimal vector clover

extension [Wills-Toro (2001)] has antisymmetric vectors of the diverse classes, so this

exploration will allow us to identify possible links with the previously obtained exten

sions. We explore the introduction of antisymmetric vectors of classes (1), (2) and (3).

The evaluation of these results towards its usage for merging the obtained extension with

the Clover extensions will be discussed.

The graded supersymmetry with extending scalars revealed an uneven usage of the

available grading indices. For the quotient group graded Lie algebras, the usage of the

diverse class component indices within a class might change under suitable generators
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change of bases involving the parameters in JPo. Nevertheless, some insight is still present

on the index usage prior the graded symmetry breaking. The graded supersymmetry

with extending scalars adopted double usage of the indices (1)0, (2)0, (3)0 (by the class

component preserving-color-generators). This strongly suggest a further structure to fix

a balanced usage of grading indices.

We might make an exception in the balance considerations for the class (0) indices.

We have a double usage of the indices (0)1, (0)2, (0)3 by the Lorentz multiplets T(O)i, T(O)i.

On the other hand, the class preserving scalars -e.g. the left-right SUL (2) x SUR (2)

generators- might as well account for extra double usage of the indices (0)1, (0)2, (0)3.

We will consider now the possibility of having antisymmetric vector triplets 7(j)8' 7(j)8

which use -under Lorentz transformations~ the irreps illustrated in table 17.

We will consider a possible nontrivial transformation under the class component

preserving -color- generators for the novel triplets:

(3.191)

Notice from (3.191) that the "class-component preserving" property might not hold for

the novel triplets. According to table 17, the diverse classes behave differently under

Lorentz transformations, so the class shift produced by the generators Ga(i)O might in

volve assignment to a different class component. This situation might be changed by a

suitable redefinition of the antisymmetric multiplets 7(j)8' 7(j)8 involving the parameters

(3/-'" Nevertheless, in order to connect the present extension with the clover extensions

(prior graded symmetry breaking) we maintain that integer spin multiplets of generators

have structure constants of trivial index (0)0 under Lorentz transformations.

We will consider that the combination of two novel triplets 7(j)8' 7(j)8 produce a
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linear combination of such triplets, Lorentz transformations (identified with 7(O)s, 7(O)s)

and generators Ga(O)o. The product representation

(1,0) 0 (1,0) = (0,0) EB (1,0) EB (2,0) (3.192)

allows for considering of both scalars Ga(O)O and vector triplets. The consideration of

spin-2 multiplets goes beyond the scope of the present initial survey.

[" " ] . f3 T(. .) t".L(i)n .L(j)s = -1 (i)r+(j)s-(itJ)ta Z,r,) S .L(itJ)t +

(3.193)

where as already remarked, we identify 7(O)s with the Lorentz generators multiplet T(o)s'

If the elements in the triplets 7(i)s would build a -color- SU(3) octet 8, then 8 x 8 =

8 EB ... might allow for the Ga(c)O terms in the right-hand side of (3.193). Now, if the

elements in the triplets 7(i)s build -color- SU(3) triplets 3, then 303 = 6 EB 3 would not

allow for Ga(c)O term in (3.193). If some 7(i)s build triplets 3 and some build triplets 3

then 303= 1EB8 would allow for Ga(c)O terms in (3.193). For details on the decomposition

of products of irreps of SU(3) into irreps see for instance [Slansky (1981)].

We do not consider a nontrivial result for the q-commutator between 7(i)s and 7(i)i

since the relation

(1,0) 0 (0,1) = (1,1) (3.194)

would allow nontrivial results only for spin-2 generators, again beyond our present scope.

We will study systematically relations (3.191) and (3.193) and their compatibilities

with scalar and Lorentz generators in the graded supersymmetric extension. We will

consider afterwards the relation among such triplets and the graded supersymmetry

charges Qa(c)s and Qa(c)s'
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From q-anticommutativity

and relation (3.193) we obtain

(3.195)

T(. 0) ta Z, r, J s
T( ° 0) t-q(i)r,(j)s a Z, r, J r

b( ° 0)
-q(i)r,(j)s p Z, J sr·

(3.196)

(3.197)

From the q-Jacobi identity of the triple T(O)k, Ga(i)O' ~j)s we obtain

(3.198)

From the triple T(O)k, ~i)n ~j)s we obtain the two identities:

f3 T(o O)t T(k °t O)W f3 T(k O)u T(o O)u(i)r+(j)s-(itJ)t a z,r,J sa ,Z J t = (i)u+(j)s-(itJ)w a ,Z r a Z,U,J s +

f3 T(k 0) v T(o 0) w
+q(O)k,(i)r (i)r+(j)v-(itJ)w a ,J s a z, r, J v ,

f3(i)u+(j)s-(itJ)O aT(k, i)ru l( i, j)us = -q(O)k,(i)r f3(i)r+(j)v-(itJ)O aT(k, j)/ pC(i, j)rv.

The triple ~k)w, ~i)n ~j)s provides the two equations

(3.199)

(3.200)

T( ° 0) t T(k ° t 0) y i a( ° 0) L (0 t ° k) Y_q(k)w,(i)r+(j)s-(itj)t a Z, r, J sa,W, Z J t -, 2q(k)w,(i)r+(j)s P Z, J rs a Z J, w-

- T(k 0) v T(k ° .) Y T(k 0) x T(. k t 0) Y- a ,W, Z r a + z, 1/, J s + q(i)r,(j)s-(ktj)x a ,W, J s a z, r, J x +

Recall the relation

(3.203)
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Using this identity and the triple Gb(k)O' Ga(i)O and Tc.j)s we obtain

q(k)O,(i)O+(j)s-(itJ)t La(i,j)/ Lb(k, it j)/ =

= i (b(k)a C Lc(k + i,j)/ + %)o+(j)s-(itj)u Lb(k,j)su La(i, k t j)uv. (3.204)

From the triplet Ga(k)O, Tc.i)n Tc.j)s we obtain the two identities:

q(k)O,(i)O+(j)s-(itJ)t aT (i, r, j)/ La(k, it j)t W =

= La(k, i)ruaT(k t i, u, j)sW + q(i)r+(j)s-(itJ)tLa(k, j)/aT (i, r, k t j)vw, (3.205)

i q(k)O,(i)O+(j)s-(itJ)t l( i, j)rs(a(k)b C =

(3.206)

The solution of the identities (3.196)-(3.202) and (3.204)-(3.206) is summarized as fol

lows:

The p-array is vanishing and either the aT(i, r, j)-arrays (i =1= 0) or the La(u, j)-arrays

are vanishing.

111.9.1 Solution with La = 0 and aT =1= 0

The arrays aT(0, r, j)/ = aT(r, j)/ coincide with the arrays for the Lorentz transfor

mations since we identify Tc.O)i = T(O)i' The transformations among the Tc.i)s depend on

three unfixed parameters 8 1 , 82 , 83 . The obtained arrays are given in Table 20. Note:

there seems to be no obstacle for adopting 8 1= 8 2= 8 3= 1.

In this scenario, the antisymmetric vector charges Tc.i)s; i = 1,2,3 will not q-commute

with the spin-1/2 charges since the charges Tc.i)s; i = 1,2,3 can combine to produce a

nontrivial T(o)j transformation, which in general do not q-commute with the spin-1/2
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charges. Now, (0,1) ® (~, 0) = (~, 1). So, in the absence of spin-~ charges, the 7(i)8

q-commute with the Q-charges.

Table 20: Arrays aT =F 0 when arrays La = 0

j=O j=1 j=2 j=3

o 0 -33

33 0 0
r=1

r=2

r=3

o 0 ()

-1 0 0

o 0 0

o

o

o

I 0
I

o o

32 0 0

o 0

o -32 0

o 0 32

o -32 0

o 0 0

000

I 32 0 0

o 0 32

j=O j=1 j=2 j=3

o -1 0 o o o o o 3, 0 0

o 0 -3,ooo

o

oo

oo
'; 0

000

001

o -1 0

-1 0 0

r=1

r=3

r=2

j=O j=1 j=2 j=3

r=1
001

o -1 0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

r=2

r=3

o 0 0 0

o

o

";:88 " :) (: "-;::'''~/') l1"":;,,"s,:s," )

0) (0 0 0 ) (_3,32
0 0 )

o i 3, 0 0 0 0 -3,32

i 32 0 0 i 3, 0 0 0

Remark: the solution for 515253 =F 0 is compatible with dimensionless charges triplets

~i)s, and they complete among themselves a 24-dimensional extension of the Lorentz

algebra. The novel triplets in such extension do not match with the nature of the nondi-
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mensionless antisymmetric triplets obtained in the Clover extensions [Wills-Toro (2001)],

[Wills-Toro (2001a)].

111.9.2 Solutions with aT (i f 0, r, j) = 0 and some La f 0

There are two possible sets of solutions in this case associated with the 3 and 3 irreps

of SU(3).

3-irreps for the triplets ~j)s:

In this solution, the triplets ~j)s build 3-irreps of SU(3) as follows:

[

1(1)2 ]
'T2:= 1(2)1 ,

1(3)3

(3.207)

where

1 .
[Ga(c)O, 'lin] = "2 (3(c)O+st(T;oJ-st(T;(3) .\(a, z)! 'li(3 (3.208)

and st : lL/{O} --t ~4 x ~4 is the index assigning function. The multiplets 'Ii, 72, T3

constitute 3-irreps since

.\(3, i) = - [g ~1 n, -1 [1 0 0].\(8 i) = - 0 1 0 •, .J3 0 0 -2
(3.209)

The arrays La are given in the Table 21. Note: La(C, 0) = 0 Va since the Lorentz triplets

T(O)i = 7(O)i are colorless.

In this scenario, the antisymmetric vector charges ~i)s; i = 1,2,3 will q-commute

with the spin-1/2 charges: recall (1,0) 69 (~, 0) = (~, 0) EB (~, 0). In the absence of spin-~

generators, the q-commutator between multiplets 'li; i = 1,2,3 and Q would give a spin

G,O) in the SU(3) representation 3693 = 6 EB 3, which is not available. Additionally,
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Table 21: Arrays La for 3-irreps

j=l j=2 j=3

-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

L3 (0,j) 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0

< / \
1 0 0 1 0 0 -2 0 0

L8 (0, j) ~I
-1 -1

0 1 0 v'3 0 1 0 v'3 0 -2 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -2

0 0 0 0 0 i 0 -i

L6 (1,j) 0 k1
1

0 0 i 0 0
k1

0 0 i

0 0 0 0 -i oJ -i 0 o /
\

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

L7 (1, j) k 1
1

0 0 0 1 0 0
k1

0 0 -1

0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0

0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i

L4 (2,j) 1 k2 Ik; 0 0 -i 0 0 0 -i 0 0

'Ii
0 0 0 0 0

\
0 ,-j 0

\ 1 \0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

L5(2,j) 1 k2k2
0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0

0 0 -(I-i) 0 .::::.i!±..U 0 0 0 0

1
V2 V2

IL 1 (3, j) -(I-i) k1k2 .!±..L
k 1k 2 V2

0 0 0 0 V2 0 0 0

0 ll::..U 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0V2

~~t" "lie)
0 ) (: 0 :)1 V2 V2

L2 (3,j) - l±.i. 0 0 k1k2 0 0 -(I-i)
0

k1k2 V2 ~

o -(~i) 0 1:;' ) 0 0 0

(0,1) @ (~, 0) = (~, 1). So, in the absence of extra spin-~ charges:

The A(a, i) arrays are given in Table 22.

(3.210)

Remark: the solution for k1k2 i= 0 is compatible with triplets ~i)8; i = 1,2,3 of iden-

tical naive dimension. These triplets seem to match with the nature of the antisymmetric

triplets obtained in the Clover extensions [Wills-Toro (2001)], [Wills-Toro (200la)]. Still,

they would lead to nontrivial transformation of the symmetric vector charges P(i)/l of the

clover extension under SU(3). This will be addressed elsewhere.
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Table 22: Arrays >.(a, i) for 3-irreps

>.(a, i) ~ i = 1 i=2 i=3

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

>'(3, i) -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

>'(8, i) ~I
-1 -1

0 1 0 y'3 0 1 0 y'3 0 1 0

0 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 0 -2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

>'(6, i) -1 0 0 i k i -1 0 0 -i hi -1 0 0 -i ki

0 * 0 0 it 0 0 i 0

'; 0
,

'; 0
r,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

>'(7, i) -1 0 0 10, -1 0 0 -10, -1 0 0 -10,

0
,

0 0 -1 0 0 -, 0r, ... ...
0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~

>'(4, i) -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0

)~ 0 0 - i k2 0 0 ) f; 0 0
'/ \ -,

0 0 -, 0 0 ~ 0 0k2 k2
>'(5, i) -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0

- 10 2 0 0 10 2 0 0 - 10 2 0 0

( " ~ :) ( " ~ :) ( " ~ :)v'2k lk2 ;l2k,k2 ;l2k 1 k 2

>'(1, i) -1 (1+ i )k, k 2 0 -1 (1+ i )k,k2 0 -1 -(1+i )10, 10 2 0
;12 ;12 ';2

o 0 o 0 o 0( " ~ :) ( " ~ :) ( " ~ :);l2k,k 2 ;1210"2 ;I2'1 k 2

>'(2, i) -1 (i -')"'2 0 -1 (1-')k,k2 0 -1 (1-i )"'2 0
;12 ;12 A

o 0 o 0 o 0

3-irreps for the triplets T(j)s:

In this solution the multiplets T(j)s are arranged into triplets 3 of SU(3) as follows

v [ 1(1)2 ]
~:= 1(2)1 ,

1(3)3

(3.211)

where

v v .fJv
[Ga(c)O, 'lia] = (3(c)O+st(7;,,)-st(7;(3) >.(a, Z)a 'lif3.

The 'ii, 1;, 13 are 3-irreps since

(3.212)

v -1 [-' 0>'(8, i) = y'3 g r/ (3.213)
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The arrays La are given in the Table 23.

Table 23: Arrays La for 3-irreps

j=l j=2 j=3

1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0

L3(0,j) 0 1 0 0 -1 0 I 0 0 0

\ 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 o /
I 1 \ / <0 0 1 0 0 -2 0 0

L8 (0, j) 1 1 1 Iy'3 0 1 0 y'3 0 1 0 y'3 0 -2 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -2

0 0 0 0 0 -i 0 i 0

L6 (1, j) 0 0 0 k3 -i 0 0 ~3 I 0 0 -i

0 0 0 0 i 0 i 0 0

/< \
1 \0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

L7 (1, j) I 0 0 0 k3 1 0 0 ~3 I 0 0 -1

0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0

0 -i 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

L4 (2,j) 1 k4k4
0 0 i 0 0 0 i 0 0

-i 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i 0./
I \ 1 \0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

L5(2,j) 1 k4k4
0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0

0 0 i!=..U o lli.U 0 ) I 0 0 :)1
v'2

k3k4 1
v'2

L1(3, j) i!=..U 0 o .::.i!±..U
k3k4 v'2

0 0
v'2

0 0

(~
0 .!±i... 0 0 0 0

v'2

~) ~ QcU " ) (: 0 :)v'2 v'2

L2(3, j) _1_ l±..L 0 0 k3k4 0 0 -(1-') 0
k3k4 v'2 v'2

o .::.i!±..U 0 (1-' ) 0 0 0
v'2 v'2

In analogous way as in the preceding case, in the absence of extra spin-~ charges:

(3.214)

Remark: the solution for k3k4 i- 0 is compatible with triplets T(i)s; i = 1,2,3 of identical

naive dimension. The novel triplets in such extension seem to match as well with the na-

ture of the antisymmetric triplets obtained in the Clover extensions [Wills-Toro (2001)],

[Wills-Toro (2001a)]. Again, they would lead to nontrivial transformation of the sym-

metric vector charges P(i)p, of the clover extension under SU(3). This will be addressed
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in a forthcoming publication.

The arrays X(a, i) are given in Table 24.

Table 24: Arrays X(a, i) for 3-irreps

X(a, i) i = 1 i=2 i=3

-1 a a

a a 2

a 1 a

a -1 a

a a I,

a a

a

a -1 a

a a 2

-1 a a

-1 I a 1 a

-1
V3

a a <
a a

a

-1

-1
V3

-1
a a a

a 1 a

-1 a a

a a 2

a -1 a

-1 a a

-1

-1

V3X(8, i)

X(3, i)

a a a

-1 a a - i k3

a a k 3

a a a

a

i kg

a a -k3

a a a

-1

-1

a <
a

-k3

a a i k3-1
0':;;+
a a

-1 a a

a
a \

\ a f,
a a

-1X(7, i)

X(6, i)

o 0 i;
a a a

o 0 "*
a a aX(4, i)

X(5, i)

-1

-1
"*a

1
r;:;;

a

a

a
-1 <
1'4
a

a

-1
i A:4 0

I a a

-1 a a

a

a
1

k4
a

-1

-1

-1
T;"

a

a

a a

a a

a

a t;;
a a

a
-1 '\

1'4
a

X(I, i)

X(2, i)
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CHAPTER IV:

CLOVER SYMMETRIC YANG MILLS AND GRAVITY THEORIES

Chapter Abstract: We develope the formalism required to study differential geomet

rical aspects of manifolds with Minimal Clover Extension Symmetry. We study the

differential geommetry appropriate to the q-commutative extended superspace, and pro

ceed to introduce connections. We determine its curvature and Bianchi identities. We

study also the connections associated with a local (i.e. space-time point dependent)

Lorentz transformations, and obtain its curvature and Bianchi identities. They provide

the foundations of a Clover Symmetric extension of Gravity.

KEY WORDS: supersymmetry; graded symmetry; grandunification; beyond standard

model; noncommutative field theory.

IV.1 Differential Geometry in Clover Symmetric Superspace

We want to provide the differential form formalism as far as it is required for our mod

est purposes. We want to develop gauge theories and extended supergravity associated

with the Minimal Vector Clover (MVC-) extension of the Poincare algebra. We will limit

our explorations to what is strictly required for such purposes. Many additional develop

ments as the theory of integration, codifferentiation and Lagrangian models for the given

theories will follow in forthcoming publications. Our developments parallel those done

in several standard texts on supersymmetry and supergravity [Wess and Bagger (1992)],

[Gates et al. (1983)], [Buchbinder and Kuzenko (1995)].
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The MCV-superspace has coordinates

s-a (-~ c-r c-i' (3-~)
:= X (0)' <" (j)' <" (j)' (j)' (4.1)

The space-time coordinates X-(0) == X~, with components f-L = 0, 1,2,3 have naive length

dimensions 1 and transform as class (0) Spin (~, ~) irrep of the Poincare algebra. The

coordinates C(j) (respectively ~-(j) ) with components r = 1,2,3 have naive length

dimension 2/3 and transform as class (j); j = 1,2,3 Spin (1,0) (resp. Spin (0,1))

irreps. The coordinates rr(j) have naive length dimension 1/3 and transform as class

(j); j = 1,2,3 spin (~, ~) irreps.

The tangent space at the point s-a is generated by

Oa '- (o(O)~' O(j)r' 8(j)r, O(j)v) ,

O(O)~
a

'-

OX-(O)
,

O(j)r
a

'-

OC(i)
,

8(j)i'
a

'-

O~-(i)
,

O(j)~
a

-
o(3~(j)

, (4.2)

and its dual basis at s-a is chosen to be the MVC- coordinate differentials

(4.3)

where

dX-(o) (oa) 8(0)~, a, (4.4)

dC(j) (Oa) 8(j)r, a,

d~-(j) (Oa) 8(j)i', a,

d(3-(j) (Oa) 8(j)~, a'
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The MVC-Superspace coordinates q-commute among them

s-a S-b S-b s-aq-a,-b S-b s-aqa,b , (4.5)

The MVC-differential q-anticommute among them

(4.6)

where 1\ is the q-antisymmetric product that can be defined in terms of the tensor

product algebra and its quotient by well chosen ideals.

We can then define forms of higher order. They correspond to forms associated to

a point of a manifold which can be locally coordinalized in terms of MVC-superspace

coordinates. Forms over the full manifold are correspondingly defined using cards to

MVC-superspace coordinates that cover the manifold.

We constrain initially our attention to forms with overall trivial grading, i.e. the

grading assignment to the coordinate differentials and their coefficients are opposite.

Later on we will confront forms with fixed overall homogeneous nontrivial grading.

In the case of a flat MVC-superspace, we will constrain our attention to forms with

components polynomials with fixed grading and naIve dimension in the MVC-superspace

coordinates, e.g. a component might have the form rr(l) rr(2)'

The forms can be defined locally and formally in terms of the graded tensor algebras.

But for our modest needs we provide just brief definitions. The zero forms F(s-a) =

/\
0(s-a) is the set of invariant functions in the MVC-superspace coordinates with overall

trivial grading and fixed naIve dimension.
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The I-form set 1\1(S-u) has elements of the form

A = dS-b W(Sh = (4.7)

where W(S)(OljL is a function of the extended superspace coordinates S-u that transforms

as 8(OljL and has assigned the grading (O)jL, etc.

The components W(Sh and the differentials dS-c fulfill

(4.8)

The product of such functions and differentials is associative.

The p-forms set N(S-U) has elements

The set
00 p

I\(S-U) := U I\(S-U),
u p=O

(4.9)

(4.10)

builds an .DV-graded algebra, where the order n E .DV of the forms is given by the order

in coordinate differentials. From the whole set of differential forms

00 p

I\(S-U) := EB I\(S-U),
p=O

(4.11)

the subset l\u(S-U) deals only with the forms which are homogeneous in order, grading,

naIve dimension and transformation properties. The set l\u(S-U) can actually be under-

stood as a (.DV x (z:j4 x z:j4); qJNq)-graded parameter algebra, via the grading assignments:

St I\(S-U)\{O} ---t.DV x (z:j4 x z:j4),
u

(4.12)



St(AB)

(n, a) + (m, b)

qIN

(qINq)(n,a),(m,b)
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(0, -a) E IN x (~4 X~4), (4.13)

(1, -a) E IN x (~4 X~4), (4.14)

St(A) + St(B), (4.15)

(O,al + ... + ap ), (4.16)

(n+m,a+b), (4.17)

IN x IN ----+ {-1, 1}; (n, m) I-t q:!'m = (-ltm, (4.18)

The summation in Au (s-a) is only defined between homogeneous elements of the identi-

cal order, grading, overall naive dimension and transformation properties. The product

of forms turns out to be distributive and IN-graded as follows

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

where CI, c~ E (C, and AI, A~ are nl-forms, A2 is an n2-form, and n is an n-form.

We define a function d from p-forms to (p + 1)-forms:

d: p-forms ----+ (p + l)-forms,

such that

i) If F(S) E F(s-a) is a a-form:

(4.23)

dF(S) = dS-b 8F(S)
8S-b

(4.24)



ii) If 0 dS-al 1\ ... 1\ ds-ap W (S)al +..+ap is a p-form, then

dO = dS-al 1\ ... 1\ ds-ap 1\ dS-b abW(S)al+..+a1,.
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(4.25)

The function d is called external differentiation and fulfills the following properties:

d(O + A) dO + dA,

d(OI\A) Ol\dA+(-lYdOI\A,

d d(O) = o.

where 0, A are p- respectively r-forms.

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

We define non-invariant, not overall trivially graded forms by dropping some differ

entials in the forms in Au(s-a). For instance, from (4.9) we define:

(4.29)

The product and derivation properties of such objects follow from the above defini

tions. Using the metric associated with superspace coordinates s-a we can as well define

o-a~ = ga~,al Oal. A form 0 is called closed if dO = o. A form 0 is called exact if

there exists a form A such that 0 = dA. Clearly, each exact form is closed.

Example 1: Recall the following identity in the structure constants arrays involved

in the minimal vector clover extension:

{1{ (1, 2)pJtKr (3),," + it (1, 2)pJtKr (3) 1I0"}+

+q(1)p,(2)J1,+(3)1I{r{(2, 3)JtllKr (1)/ + f/(2, 3)JtllKr (1 )/}+

+q(1)p+(2)Jt,(3)1I{r((3, 1)lIpKr (2)/ + f/(3, 1)lIpKr(2)/} = O.

Using the definition for the external differentiation we obtain the closedness

(4.30)

(4.31)
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of the 2-form W(O)-A given by:

d(r(3) /\ d(F(2) (F(l) {r((1, 2)p/LKr(3)va + r/(1, 2)p/LKr(3)va} +

+ d(F(l) /\ dj3-(3) 13-(2) {r((2, 3)/LvKr(1)/ + f/(2, 3)fLVKr(1)/} +

+ dj3-(2) /\ dj3-(l) 13-(3) {r((3, 1)vpKr(2)/La + f/(3, 1)vpKr(2)/}. (4.32)

The question is: there exists a form T(O)-A such that dT(o)-A = W(O)-A? After some rather

long calculation we find out, for (i,j, it j) cyclic in the set {(1, 2, 3), (2,3,1), (3, 1, 2)}:

d { t, dj3-(j) i~ j3-(itJ) j3-(i) {r((i t j,j)paK;(i)vA+ f/(i t j,j)paK;(i)v A} +
(i,j,itJ) cyclic

-2 tdj3-(i) j~ j3-(j) j3-(itj) {r((it j,j)paKr(i)} + f/(it j,j)paKr(i)vA}}
(i,j,itJ) cyclic

= W(O)-A. (4.33)

Actually, these type of identities are related to the Maurer-Cartan's structure equation

(4.89) to be given below. The usage of the coordinate basis, and its transformation

through the addition of some 2-coboundary makes this less evident.

IV.2 Coordinate Transformations, pullback and Lie derivative

We consider now coordinates transformation in the MVC-superspace coordinates:

(4.34)

where ¢-b(S) is a function with overall grading -b in the superspace coordinates s-a,

and has the same na'ive dimension and transformation properties as S-b. We define the

pullback function from the a-forms in new coordinates t-b into the a-forms in old
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coordinates s-a:

4/ F(Cb) ----+ F(s-a), f 1-+ <jJ* f = f 0 <jJ,

f(Cb) 1-+ (<jJ* f)((s-a) = f(<jJ-b(s-a)).

This pullback function is also defined for arbitrary p-forms:

(4.35)

(4.36)

<jJ* (4.37)

The pullback function fulfills

<jJ*(O+A) = <jJ*O + <jJ*A,

<jJ*(O 1\ A) (<jJ*O) 1\ (<jJ*A),

d(<jJ*O) <jJ*(dO).

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

We define a one-parameter group transformations by the 1-1 differentiable function

(differentiable in both s-a and E), fulfilling

(4.42)

A,-b A,-b _ A,-b
'Pc 0 'P,s - 'Pc+,s, (4.43)

The vector field x(s-a) associated to the one-parameter group transformations <jJ;b is

defined by

(4.44)
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Approximating to first order in E we have

(4.45)

The derivative £ x of a form 0 with respect to the vector field X associated to ¢, is

defined by:

In particular, we find:

[£xSrb

£xf(S)

£x(dS-bW(S)b)

= X-b(S) = [X Srb,

X-b(S) obf(S) = X f,

= dS-b{X-C(S) OcW(S)b + (ObX-C(S)) W(S)c} .

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)

IV.3 Connections curvature and Bianchi Identities

We define now graded Lie group value forms. They are forms transforming at each

point by

(4.50)

where the O-form array X(S) constitutes a representation of the the considered graded

Lie group G. We write for short

Accordingly

0' ox. (4.51)

dO' dO X + 0 dX, (4.52)
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since is a O-form. We would like to define a covariant external differentiation such that

the inhomogeneous term is compensated:

VO' (VO) X. (4.53)

For that, we introduce a gauge connection <I> which is a group graded Lie algebra valued

I-form:

(4.54)

where the n are the generators of the group graded Lie algebra of the group. The

connection <I> is defined to transform:

X-I <I> X - X-I dX. (4.55)

The external covariant derivative of a p-form 0 is defined by

VO V(dS-al /\ /\ dS-a/) W(S)al+.+ap) := dO. + 0 <I>

dS-al /\ /\ dS-ap /\ dS-c 8cW (S)al +".+ap +

+ dS-al /\ ... /\ dS-ap /\ dS-c <I>c-b(S) qb,al+"+ap W(S)al+"+ap n

dS-al /\ ... /\ ds~ap /\ dS-c V c W (S)al +"+ap'

Accordingly, from (4.55)-(4.56):

(4.56)

(VO)' dO' + 0' <I>' (dO + 0 <I»X (vn)x. (4.57)

There is a 2-form (tensor) that can be defined from the connection <I> , which will be

called the curvature tensor:

F '- d<I> + <I> <I>. (4.58)
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Using

we obtain:

o d(X-IX) X-I dX + dX- 1 X, (4.59)

In components it reads:

F ' = dif>' + if>' <I> I X-I F X. (4.60)

We use in (4.60) the group graded Lie algebra relation involving structure constants

C -f
b,e ,

(4.62)

to obtain

Notice that

(4.64)

We compute now the external derivative of a covariant derivative:

d(lXl) = d(dO + 0 if» = Odif> + (-I)ldOif> =

= O(F-if>if» - ('DO - Oif»<I> = OF - ('DO)<I>. (4.65)

Hence

'D'DO = d('DO) + ('DO)if> = 0 F,

which embodies the Bianchi identities of first type. Now,

dF = d(dif> + if> if» = if> dif> - dif> if> =

(4.66)

= if>(F-if>if» - (F-if>if»if> = <I>F - F<I>. (4.67)
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Hence

TJ F := dF - ip F + F ip

which embodies the Bianchi identities of Second type.

From definition (4.56) and (4.61) we have:

o. (4.68)

o TJ F = ~ dS-c1\ dS-d 1\ dS-a TJaFdc(S) =

1
"6 dS-c

1\ dS-d 1\ dS-a{TJaFdc(S) + qa,c+d TJdFca(S) + qd+a,c TJcFad(S)}. (4.69)

This expression gives the familiar component appearance of the Bianchi identity of second

type:

(4.70)

The Bianchi identities of first type correspond to the covariant derivative of the

covariant derivative of a group valued from n. The Bianchi identities of a second type

correspond to the covariant derivative of F, which is a Lie algebra valued 2-form.

IV.4 Flat MVC-covariant basis

We want to use the results obtained so far but in a more generic basis. In particular,

we want to define a coordinate basis in which we have covariant derivatives in place of

coordinates derivatives. We introduced coordinate differentials dS-a, now we introduce

another basis for I-forms:

(4.71)

where Ea-A(S) is an arbitrary invertible function array in the MVC-superspace. So, it
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exist an array E;b (S) such that

where

E -A E-b
a A

E -b E-B
A b ol,

(4.72)

(4.73)

o(O)v a a a(O)j.t

a o(j)$ a aob
(i)r

a

a a o(j)s a(i)r

a a a o(j)p
(i)O"

and there is an analogous array 01.

In terms of forms components we see that the external differentiation

(4.74)

does not map component covariant superfields into component covariant superfields. In

fact, the MVC-extension symmetry generators do not commute with the coordinate

derivatives. The MVC-extension covariant derivatives do commute with the MVC-

extension generators. Recall the covariant derivatives:

(4.76)

o i (3-v k* (.) j.t 0(i)r + "2 (i) r Zv (O)j.t ,

i
O(i)r + "2(3-(i) K;(i)/ 0(0)j.t,

(4.77)

(4.78)

D(k)O" O(k)O" + -2
i L (3-(kti) {r((k t i, k)pO"O(i)r + ~r(k t i, k)pO"O(i)r} +
i#

+± (CCk) Kr(k)O"j.t +~-(k) kr(k)/) 0(0)1' +

-~L (3-(kti) (3-(i) {r((k t i, k)pO" k;(i)/ + ~r(k t i, k)pO" K;(i)/}o(o)j.t. (4.79)
12 i#
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The exterior derivative will be rewritten in terms of novell-form differentials e-A(S),

which will be called flat MVC-extension differentials, and fulfil:

Hence, the covariant derivative is given by

Accordingly,

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

e -(0)" - 8 (0)"
(O)A - (O)A

e -(0)" - l.(3-v K* (i) "
(i)R - 2 (i) R v

e -(0)1' = l.(3-v, K* (') "
(i)R 2 (z) R Z v

e -(0)" 
(k)A -

= ~(e({) Kr(k)J:+

+~(~ Kr(k)!)+

- ALi# (3-(kti)(3-(i) x

x {rr(k t i, k)pA K;(i)v"+

+it(k t i, k)pA K;(i)v"}

-(j)r 0 -(j)r 0 e -(j)C1 0
e(O)A = e(O)A = (O)A =

-(j)r 8 (j)r -(j)r -(j)C1 0
e(i)R = (i)R e(i)R = 0 e(i)R =

e -(j)r = 0 e -(j)r = 8 (j!r e -(j)C1 = 0
(i)R (i)R (i)R (i)R

-(j)r _ -(j)r _ -(j)C1 8 (j)C1
e(k)A - e(k)A - e(k)A = (k)A

- i (3-P - i (3-P
- '2 (ktJ)X - '2 (ktj) X

xr((k t j, k)pA x~r(k t j, k)pA

The inverse array is given by

e -A =
a (4.84)



e -(O)A - i (3-v K*(') A e -(i)R - 8 (i)R
(j)r - -'2 (j) r J v (j)r - (j)r

e(;;~O)A = -~(3-(j) K;U)} e(;;~i)R = 0

e -(O)A - 8 (O)A
(0)1-' - (0)1-'

e -(O)A_
(j)er -

= -~(f(!J KrU)aA+

- ., A
+~0) Kr(j)a )+

- i L,iij (3-P(jti) (3-(i) X

x{r{U t i,j)pa K;(i)}+

+f/(j t i,j)pA K;(i)}}

e -(i)R - 0
(0)1-' -

e -(i)R_
(j)a -

- i (3-P- -'2 (jti)X

e -(i)R - 0
(0)1-' -

e -(i)R - 0
(j)r -

-(i)R , (j)R
e(j)r = u(i)r

e -(i)R_
(j)a -

- i (3-P- -'2 (jti ) x

e -(i)A - 0
(0)1-' -

e -(i)A - 0
(j)r -

e -(j)A - 0
(j)r -

e -(i)A - 8 (i)A
(j)a - (j)a
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These matrices define thus the fiat space in the MVC-extension theories. The external

differentiation of the new I-form basis is given by

This 2-form is called the torsion of the fiat MVC-extension basis. In the supersymmetric

fiat basis, the torsion turns out to be constant in terms of the fiat basis. In the MVC-

extension, after some involved computation involving the MVC-extension identity (4.30)

we obtain:

de-(i)R

de-(i)R

de-(O)A

0,

L L e-(R)A e-(Rti)C, {_2.7]R(£t i,f)C,A} '
(R)A (Rti)C, 2

L L e-(R)Ae-(Rti)C, {_2.f]R(ft i ,f)C,A} ,
(R)A (Rti)C, 2

L L e-(k)C, e-(k)R {- i KR(k)l} +
(k)c, (k)R

+ L L e-(k)C, e-(k)R {- i KR(k)l}.
(k)C, (k)R

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)
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So, the torsion is constant in the flat MVC-extension basis, as it is in the supersymmetric

case. They constitute simply the Maurer-Carlan's structure equation for the dual basis

of the left-invariant vector fields associated with the MVC-extension group.

The explicit form of the flat MVC-extension differentials follow from (4.80) and

(4.84):

e-(k)A= df3(~, (4.90)

e-(l)R= dCft) + df3-(2){-~f3-(3)1l(3,2)pO"} + df3-(3){-~f3-(2)77R(2,3)pO"}, (4.91)

e-(2)R= dC~) + df3-(3){-~f3-(1)77R(1,3)pO"} + df3-(1){-~f3-(3)77R(3,1)pO"}, (4.92)

e-(3)R= dC~) + df3-(1){-~,Lr(2)77R(2,1)pO"} + df3-(2) {-tf3-(l) 77R(l, 2)pO"}, (4.93)

e-(l)R= d(-~) + df3-(2){-~f3-(3)~R(3,2)pO"} + df3-(3){-~f3-(2)~R(2,3)pO"}, (4.94)

e-(2)R= d(-~) + df3-(3){-~f3-(1)~R(1,3)pO"} + df3-(1){-tf3-(3)~R(3,1)pO"}, (4.95)

e-(3)R= d(-~) + df3-(1) {-~f3-(2) ~R(2, l)pO"} + df3-(2) {-~f3-(1) ~R(l, 2)pO"}, (4.96)

e-(O)A= dx-~O) + LdC(j)f3-(j){-~k;(j)!/\} + Ld(-(j)f3-(j){-~K;(j)/} +
j j

+ ~df3-O" ~f3-P f3-v { 1 T(" t" ") K
A
*(") A 1 AT(" t" ") K*(") A}L..J U) L..J Uti) (i) -"677 J Z, J pO" T Z V -"677 J Z, J pO" T Z v "

j it-j

(4.97)

IV.5 Curvature and Bianchi identities in Covariant Basis

In order to deal with gauge theories, we introduced the connection cP. In terms of

the MVC-extension flat basis, this Lie algebra valued I-form becomes:

e -b;F, ;F, -f· T
A '!!b = '!!A 1 j,

(4.98)

(4.99)
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where Tf stands for the Lie algebra generators. In the supersymmetric case we find the

correspondence with the ordinary gauge theories assuming that

<1>-fl - -f
I' (all non space-time superspace coordinates =0) - v,.. ' (4.100)

where v;J is the ordinary Yang-Mills potential, Le. for vanishing novel superspace coor-

dinates we recover the potential. We have analogous expectations for the MVC-extension

case. In terms of the new basis the curvature 2-form becomes (recall <1> A is a O-form)

For simplicity, we omit the 1\ symbol in the forms products. By using (4.86)-(4.97) and

(4.81) we obtain the curvature form-components:

F(O)A,(O)~

where

(4.102)

(4.103)

as expected. Now, for R being either R or R, for S being either S or S, and for £ t- i

we have:

F(O)A,(k)R

F(k)A,(R)R

(4.104)

(4.105)
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F(k)A,(£)R

F(O)A,(k)t:,.

(4.106)

(4.107)

(4.108)

(4.109)

We want to address now the Bianchi identities of second type:

o = 1JF = 1J(~e -A e -B FA,B) =

1. e -A e -B e -C D F + 1. e -A de -B F + 1. de -A e -B F =2 C A,B 2 A,B 2 A,B

~ E (e -A e -B e -C){DcFB,A + qc,B+A DBFA,c + qB+C,A DAFc,B} +
L.I. triples

+ 1. e -A de -B F + 1. de -A e -B F2 A,B 2 A,B, (4.110)

where the sumatory over triples goes over linear independent 3~forms e -A e -B e -C.

For R being either R or R, for S being either S or S, and for T being either T or t this

leads in MVC-extension 3-form components to the identities:

0, (4.111)

0, (4.112)

{D(k)f2 F (O)A,(O)t:,. + q(k)f2,(O)A+(O)t:,. O(O)A F(O)t:,.,(k)f2 +



- i (ryR(£, j)Af F(£tJ)R,(k)n + f/,(£, j)Af F(£tJ)R,(k)n) +

+ i %)f,(k)n(ryR(£, k)An F(ftk)R,(j)f + f/,(£, khn P(£tk)R,(j)f) +
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0, (4.113)

0, (4.114)

0, (4.115)

0, (4.116)

0, (4.117)

0, (4.118)

0, (4.119)
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where the array K is taken K or K depending if its index R is taken to be R or k The

array k is taken K or K depending if its index S is taken to be S or S.

The reader can verify that the curvature components (4.102)-(4.109) fulfill the Bianchi

identities of the second type (4.111)-(4.120).

We want to gain some information from the supersymmetric case, where the general

solution is expressed in terms of chiral (anti-chiral) superfields We> ( and Wa), subject

to the constraints:

.ow - DW = 0, (4.121)

(4.122)

The constraints in (4.122) correspond to the covariant constraints defining a chiral (anti-

chiral) superfield.

In the supersymmetric abelian case we make use of the identity,

.o(DD).o <f? = D(.o.o)D <f?,

which automatically fulfill constraints (4.121)-(4.122) by adopting

(4.123)

(4.124)

with <f? being there a real supersymmetric superfield. This allows us to recognize formally

D(.o.o)D

80
.o(DD).o

80
(4.125)

as the transverse projector operator. The corresponding longitudinal projectors follow

from the identity

D(.o.o)D - ~ (DD)(D.o) - ~ (.0.0) (DD) 80· (4.126)
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Analogous relations are available for the MVC-extension:

( ')r (')!? (')!? (')r -D Z D Z D - D( ')r - D Z D Z D( ')r D -(i)R Z - Z (i)R'

( ')r (')!? 1 (')r (')!?
D Z D Z D(i)!? D(i)r - '2 D Z D(i)rD Z D(i)!? +

where again, R stands for either R or R.

(4.127)

(_)2

-3 bi 0, (4.128)

These equations hints for a general solution related to superfields W(i)r, W(i)R, W(ijr,

W(i)R fulfilling the constraints:

0,

O.

(4.129)

(4.130)

The analogy with the supersymmetric case suggest also that such superfields fulfill co-

variant constraints. One choice for such constraints would be to select W(i)r and W(ijr

being class (0) covariantly constrained superfield [Wills-Toro et aI. (2003a)] and W(i)R

and W(i)R being class (i) covariantly constrained superfields [Wills-Toro et aI. (2003a)]:

D(j)SW(i)r = 0, Vj E {I, 2, 3}

D (ijrW(i)R = 0 D(j)SW(i)R = 0 v . ~. . E {I 2 3}
, , v J r 2, J "

D(j)SW(i)r = 0, Vj E {I, 2, 3}

D (ijrw-(i)R = 0 D(j)SW-(i)R = 0 v . ~. . E {I 2 3}
, , v J r 2, J "

where again, S stands for either S or S.

IV.6 Local MVC-extension and extended Gravity

(4.131)

(4.132)

(4.133)

(4.134)

(4.135)
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We have considered rigid (global, Le. non space-time point dependent) MVC-extension

symmetry [Wills-Toro et at. (2003)]-[Wills-Toro et at. (2003a)]. We want to find out

the connections to build models invariant under MVC-extension transformations with

(3-/1
(i) (4.136)

C(i) .-. C(i) + P-(i) (X) + -2
i

L (3-(kti)a-'(k) (X) r( (k, k t i)<Tp, (4.137)
k#i

~-~i) .-. ~-~i) + P-(i)(X) + -2
i

L(3-(kti)a-'(k)(X) f/,(k, k t i)<Tp, (4.138)
k#i

X-(O) .-. X-(O) + a-(o/X) + L ( {~((3-(i)P-(i)(X) - a-(i) (X) C(i))+
t

-11
2

((3-(i) - a-(i) (X) )~(3-(kti)a-'(k)(X) rr(k, k t i)<Tp }Kr(i)/ +

+{~ ((3-(i)P-(i) (X) - a-(i) (X) ~-~i))+

-1~ ((3-(i) ~ a-(i) (X) )~(3-(kti)a-(k)(X) ryr(k, k t i)<Tp }.kr(i)z/). (4.139)

We write generically, for the extended superspace coordinate transformation:

(4.140)

where X is the vector field associated with the one parameter group of the transforma-

tions ¢e.

We generalize the fiat MVC-extension I-forms e-A (S) to vielbein differentials E-A (S)

defining a local frame which is coordinate independent:

(4.141)

Its components Eb-A(S) are called vielbein fields, and under pullback function it exhibit

its transformation properties:



-J,* E -A(S') = E' -A(S') = as-
c

E -A(S).
'I-' b b as ,-b c

We use (4.49) to find the Lie derivative .ex of Eb-A(S):

Hence

123

(4.142)

(4.143)

(4.144)

The index A does not contribute to the variation of the vielbein Eb"A(S). This index will

transform only under the so called structure group, which we select to be the Lorentz

group. In this way we expect Eb"A(S) to adopt the form ebA(S) in the flat space-time

limit.

The frame defined by the forms E-A(S) is Lorentz covariant of class (f-l) , i.e.

(4.146)

(4.147)

under the Lorentz generators Ii ( Ii or Ti ) building the structure group. The arrays

a-H (i, f-l, S) provide the transformation of the irrep H at superspace point S. These arrays

are related through:

(4.148)
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where the commutator has the usual meaning, and H stands for any arbitrary Lorentz

irrep., and

0, (4.150)

0, (4.151)

AS(..) -f'(l' t . S)R17 Z, J AnO" , Z J, S'

(4.152)

We use the vielbein Ei;A and its inverse EAb to connect the local reference indices

(capital case indices: A, B, R, 0, .... ) and the coordinate "world" indices (lower case

indices: a, b, r, J-L, ...):

(4.153)

We define a covariant derivative using the Lie algebra valued connections of class (j..t)

and irrep H:

(4.154)

It transforms as:

(4.155)
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where

The torsion is again the covariant derivative of the Vielbien connection:

(4.156)

where

7(S) -Ac,b

7(S) -AC,B

In the limit of the flat MVC-extension, with vanishing connection ep we recover

E-A
I-t e-A and we obtain the constant flat case torsion:

T -(i)R
(£ti).6.,(£)>-

T -(i)R
(eti ).6.,(£)>-

-COlA
Tck)R,(k).6.

-COlA
~k)R,(k).6.

and all other torsion components vanish.

(4.159)

(4.160)

(4.161)

(4.162)

We define now the curvature of the connection:

1 dS-a dS-b R -B = 1 E-c E-D R -B
2 baA 2 DCA , (4.163)
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where

R(ShaA-B = (Ob<Pa(S)A- B - qb,aOa<Pb(S)A-B) +

- {(<Pb(S)A-Cqa,A-C <pa(S)C-B
) - qb,a(<Pa(S)A-Cqb,A-C <Pb(S)C-B

)} , (4.164)

'TJ -B E -d E -e'TJ(S) -B'''DCA = qD,C-d CD'" edA . (4.165)

Following symmetries in the curvature components follow from the fact of being a

two-form and being graded Lie algebra valued:

'TJ -B
'''DCA

R -B
baA

'TJ -B
-qD,C '''CDA ,

R -B-qb,a abA ,

(4.166)

(4.167)

(4.168)

where, using the EH (fL) BC flat metric for class (fL) and irrep H we defined

(4.169)

This section just opens the stage for the future calculation of the Bianchi identities for a

manifold with local Lorentz symmetry immersed in the MVC-extension of the Poincare

algebra. This is an exact analog to supergravity.

Both, the construction of solutions of the Yang-Mills connections with global MVC-

extension and these MVC-extension of gravity will require the careful determination

of proper constraints to torsion and/or curvature to reduce the number of independent

superfields.
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CHAPTER V:

TRANSFORMATION COMPENSATING q~COMMUTATIVITY

Chapter Abstract: We study a change of variables in both symmetry transforma

tion parameters and generators for the Clover Extensions of the Poincare algebra. These

change of variables constitutes a transformation that removes all non trivial q-commutativity

factors, but leaves the grading unaffected. These transformation will easy model building

since in this frame the subtleties associated to non-commutativity are avoided.

KEY WORDS: supersymmetry; graded symmetry; grandunification; beyond standard

model; noncommutative field theory.

V.l Compensation of some nontrivial q-commutativity

A chain of explorations on extensions of the external symmetries compatible with the

axioms of the quantum field theory (QFT), mass spectrum of particles and mathematical

frame for casting such symmetries was culminated with the celebrated Coleman & Man

dula no-go theorem. Soon after, unexpected relaxation on the underlying assumptions

led to the Zl2- graded extensions known as supersymmetries. These included half-odd

(fermionic) spin representations which captured previously unaccounted possibilities for

extending the symmetries of special and general relativity. Part of the success of these

extensions was due to certain nilpotence relations of the Zl2-graded (Grassmann algebra)

parameters associated with the symmetry.

The Zl4 x Zlc and Zl2 x (Zl4 x Zl4)-graded extensions explored by the clover and

trefoil symmetries differ in one fundamental aspect from supersymmetry. They do not
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need to involve nilpotence relations beyond those given by the .;z2-gradings. As a matter

of fact, its non trivial q-commutativiy might be "compensated" away by the appropriate

change of variables. Although such change of variables does not eliminate the existence

of novel gradings, it provides a simpler frame to work with, which might simplify techni

cal difficulties associated with noncommutativity. On the other hand, a close encounter

with the possibilities addressed by the Coleman & Mandula no-go theorem might be

established since then the transformed extension with commutative and associative pa

rameters builds up a (plain) Lie group. Nevertheless, we expect constraints on which

statisticts should be associated to novel Lorentz representations from a generalization

of the Spin-Statistics theorem. These constraints will dictate which frame is ultimately

suited for a mathematical description of the novel symmetries.

In a way, the existence of two equivalent choices of bases for transformation parame

ters, one commutative and one q-commutative with respect to .;z4 x .;z4-gradings, let us

suspect of a new (discrete?) symmetry mediating such base changes. It is important to

emphasize that this does not imply that the cohomology associated with the q-grading

is trivial. It is not trivial as we prove below, but as far as these graded symmetries trans

formations are concerned, there is a way to relate the non trivial (.;z4 x .;z4; q)-grading

with a .;z4 x .;z4-commutative grading.

Nevertheless, there might exists extensions including the original (.;z4 x .;z4; q)-graded

symmetry which might not imply the existence of an extension including the symmetry

with commutative parameters (Le. the one with trivial q-factors), and viceversa. With

inclusion we mean a subgroup structure whose corresponding graded Lie algebra is also

related by inclusion with the original graded Lie algebra. The process of removing
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noncommutativity comes with a price, but since we can transform back to the original

one, we can obtain many results out of the zj4 x zj4-commutative parameter version

which might be otherwise lengthy and involved due to the non trivial q-commutativity.

Then, we can convert them back to the original noncommutative base, in case this version

offers better options in other respects.

V.2 Non-trivial cohomology of the (zj4 x zj4; q)-group grading

The faithful associative group grading (zj4 x zj4; q) is the simplest extension of the

group grading underlying the Poincare algebra [Wills-Toro (2001)] which maintain the

symmetry between the spatial dimensions:

(n, m) + (n', m') .- ((n + n') mod 4 , (m + m') mod 4), (5.2)

q(n,m),(n',m' )
._ e "2

i (nm'-mn'). (5.3)

Accordingly, q: (zj4 x zj4)2 ---t {1,-1, i,-i} rv zj4. We can thus express the grading

in terms of a homomorphism function ij

q(n,m),(n',m') = exp { i
2
1r (nm' - n'm)} =

exp { i
2
1r ij[(n, m), (n', m')]} = exp { i

2
1r ij[a, c]} . (5.4)

The coboundary [Atiyah & Wall (1967)] [Babakhanian (1972)] of the function ij is given

by:

(8(2) ij) [a, b, c] aij[b, c] - ij[a + b, c] + ij[a, b+ c] - ij[a, b]. (5.6)
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Now, q fulfils:

which in turn implies:

qb,c (qa+b,ct 1qa,b+c (qa,b)-l = 1.

In terms of the function ij, the expression above implies that: (<5(2)ij) [a, b, c]

action of the group ZZ4 X ZZ4 on ZZ4 adopted trivial.

(5.7)

(5.8)

ofor the

So, ij and thus q are a 2-cocycles. The question is if it has trivial cohomology, i.e. Is

q is a 1-coboundary?

We have following properties of ij:

ij[O, a] = ij[a, 0] = 0, ij[a, a] = 0, ij[a, a+ a] = O. (5.9)

(5.11)

Let us assume that ij is a 1-cobounday, i.e. we assume there is a homomorphism ¢ :

(ZZ4 x ZZ4) -+ ZZ4, such that

ij[a, b] = (<5(1)¢) [a, b] = a¢[b] - ¢[a + b] + ¢[a] = ¢[b] - ¢[a + b] + ¢[a], (5.10)

where the las equality holds since the action of the group ZZ4 x ZZ4 on ZZ4 is trivial. Using

(5.10) and ij[O, a] = ij[a, 0] = 0 we find ¢[O] = O. From ij[a, a] = 0 we find ¢[a+a] = 2¢[a].

From ij[a, a+ a] = 0 we find ¢[a + a+ a] = 3¢[a].

Let ¢[(1, 0)] = k1 and ¢[(O, 1)] = k2. We have that

ij[(n, 0), (0, m)] = nm = ¢[(O, m)] - ¢[(n, m)] + ¢[(n, 0)] =

mk2- ¢[(n, m)] + nk1.

ij[(O, m), (n, 0)] = -nm = ¢[(n, O)J - ¢[(n, m)J + ¢[(O, m)] =

n k1 - ¢[(n, m)] + m k2. (5.12)
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From this it follows 2nm = 0 'in, m. Contradiction! We have just proven:

Proposition 1: q : (~4 x ~4)2 ---t <l'\{O}, with q(n,m),(n',m') = exp{ i21r(nm' - n'm)}

is not a l-coboundary, Le. it belongs to a non trivial cohomology class.

V.3 Compensation of q-commutativity in the MVC-extension

Let us consider the Minimal Vector Clover extension (MVC-extension). Since the

(~4 X ~4; q)-grading is a real representable, we can find bases elements £(p)s which

are self-involutive.

and whose multiplication constants array xi~j:~~f;~~' is hermitian,

£ £ (p )s+(p')s' " " "
(p)s (p')s' = X(p)s,(p')s' "'(p)s+(p')s' = q(p)s,(p')s' "'(p')s' "'(p)s

and given in table VI in page 17 of chapter 3.

A group transformation of the MVC- extension has the form

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

Now, let us introduce a change of variables using the bases elements

F(O)/l (L/l(o) p(O)/l)
v-/l

(£/l(0) X-(O»), (5.16)- , X (0) -

T(j)r - (Lr(j) T(j)r) ~-(j) '- -(£r(j) e-(j»)' (5.17)

1'(j)r (Lr(j) 1'(j)r)
,,--r ,,--r

'- e (j)
'- -(£r(j) e (j»), (5.18)

F(j)/l - (L/l(j) P(j)/l) ~-/l '- -(£/l(j) rr(j»)' (5.19)(j)
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~-r -::...-r

~ (0) '- (£r(O) ~ (0))'

(5.20)

(5.21)

In terms of the new (i.e. checked) generators and parameters, the symmetry trans-

formation becomes

(5.22)

The change of variables has substituted the (~4 x ~4; q)-grading by a commutative

~4x~cgrading. Notice that the compound new generators p(O)I" T(j)r, T(j)i' , P(j)I" T(O)n

~ v -::...-r..... ..... -::...-r
T(o)i' as well as the corresponding parameters X-CO), C(j)' ~ (j)' rF(j) , C(O)' ~ (0) have

trivial grade assignment (0)0. Therefore no nontrivial q-factors are expected for checked

parameters or generators. Correspondingly, under the transformation the q-commutators

"[" r will be replaced by usual commutators "[" .J".

The algebraic relations of new generators 0(1')(7' 0(1')(7 has the form

(5.23)

The relation between the structure constants of the plain Lie algebra of operators

0(1')(7' 0(1')(7 and the (~4 x ~4; q)-graded Lie algebra of operators 0(1')(7' 0(1')(7 is thus

0"-(1')(7 - (v)p C (I')u+(v)p

X-(I')(7,-(v)p O(I')U'O(v)p
(5.24)

The relation between both algebras is then possible since all the multiplication con-

stants of the real (self-clual) parameter basis are non zero. This fact can be violated by
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extensions in which fermionic like behavior is introduced, and there might not be univo-

cal way back to the algebra with not trivial q factors, as it is the case of supersymmetry.

There might be also physical arguments against the transformation, since the Lorentz

representations might not be consistent upon this transformation. This is the case for

fermionic charges. This question will be settled only after a sensible construction for

creation and annihilation operators algebras for the novel representations is completed

and the corresponding generalization of the Spin-Statistics Theorem is determined.

V.4 Transformed Lorentz Multiplets and Metrics

The (X4 x X 4 ; q)-graded Lie algebraic relations for a generic Lorentz multiplet a(s)s

its dual a(c) s, its conjugate a(c)s, and its conjugate dual a(ct of integer spin are given by

. a(" ) t- 1 (J Z, C s a(c)t,

. t a(" ) s
1 q(O)i,(c)s aU) (J Z, C t ,

(5.25)

Using the base transformation (5.16)-(5.19) we obtain:

(5.26)
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where

a<1(i, c)

-(elf 'a(O) t
X-(e)s,-(O)i (J ~, C s , (5.27)

(5.28)

and here t stands for transposed complex conjugate. The metric relating the self- and

dual-representations

(5.29)

turn out to satisfy

'a ( )US 'a ( 0 ) t 'a ( )-q(e),(O)i E C (J~, C sEC te,

O<.ii() '<1(0 )i- O<.ii( )U8-q(O)i,(e) E C i-t (j ~, C 8 E C ,

O<.ii() -<1(. )i- O<.ii( )U8-E C i-t (J ~, C sEC .

(5.30)

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

Equations (5.30)-(5.33) are compatible with the choice:

I?(O) EP(O) diag(l, -1, -1, -1) (5.34)

fP(j) EP(j) diag(l, -1, -1, -1); j=1,2,3 (5.35)

fT(O) ET(0) diag( -1, -1, -1) (5.36)

fT(j) ET(j) diag( -1, -1, -1); j=1,2,3 (5.37)

This choice avoids the distinction of class (0) and class (j); j = 1,2,3 multiplets

as far as the metric is concerned. Nevertheless, the class (j); j = 1,2,3 multiplets

carry some differences with class (0) multiplets as follows from non-trivial q-factors in

the commutators (5.26)-(5.32). These novel representations will carry the burden of

introducing unexpected extensions beyond Coleman & Mandula no-go theorem.
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Table 25: (j-T Matrices

(c) Spin(l,O) crT(l,c) crT(2,c) crT (3, c)

1'(0) [ 0 0 -n [-~
0 n [ 0 -1 n(0) 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

1'(1) [ 0 0 -n [~
0

~ ] [ 0 -i n(1) 0 0 0 -i 0
0 1 0 0 0

1'(2) [ 0 -i n [ 0 0 -n [~
0

~ ](2) -i 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

1'(3)
0 0 i 0 -i 0 0 0 0

(3) 0 0 0 -i 0 0 0 0 -1
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

We use the jacobi identities with the triples 1'(o)j, 1'(o)k' a(e)" and 1'(O)j, 1'(O)k' a(e),; to

obtain

[i (j-a(j, c), i (j-a(k, c)] = i Ejkl (i (j-a(l, c)),

[-i cri'i(j,c),-i cri'i(k,c)] = iEjkl( - i cri'i(l,c)).

We obtain now the arrays associated to spin-l irreps:

Transformed Spin (1,0) and (0,1) irreps

(5.38)

(5.39)

From equation (5.28) we obtain the structure constants for Spin (1,0) irreps (j-T(j, c)

in Table 25. The arrays crT (ft, c) are obtained from equation (5.29).

Transformed Spin (1/2,1/2) irreps

From equation (5.28) we obtain the structure constants for Spin (~,~) irreps (j-P(ft, c)

in Table 26.
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Table 26: a-P Matrices

(c) Spin( ~, ~) iT P (1, c) iT P (2, c) iT P (3,c)

I [ -~
-i 0

-j] I [ -1
0 -i l] I[ : 0 0

-~ ](0) ?(O)
0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
0 1 -1 0 -i 0 0

I [ -;
-i 0

-11 ["
0 1 n1 [ :

0 0 n(1) ?(1)
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -i

0 0 "2 _~ 0 0 2 0 -i 0
0 1 0 -1 0 0

I[ : 0 0 nI[-~
-i 0

-11 ["
0 1 n(2) ?(2)

0 -i 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 -i 0 2 0 0 0 "2 _~ 0 0

-1 0 0 0 1 0

["
0 1 nI[ : 0 0

~ ] I[-~
-i

-11(3) ?(3)
1 0 0 0 0 -i 0

"2 _~ 0 0 2 0 -i 0 2 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 0

V.5 'fransformed Minimal Vector Clover Extension

Beyond the Lorentz transformations already considered and after the introduced change

of basis, the center stage of the clover extension, is given by the relations

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

where, from equation (5.24) we have:

-(itiJr r(O 0)
X-(j)v,-(i)/-L TJ 2, J /-Lv,

-(itiJr A1'( ° 0)
X-(j)v,-(i)/-L TJ 2, J /-Lv,

(5.43)

(5.44)



-(0)1.1 K (I!) v
X-(£)J.L,-(£)r r J.L'

-(0)1.1 k (I!) v
X-(£)J.L,-(£)r r J.L'
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(5.45)

(5.46)

We use the jacobi identity with the triples 1'(0)£' ?(i)J.L' ?(j)v and 1'(0)£, ?(i)J.L' ?(j)v to

obtain the relations

fjP (l, i)pJ.Lit(i, j)pv + ft( i, j)J.LpfjP(l, j)Pv

fjP (l, j)Pvi/'(i, j)J.Lp + it (i, j)pv fjP (l, i)PJ.L

0,

0,

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

(5.50)

We use the jacobi identity with the triple 1'(0)£' 1'(k)j, ?(k)J.L and 1'(0)£, 1'(k)j, ?(k)J.L to

obtain

f<·(k) V"-P(l o)PJ J.L a , v (5.51)

(5.52)

From equations (5.47)-(5.50), we obtain [Wills-Toro (2001)J the i'((i,j) arrays for

ijk E {123, 231, 312} given in Table 27.

Table 27: i'((i,j) Matrices, ijk E {123,231,312}

[

1-; 0 0 0]
.!!:../;;.. 0 0 0 -1 - ;
v'2 0 -1 - ; 0 0

o 0 1-; 0

The it(i, j) arrays fulfil:

[

0001+;]
.!!:../;;.. 1+; 0 0 0
v'2 0 0 1+; 0

o -1 + ; 0 0

(5.53)



The Kr(c) arrays obtained form equations(5.49)-(5.50) are given in Table 28.

Table 28: Kr(c) Matrices

(c) K1(c) K2(C) K3(C)

b [ ~'
0 0

:, ] b [ :
0 0 T] ~[

0 0 1

;' ](1) -1 0 0 i 0 0 0
1 0 0 -i 1 0 -1 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 -i 0 0 0 1 0

b [ -:
0 0

~, ] b [ :
-1 0

1] ~[
0 0 0 n(2) 0 -1 0 0 0 i 0

2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 i 0 0
0 -i 0 -i 0 0 0 0 1

b [ ~'
(J 0

~' ] b [ :
0 -1 nb, [

0 1 0 n(3) 0 0 i 0 0 0 i
3 0 -i 0 3 0 0 0 i 0 0

0 0 -i -i 0 0 0 0 0

The Kr(c) arrays fulfil:

We use the jacobi identity with the triples P(1)p, P(2)Jt, P(3)Y to obtain

o = i{(2, 3)JtyKr(1)/, + rY(2, 3):yKr(1)*/' +

+i{(l, 2)pJtKr(3)y IT + i{(l, 2);JtKr(3)~lT+

This equations lead to the identities:

We parametrize these conditions by:
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(5.54)

(5.55)

(5.56)

(5.57)

(5.58)

(5.59)



ajbj - iajbj = ro(1- i); j = 1,2,3.

A symmetric non-trivial solution is provided by

aj = (1- i)a; bj = b; a,b E .lR\{O}; ro = 2ab; j = 1,2,3.
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(5.60)

(5.61)

Table 29: Diagram of the Transformed MVC-extension, j = 1,2,3; It = 0,1,2,3

Spin -.
(~,~)(1,0) (0,1)

1Naive dim

1 F co )J1-

2/3 T(1)j, T(2)j, T(3)j T(1)j, T(2)j, T (3 )j

1/3 F(1)J1-' F (2 )J1-' F (3 )J1-

° Tco)j Tco)j

V.6 Transformed Full Clover Extension

A diagramatic representation of the transformed MVC- extension is given in Table 29,

where j = 1,2,3; It = 0,1,2,3.

The Full Clover extension adds both dimensionless and non dimensionless scalars

to the Minimal Vector Clover extension [Wills-Toro et at. (2001)]-[Wills-Toro (200la)].

The main relations become

(5.62)

(5.63)

(5.64)
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together with (5.41) and (5.42). From equations (5.24) we obtain

-(itJ)O CO(")
X-(j)v,-(i)J-L Z,J J-Lv,

-(O)v S (l) v
X-(£)J-L,-(£)O 0 J-L'

(5.65)

(5.66)

From (5.62)-(5.64), it follows immediately

~O

C (i,j)J-Lv C•O(' ')*- z,J J-LV' (5.67)

(5.68)

From the jacobi identities associated to the triples 1'(0)£' F(i)J-L, F(j)v and T(o)£, F(i)J-L, F(j)v

we obtain besides relations (5.47)-(5.50):

0,

0,

0,

0,

(5.69)

(5.70)

(5.71)

(5.72)

From the jacobi identities associated to the triples 1'(0)£' 1'(k)j, E(k)O and T(o)£, E(k)O' F(k)J-L

we obtain

• v P P
So(k)J-L a (l,O)v

So(k)/ fjP (l, O)pv

(5.73)

(5.74)

By using equations (5.67)-(5.74) we obtain:

[

0 0 l+i 0 ]60(i J') = ~ 0 -1- i 0 0 . iJ'k E{123,231,312}, M2 0 8 0 -1 - I ,
Y £, -1 - i 0 0

(5.75)



[
0 -1 0 0 ] [0 8-1 0]

So(1) = 81 -0 8 8-q , So(2) = 82 -0 -1 8 8 ,
o 0 1 0 0 0 0-1

- [-q 8 8-0 ]50 (3) = 83 0 0 -1 0 ,
o 1 0 0
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(5.76)

The jacobi identities associated with the triple F(l)p, F(2),., F(3)v leads to the relations:

o = i((2, 3),.vKr(1)/" + i((2, 3)~vKr(1)*/" +

+i((l, 2)p,.Kr(3)v
lT + i((l, 2);,.Kr(3)~lT+

+i((3, 1)vp Kr(2)/ + ry(3, 1)~pKr(2)~lT +

From which we recover the independent constraints:

Again, adding the last three equations we find

The above constraints can be parameterized in the following way

(5.78)

(5.79)
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(5.80)

A particular solution maintaining the symmetry between the three classes (1), (2), (3)

is given by

aj = (1- i)a, bj = b, j = 1,2,3 for fixed a,b E 1R\{0},

Cj = (1 + i)c, Sj = S, j = 1,2,3 for fixed c,s E 1R\{0}.

Table 30: Transformed Full Clover extension, j = 1,2,3; f.l, = 0,1,2,3

(5.81)

Spin -4

1Naive dim

1

2/3

1/3

°

(1,0)
(~,~)

(0,0)

(0,1)
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We consider finally, following [Wills-Toro (2001a)], the introduction of dimensionless

scalar singlets. After studying generic dimensionless scalar generators we obtain that

the only nontrivial extension (i.e. beyond a direct summand to the Lie algebra) is given

by the introduction of scalars E(o)o and E(o)o fulfilling

[E(o)o, E(o)o] = 0,

[E(o)o, F(i)l/] = liF(i)l/' [E(o)o, F(i)l/] = ~I: F(i)l/'

[E(o)o, T(k)a] = -Ik T(k)a, [E(o)o, T(k)a] = Ii, T(k)a,

[E(o)o, T(k)a] = -Ik T(k)a, [E(o)o, T(k)a] = Ii, T(k)a,

[E(o)o, E(k)O] = -Ik E(k)O' [E(o)o, E(k)O] = Ii, E(k)O'

[E(o)o, E(k)O] = -Ik E(k)O' [E(o)o, E(k)O] = Ii, E(k)O'

where the complex valued constants Il, I2, I3 fulfil

(5.82)

O. (5.83)

A particular solution symmetrically oriented in the complex plane is given by

(5.84)

A diagrammatic presentation of the full clover extension is given in Table 30 for

j = 1,2,3 and fJ, = 0, 1,2,3.

The Poincare algebra

(5.85)
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extends for j, i, j, k, l = 1,2,3 through the transformed Full Clover extension:

[1'(O)i' ?(f)v] = . ,pC j) P R [1\0)i' ?(f)v] = - i P(f)p (jP (i, j)Pv' (5.86)- I (J 2, v (f)p,

[1'(0)i,1'(f)8] = - i (rT(i, 1)/ 1'(f)t, [1\0)i,1'(f)8] = 0,

[1'(0)i,7\J)8] = 0,
" '1"

(5.87)[1\O)i,1\J)8] = - i 1'(f)i (j (i, j)t8,

[1'(O)i' E(f)o] = 0, [1'(O)i' E(f)o] = 0, (5.88)

[1'(O)i' E(f)o] = 0, [1'(o)i' E(f)o] = 0, (5.89)

[1'(O)i' E(o)o] = 0, [1'(O)i' E(o)o] = 0, (5.90)

[1'(O)i' E(o)o] = 0, [1'(o)i' E(o)o] = 0, (5.91)

[?(O)p,1'(f)t] = 0, [?(0)p,1'(f)8] = 0, (5.92)

[?(O)p, E(f)o] = 0, [?(O)p, E(f)o] = 0, (5.93)

[?(O)p, ?(f)v] = 0, (5.94)

[?(O)p, E(o)o] = 0, [?(O)p, E(o)o] = 0, (5.95)

[1'(i)8,1'(j)tl = 0, [1'(i)8,1'(j)i] = 0, [1'(i)8,1'(j)i] = 0, (5.96)

[E(i)o, E(j)o] = 0, [E(i)o, E(j)o] = 0, [E(i)o, E(j)o] = 0, (5.97)

[1'(i)8,E(j)o] = 0, [1'(i)8,E(j)o] = 0, (5.98)

[1'(i)8' E(j)o] = 0, [1'(i)8' E(j)o] = 0, (5.99)

0, (5.100)
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(5.101)

[T(k)r, P(l)pJ

[T(k)r, P(l)pJ

(5.102)

(5.103)

(5.104)

(5.105)

[E(o)o, E(o)oJ = 0, (5.106)

[E(o)o, P(i)v] = li P(i)v, [E(o)o, P(i)vJ = -l; P(i)V' (5.107)

[E(o)o, T(k)a] = -lk T(k)a, [E(o)o, T(k)aJ = l;; T(k)a, (5.108)

[E(o)o, T(k)aJ = -lk T(k)a, [E(o)o, T(k)a] = l;; T(k)a, (5.109)

[E(o)o, E(k)oJ = -lk E(k)O' [E(o)o, E(k)OJ = l;; E(k)O' (5.110)

[E(o)o, E(k)O] = -lk E(k)O' [E(o)o, E(k)O] = l;; E(k)O. (5.111)

The algebraic relations of this transformed Full Clover extension builds a genuine Lie

algebra. It has 48 generators. Each element of the grading group zt4 x zt4 is assigned to

exactly four generators. In Table 30 we observe that there are four class replies of a real

symmetric vector, left and right antisymmetric vector and complex scalar multiplets.

Although upon the transformation the q-grading is trivial, the zt4 x LZrgrading remains

intact. The Minimal Vector Clover extension has 40 generators. The Enhanced Minimal
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Scalar Clover extension (i.e. excluding the generators T(k)r and T(k)f from the Full

Clover extension) has 30 generators. The Full Clover extension might be related to

the Lie algebras sl(5,(C) or A6 (i.e. u(7), su(7), su(p, q) for p + q = 7, sl(7, JR)). The

Enhanced Minimal Scalar Clover extension might be related to sl(4,(J}).

V.7 Transformed Differential Operators and Representations

We want to carryon the transforming change of bases to the differential operators and to

the symmetry representations. For that we recall the non trivial commutation relations

of differential operators and MVC-extension parameters:

[8c r(i) ' C(i)] = 8; , [8Cr(i)' ~-s(i)] = 8; ,

[8[-r ,e-s('i)] = 8: , [8Cr(i)' e-S(i)] = 8~ ,
(,)

[8C '(i)' ~-t(i)] = E
T (i)tr , [8Cr(;)' C(i)] = E

T (i)tr ,

[8[-r(i) ' Li(i)] =[1'(i)if , [8Cr(i)' e-~i)] =[1'( i)if ,

[8,6-'(i)' ,6-p(i)] = EP(i)plJ' , [8,6-uw,6-(d = EP(i)p1J' .

Accordingly, we define

(5.112)

(5.113)

(5.114)

(5.115)
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O~-r - (Lr(j) O(-r(j)) o~ - (-1 )')IT (Lr(j) 0Cr(j))' (5.116)
~ (j) Cr(j)

0(3-;< '- (L/l(j) orr/i) o· '- (_1)80v +011'(L (") 0(3 .) (5.117)
(j) (3-IJ(j) /l J -;«J) ,

where

X-v(O) - (t'v(O) X-/l(O)), (5,118)

~-r(j) '- - (-1 )'Str (t'r(j) e-r(j)), (5.119)

e-r(j) '- - (-1 )81r (t'r(j) e-r(j)), (5.120)

/3-/l(j) '- - (-1 )80/J +81
1
J(t'/l(j) f3-/l(j))' (5.121)

The commutation relations of these newly defined differential operators and param-

eters follow from (5,112)-(5.121):

~-s .
[ar~i)' e (i)] = 8~ , [O~_r(i)' LS(i)] = 8; ,

[a(3-(i)' /3-(i)] = 8~ , [0(3_0"(i)' /3-p(i)] = 8; .

[a v ] VP(O) [a v-v ] _ VP(O)V/lx-/l ,X-v(O) = E V/l' X-;«O) ' X (0) - E ,
(0)

(5.122)

[a{-r(i) ' ~-t(i)] = E
T (i)tr ,

[arr(i) , ti(i)] =[1'(i)ir ,

[O(3-(i),/3-P(i)] = EP(i)pa ,

[a i-t ] V
T ( ')trLrU)'" (i) = E Z ,

v-i T-'[a E] -" (')tr
Lr(i)'" (i) =E Z ,

[a f3V-p] v p( ')pa
(3-O"(i) ' (i) = E Z • (5.123)

This algebra coincides with the standard differentiations with respect to bosonic

parameters. Again, no difference between class (0) and class (j); j = 1,2,3 is left as

far as these derivative operators is concerned. The difference between class (0) and class
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(j); j = 1,2,3 remains nevertheless in the Lie algebraic relations (5.26) containing a non

trivial q-factor.

Let us consider a representation of the MVC-extension on fields. For each generator

o there is a differential operator So such that

v0 E MVC-extension, (5.124)

[0,0'] = iO" => i[-i[O,O'],<f?] = [150 ,150 ,] <f?

Accordingly,

(5.125)

(5.126)

Let 0 be a generator with assigned group grade St(0) and in the self representation

(i.e. the multiplet component indices are subindices). As we defined in (5.16)-(5.21), we

define generically

6 '- (Lst(o) 0),

and thus

(5.127)

i [6 <f?] = 15 . <f? ., 0' v6 E Transformed MVC-extension, (5.128)

V.8 Transformed Basic MVC-Extension Representation

(5.129)

We consider group transformations (5.22). Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-

mula

eAeB = eA+ B+(1/2)[A,Bl+(1/12)[A,[A,BJj-(1/12)[B,[A,BJj+.... (5.130)
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we compute the composition of two transformations in the MVC-extension which in-

volve no Lorentz transformations, Le. we address compositions within the little group

[Wills-Toro et at. (2003a)]:

G(a, p, p, ii) G(x,~,~,~) G(X',~', f,',~'). (5.131)

Only the terms explicitly given in the right-hand side of (5.130) will be again required

due to the nilpotency of the Lie algebra of the little group: all generators have bounded

positive naIve dimension and the commutator of two operators either vanish or has the

naIve dimmension given by the sum of the naIve dimensions of the two operators. Since

the minimal naIve dimension is ~ and the maximal is 1 there will be at most cubic non

trivial commutators. From (5.130)-(5.131) we obtain:

'"' -r
C (i)

-I-/-,
X (0)

- i-
C(i) + r(i) + -2 2:= rr(kti)ii-(k/((k, k t i)cyp, (5.133)

k#i

r~i) + P-(i) + -2
i 2:= ~-(kti)ii-(k/t (k, k t i)cyp, (5.134)

k#i

:C(O) + a-(O) + 2:= ( {~(~-(j)P-(j) - ii-(j)~-(j»)+
J

- 11
2
(~-(j) - ii-(j)) t,;; ~-(ktJ)ii-(k//(k, k t j)cyp}kr(i)z/ +

+ {~ (~-(j)r(j) - ii-(j)r~j)) +

-112(~-(j) - ii-(j)) t,;; ~-(ktJ)ii-(k/t (k, k t j)cyp }kr(j)Z/). (5.135)

From this transformation we can obtain the Basic differential representation of all trans-

formed MVC-extension generators:

== 8,,-p, ,
x (0)

i - -
O~-r + -2 (3-v(J.)Kr(j)Z/0x-- IL ,

(j) (0)

(5.136)

(5.137)
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(5.138)

8P(k)U 0/3-u --2
i
Lfr(ktJ)(i((ktJ,k)pc;O~-r +f/(ktj,k)pc;o~-r )+

(k) j# (J) ~ (j)

-~ (~-(k)Kr(k)/+ ~-;k)Kr(k):) aCID) + (5.139)

+ 11
2
L 13~(kwl3-(j) {i((k t j, k)pc;Kr(j),; + i/ (k t j, k)pc;Kr(j)/ }Ox-I' ,
jf-k (0)

8~ X-Y(o)ijP(i,O)yPo~-p +,,~-r(J.)ijT(i,j)rSOl-s +
T(O)i X (0) L.. ~ (j)

J

+ LI3-(j) ijP(i,j)/ 0/3-P , (5.140)
j (J)

81'(0)i X-(O) aP
(i, oyyoX-iro )+ L ~-r (j) aT (i, j)Srae' (j) +

J

"f3V

-y :<.P(" ")P !::l+ L.. (j) a Z,) yU/3-p ..
j (j)

(5.141)

In consonance with (5.129), the differential representation fulfills the algebraic rela-

tions:

- i 8'k k" (k) J.L 8p'~ .J S c; (0)1'

(5.143)

(5.144)

Finally, we obtain the transformed covariant derivatives in the Basic representation

(5.145)

(5.146)

0/3-U + -2
i

L 13-(kW (i((k t j, k)pc;o~-r. + ~r (k t j, k)pc;oer. )+
(k) j# (J) (J)

+~ (~-(k)Kr(k)/+ ~-;k)Kr(k):) 0x-Iro) + (5.147)

+ 11
2

LI3-(kW I3-(j){r'((kt j,k)pc;Kr(j),;+~r(kt j,k)pc;Kr(j)/}Ox- 1l •

j# ~

The covariant derivatives commute with all the generators of the little group, as
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the space-time translation generator does. The covariant derivatives fulfill the following

relations among them:

i (i/ (k, j)(JO! D1'(kwr + f, r(k, j)(JO! DT(kWi-) , for k i= j (5.148)

i 8Jk fC(k)/ 8p ,
(0)1'

(5.149)

i8J'k fC(k)/ 8p .
(0)1'

(5.150)

V.9 Transformed Class (0) MVC-Extension Representation

We consider now group transformations of the form [Wills-Toro et al. (2003a)]

GoCx,~, e,fJ) = G(X, (0,0,0), (0,0, 0), (~(l)' ~(2)' ~(3))) x

G(0, (~(l)' ~(2)' ~(3))' (e(l)' e(2)' e(3))' (0,0,0)). (5.151)

The composition of such transformations,

I v I '"-,v IGo(X ,~ , ~ ,(3 ), (5.152)

leads to the following transformation in the transformed superspace coordinates:

(5.153)

(5.156)

(5.155)

(5.154)~I-(i) = ~-(i) + r(i) + -2
i L ~-(kti)(Y(k/nk, k t i)(Jp,

k#i

r~i) + P-~i) + -2
i L ~-(kti)6:-(k)f,r (k, k t i)(Jp,

k#i

X-(O) + a-(O) +L i ~-(j) (r(j) Kr(i),/ + P-~j) Kr(j)yl-') +
J

~-31 L (~-(j) - 6:-(j)) L ~-(ktj) 6:-(k) {rl(k, k t j)(Jp Kr (i),/ + f,r (k, k t j)(Jp K r(j)yl-'}.
j k-lj

v -re (i)

v I-I-'

X (0)
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From this transformation we can obtain the Class (0) differential representation of

the transformed MVC-extension generators:

0.-1' ,
X (0)

O~-r + i fj-v(J.)Kr(j)/ov-
'
" ,

(j) A. (0)

(5.157)

(5.158)

(5.159)

0/3-". --2
i
Lfj-(ktJ)(f((ktJ,k)pao~-r +l]"(ktj,k)paorr)+ (5.160)

(k) j#k (J) (J)

+ -3
1

L fj-(ktJ)fj-(j) {ink t j, k)paKr(j),J' + i/ (k t j, k)paKr(j)/ }ox-I' .
j# ~

These transformed differential operators fulfill an algebra identical to the one obtained

for the basic representation in (5.142)-(5.144). The covariant derivatives for the Class

(0) transformed representation becomes:

O<-r
~ (j)'

O~-r ,e (j)

(5.161)

(5.162)

0/3-" +-2
i
Lfj-(ktJ)(i((ktj,k)pao~-r +i/(ktJ,k)paO~-r )+

(k) j# (J) e (j)

+ i (~-(k)Kr(k)/ + ~-~k)Kr(k):) 0:C1(0) + (5.163)

+ -3
1

L fj-(ktj)fj-(j) {i((k t j, k)paKr(j),J' + i/ (k t j, k)paKr(j)/ }ox-I' .
~ ~

These transformed Class (0) covariant derivatives commute with the corresponding

representation of the generators of the little group, and fulfill an algebra identical to the

one obtained for the basic representation in (5.148)-(5.150).

V.IO Relation between the transformed Class (0) and Basic Representations
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We consider a differential operator 86 and a superfield 1?(:X,~, t, 13) in the basic represen-

tation. In the class (0) representation they are given by 806 and 1?o(:X,~, t. 13) respectively.

Both representations are related by a differential operator So [Wills-Toro et al. (2003a)]:

(5.164)

(5.165)

Therefore

(5.166)

The operator So is given by:

(5.167)

The action of the operator eSo on the superfield 1?0 produces a space-time shift:

1?(x,~,t,j3) = 1?o(X-(o)+~.L {~-(j)i<r(j)/+r~j)kr(j)/}j3-(j),~,t,j3). (5.168)
)=1,2,3

We can define a constrained superfield by letting it vanish under the action of a set

of mutually commuting covariant constraints. The advantage of the class zero represen-

tation is that it gives a very simple form to certain covariant constraints. In fact, the

maximal set of mutually commuting covariant derivatives in the MVC-extension is given

by the derivatives DotU)r and DOT(ilf' In the class (0) these covariant delivatives adopt

a very simple form. We call Ao a class (0) superfield if it fulfils the covariant constraints:

(5.169)

Accordingly

(5.170)
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From (5.168), its basic representation AOb will be given by:

AO(:~-f(O) + ~ .L {~-(j) Kr(j),/' + r~j) kr(j),/'}~-(j)' 0, 0, ~).
J=1,2,3

(5.171)

Remark: Even if the superfield Ao in class (0) representation does not depend on the

variables ~ and t, its basic representation AOb depends on these variables through the

given space-time shifting.

V.U Further Representations and q-removing transformation discussion

There are further representations [Wills-Toro et at. (2003a)], that were called class (i);

i = 1,2,3. Its transformation to remove q-commutativity will be discussed elsewhere.

All the corresponding constrained superfields of classes (f-L); f-L = 0,1,2,3, as well as the

basic representation might be needed to study solutions to the Bianchi Identities in su-

perfieds, as suggested in chapter IV. The transformed superfields will offer certainly some

advantages in model building and its is clear that we can remove back the transformation

at the end if desired.
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CHAPTER VI:

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed extensions of continuous groups of transformation based on five

simple mathematical ideas:

• The mathematical structures needed to produce novel unaccounted extensions of

symmetries might lead to algebraic structures beyond those of complex, quater

nions, octonions numbers. Such novel parameter algebras will be individually tai

lored to be consistent with the features of the symmetry to be extended.

• Finite abelian group grading structures arise naturally in Lie algebras as part of

their root and weight structures. There exist finite abelian group grading ex

tensions consonant with the naturally underlying grading of the Lie algebra of

the transformation group to be extended. In the case of the Poincare algebra,

the underlying grading is a ~2 x ~2-groUP grading. Some consonant extending

~2 x (~4A x ~4A)-gradings were identified in [Wills-Toro (1995)].

• We determine finite abelian group gradings which codify the noncommutative

or nonassociative nature of some algebras. The transformation parameters, the

Lie algebras and their structure constants are generalized to have noncommuta

tive and nonassociative features dictated by the group grading [Wills-Toro (1995)]

[Wills-Toro (1997)] and chapter II. The novel graded parameter algebras and novel

graded Lie algebras combine to provide standard Lie groups of transformation.

• The extensions make use of a very subtle but powerful fact: In many applications

summation only takes a meaningful role when adding elements of the same nature.
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This fact allows us to constrain the definition of addition to homogeneously graded

components (which will be modules over a ring or vector spaces). This avoids

many consistency conditions of the algebraic structure associated with the less

constrained (inhomogeneous) addition operation. For example, the absence of

zero divisors in structures with summation constrained to homogeneous terms is

much easier to prove, allowing more structures. Accordingly, a constrained use of

addition leads to more algebraic systems. The studied structures will correspond

to noncommutative or nonassociative versions of projective algebras of finite rank.

The constrained use of addition is called superselection rules in many physical

applications, and instead of forcing such rules at the end, we will involve them in

the very nature of the mathematical structure.

• It is commonly expected that cohomology classes associated to the group gradings

codifying noncommutativity or nonassociativity might enable us to establish rela

tions between diverse structures within the same class. Our exploration goes be

yond this naive expectation. There might be relations between algebraic structures

even if their group gradings belong to different cohomology classes. In particular,

we are interested in transformations that relate noncommutative or nonassociative

structures with associative commutative structures. This relation is consonant

with the relations that can be established between euclidean and non-euclidean

geometry and their mutually interrelated consistency. The concrete application

will indicate which is the proper frame to adopt. For instance, the spin-statistics

theorem in physics indicates that the very nature of certain type of particles called

fermions is to be described using anticommutative (Grassmann) variables. Even if
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some transformations might compensate their anticommutative nature of fermions

in certain cases, there are multiple phenomena in the statistics of fermion gasses

which are only properly understood recalling their anticommutative properties.

Several developments were achieved in this thesis based on these ideas. On the one

hand, authentically new mathematical structures were found which provide tools for

extending Lie groups. Such extensions involve graded parameters, generators and even

structure constants (chapter II), which might include noncommutative and nonassocia

tive features governed by the group grading. For some of these structures the adjoint

representations, Cartan form and coproduct were determined.

Using the novel structures, authentically new extensions of the symmeties of special

relativity were found (chapter III). Some of them correspond to extensions of supersym

metry providing astonishing parallels between the found symmetries and the symmetries

of each family in the standard model of elementary particles.

Further found novel extensions have a fully different nature than supersymmetry

since they do not involve fermionic (spin-~) generators. They also differ from conformal,

de Sitter and anti-de Sitter extensions. After representations in superspace and covari

ant derivatives were determined for one of such extensions, we studied (chapter IV) its

differential geometry, connections associated to symmetry groups, their curvature and

Bianchi identities both in coordinate and in covariant basis with constant torsion gov

erned by the Maurer Cartan structure equation. We studied also a connection making

the Lorentz symmetry point dependent, and its torsion and curvature. This constitutes

a novel extension of general relativity which might give novel insights into the quest for

a consistent quantum description of gravitation.
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Finally, we addressed the question of possible relations between symmetry extensions

with and without noncommutative features in their parameter algebras (chapter V). It

was determined that even if the function governing the noncommutativity has nontrivial

cohomology, there can exist a transformation relating a group graded (plain) Lie algebra

with commutative and associative parameter algebra and a group graded Lie algebra

with noncommutative associative parameters. Such a relation was established for the

symmetry extending the symmetries of special relativity whose differential geometrical

aspects was developed (in chapter IV).

The study of concrete models in superfields as well as the study of solutions to the

Bianchi identities in constrained superfields will reveal the phenomenological relevance

of the considered graded symmetries tackling open questions in Quantum Field Theory

(QFT) and Relativity. In particular, the study of the role of the novel symmetries

for eventual anomaly cancellation mechanisms should be emphasized. A careful study

of the axioms of QFT and and their interplay with novel symmetries might lead to a

generalization of the Spin-Statistics theorem, which will reveal the statistical nature of

the particles in the novel representations as well as their collective behavior. A novel

collective behavior might have relevance for addressing standing open questions risen by

Cosmic Background Radiation and supernova observations.
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